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Summary
This thesis is concerned with existence of weak solutions of a certain 
type of a semilinear elliptic partial differential equation in connection with 
bounded steady vortices in a 2-dimensional ideal fluid. This is done by 
means of rearrangement variational principles. The variational principles 
are based on th a t proposed by Benjamin [6] in which a functional related 
to the kinetic energy is maximised relative to the set of rearrangements of 
a prescribed function.
The first three problems have been inspired by Nycander [40]. In Chap­
ter 2 we prove existence of a flow containing a doubly Steiner symmetric 
and bounded vortex anomaly in a flow approaching a shear flow at infinity. 
The results of this chapter have been reported in Emamizadeh [21]. The 
third chapter studies the same problem as in Chapter 1, the difference being 
tha t here we use a different variational formulation of the problem. More 
specifically, we maximise the energy functional relative to the set of rear­
rangements of a given function which satisfy a prescribed linear constraint. 
This chapter is a joint work with the author’s supervisor, see [13]. The 
fourth chapter is concerned with the existence of a flow past an impenetra­
ble obstacle containing a bounded vortex anomaly and approaching a shear 
flow at infinity.
The last three chapters have been motivated by Burton [12], In Chapter 
5 we prove existence of a flow in a quadrant-plane containing a bounded 
vortex and approaching an irrotational flow at infinity. Here, contrary to 
[12], the method of Steiner symmetrisation is not available. The vorticity 
is the maximiser of a functional relative to the set of rearrangements of a 
prescribed function. The functional is shown to attain a maximum for suf­
ficiently small values of a positive parameter. In Chapter 6 we consider the 
same problem as in Chapter 5, but use a different variational formulation. 
Finally, Chapter 7 is concerned with the existence of a flow in a quadrant- 
plane past an obstacle, attached to the boundary of the domain, containing 
a bounded vortex approaching an irrotational flow at infinity.
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The idea th a t for steady, inviscid flows the vorticity should give kinetic energy an ex­
treme value goes back to Kelvin [ 43], see also Turkington [44]. More recently it has 
been suggested by Benjamin [6] and the work of Arnold [ 3] tha t a natural class in which 
to seek solutions is the set of rearrangements of a fixed function. Burton [10, 11] has 
recently developed the required functional analysis for proving existence in a class of 
rearrangements. The contents of [10, 11] are referred to as Burton’s theory, in this the­
sis. Roughly speaking, this theory provides a package for proving certain maximisation 
problems are solvable, where the set of admissible functions is a rearrangement class 
generated by a fixed function, on a bounded domain; furthermore for any maximiser 
vorticity is an increasing function of the corresponding stream function. Burton’s the­
ory relies on maximisation of linear functionals relative to the set of rearrangements of 
a fixed function. This issue is outlined in due course.
In this thesis we study applications of Burton’s theory to six problems. Before 
outlining our main results we give a general background theory and also survey the 
relevant results in the literature.
1.1 Background
We begin this section by giving a brief account of basics in rearrangements of functions.
1 .1 .1  R ea rra n g em en ts  o f  fu n ctio n s
D efin ition  Let (fi,*4,/i) and (IT, .4 ',//)  be positive measure spaces with /x(0) =  //(fT ). 
Real measurable functions /  on Q and g on Q! are rearrangements of each other if
M (/_1([/5,oo))) =  //(flT 1^ , 00))), V/3 6 R , (1.1)
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provided both sides in (1.1) are finite; if additionally 1 < p < oo and /  £ Lp(fi) then it
follows tha t g £ Lp(fi') and | | / | |p =  ||flf||p.
For a non-negative measurable function on fi, F(fo)  denotes the set of rearrange­
ments of /o on fi. As a special case Eydeland, Spruck and Turkington [23] proved tha t 
if /o is defined on the half line [0 ,oo) then
of the set of rearrangements is convex and therefore equal to the closed convex hull of 
the set of rearrangements. This result was later generalised by Burton and Ryan [15].
Let us now consider some well known examples of rearrangements. Below, /  is 
assumed to be a non-negative measurable function on R n with the property tha t 
/ i „ ( /_1([a, oo))) < oo for all a  > 0, unless otherwise stated. Here [in denotes the 
n — dimensional Lebesgue measure in R n.
D efin ition  (Symmetric decreasing rearrangements)
Let F (a )  := /in ( / - 1([a,oo))), for a  > 0. Then the symmetric decreasing rearrange­
ment of /  denoted / a  is defined by
r ( fo )  =  { /  > 0| j f ° ( /  -  cr)+ =  f ° ( / o  -  <7)+, Vct > o )  , •
where indicates the positive part of the function.
Ryff [42] showed tha t for a non-negative function fo £ L1(0,1) , the weak closure
max{a > 0| F(a) > 2|s|}, if there is such a
0 , otherwise,
for s £ R.
T>efi.nit\on(Steiner-symmetrisation about x n = 0)
The Steiner symmetrisation of /  about the plane x n — 0 denoted f s is defined by
where x'  =  (a?i, • • •, x n- i ) .
R e m a rk  Clearly the definition of Steiner-symmetrisation about any plane can be writ­
ten similarly.
D efin ition  (Schwarz-symmetrisation)
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/* denotes the Schwarz-symmetrisation of /  and is defined by
f*(x)  := max {o:| F(a) > |x |no;n} ,
where u n denotes the volume of the unit ball in Rn. Moreover for any xq £ R n, the 
Schwarz-symmetrisation of f  with respect to Xq is simply /*(• — z 0).
Let us point out th a t /*  is a spherically symmetric decreasing function. Schwarz- 
symmetrisations are particularly important in partial differential equations as they, for 
example, decrease convex gradient integrals. Polya and Szego [39] showed th a t for 
1 < p < oo,
l |V /lp  < IIV/IU /  6 W 1'p{Rn). (1.2)
The case of equality in (1.2) has been studied by Brothers and Ziemer [8]. These re­
sults have been employed by Burton and McLeod [14] in order to study maximisation 
and minimisation of the Dirichlet integral of a function vanishing on the boundary of 
the unit ball, subject to the constraint tha t the Laplacian be a rearrangement of a 
given function. They proved th a t in case the Laplacian is one-signed, maximisers and 
minimisers are radial and monotone.
D efinition  Let (fl , A , p )  be a finite measure space and /  : Q, —► R a measurable 
function. For real a  define
Xf , A a ) :=  v ( { x € f ( x ) > «})»
called the distribution function of f  with respect to p. Then the (essentially) unique 
decreasing rearrangement of f ,  denoted / A, is defined by
f A (s) := max{a| A/,M(a) > s},
for 0 < s < p(Q).
We conclude this section with some rearrangement inequalities.
T heorem  l(Burton[10])
Let (Q ,A ,p)  be a finite measure space, l e t l  < p  < oo, let q be the conjugate exponent of  
p and set u  =  p(Q). Suppose fo £ Lp(p) and go £ L q{p). Then for all rearrangements 
f  of fo and g of go on Q, we have
[f9<r#*.Jsi Jo
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T heorem  2 (Riesz’s rearrangement inequality, Lieb [34])
Let / ,  g and h be three non-negative functions defined on R n. Then, with
[  [  f ( x ) g ( x - y ) h { y ) d x d y ,
J R n J R n
we have
I ( f , 9 , h ) < I ( r , g * , h * ) ,  (1.3)
with the understanding that I(f*,g*,h*) = oo if I ( f , g , h )  =  oo.
R em ark The inequality in (1.3) still holds if /  and h are non-negative and g is spher­
ically symmetric decreasing.
A generalisation of Theorem 2 is proved by Brascamp, Lieb and Luttinger [7]. The 
cases of strict inequality and equality in (1.3) have been investigated by Lieb [33] and 
Burchurd [9], respectively.
1 .1 .2  T w o -d im en sio n a l E u ler  eq u a tio n s
In this section we discuss the fundamental equations describing the motion of a 2- 
dimensional ideal fluid and establish some elementary facts. The presentation is intro­
ductory and informal. Hence, on the one hand we confine ourselves to a very simple 
flow geometry: the fluid domain D  C R 2 is bounded and has smooth boundary dD  and 
the (steady) flow is everywhere tangential on dD.  On the other hand, we assume the 
functions involved are smooth enough to be differentiated as many times as needed.
Let u(x) = (ui(x), U2 {x)) and p{x) denote the velocity field and the pressure of the 
flow. Then they are required to satisfy the Euler equations
(u • V)w =  —Vp, in D (1.4)
V • u = 0, in D (1.5)
u • n = 0 , on d D , (1-6)
where ft is the exterior unit normal to dD.
R em ark When the domain is unbounded, the equations of motion (1.4)-(1.6) which 
have a local character, remain valid. However, in this case, we must specify not only 
the boundary conditions (1.6) but also the asymptotic behaviour of the velocity field 
u(x) when |x| —»■ oo.
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We now introduce a fundamental concept of our analysis, namely the vorticity field 
uj(x ). By definition
Cj :=  V x u =  (0 ,0 ,dXlu 2  -  dX2 u{).
The vorticity function u(x)  is then defined by
l j ( x )  : =  d X l u 2  -  d X 2 u i .
Assuming D is simply connected, the incompressibility condition (1.5) allows us to 
introduce a function i p ,  called the stream function, such that
u =  V 1 ^ , (1.7)
where V 1 := (dXl,dX2). Therefore we derive the well known Poisson equation
A i p  =  — w, in D. (1.8)
The boundary condition (1.6) implies tha t • n = 0 on dD.  Assuming ip E C 1(JD), 
it is elementary to show that if i p  — constant on dD,  then V L i p  • n =  0 on dD  is 
satisfied. We assume
i p  = 0, on dD.  (1.9)
From classical potential theory we deduce tha t if u; is a given function, then there 
exists a unique solution for (1.8) satisfying (1.9). Obviously by finding ip we can find 
the velocity field from (1.7). therefore we need to write the dynamical condition (1.4)
in terms of the vorticity function u>. Applying the operator ”V x ” to (1.4) we obtain,
on the account of (1.8) and u> =  V x u,
b P M  =  0, i n £ ,  (1.10)
where [•, •] denotes the Jacobian. This, in turn, implies tha t ip and oj are functionally 
dependent. In particular, we shall seek solutions for which
u)  =  (p o i p ,  (1-11)
which obviously satisfy (1.10). If K  denotes the inverse of —A with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, then from (1.8) we infer
i p  =  K u .  (1-12)
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Inserting (1.12) into (1.11) yields
u) = <j) o Ku). (1-13)
We will regard equation (1.13) as fundamental; in proving tha t a flow is steady, we 
will consider ourselves to have succeeded when we have checked tha t (1.13) is satisfied. 
Hence we need to look for a fixed point of the operator (f> o K , where (f> is an unknown 
function.
Let us point out th a t in our work uj will always be obtained as a global maximiser 
of an appropriate energy functional relative to the set of rearrangements of a given 
function, whence (1.13) is the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equation. The function </>, 
called the nonlinearity, emerges from Burton’s theory. The fact tha t any fixed point of 
(1.13) gives rise to a solution of Euler’s equations (1.4)-(1.6), in some sense, is sketched 
for a particular situation in [Chapter 7, section 7.6].
1.2 M axim isation o f linear functionals
Maximisation of linear functionals forms a cornerstone of Burton’s theory. This section 
is devoted to this issue and some of its applications.
Burton [10, Theorem 4] proves tha t i f l  < p < oo, 1 /p  + 1 /q = 1 and g £ Lg(D), 
where D  is a bounded subset of R 2, then
< f , 9 >-= /  f ( x)g(x)dx  
J d
attains its supremum relative to /  £ P (/o ), the set of rearrangements of fo £ LP(D). 
He also proves, [10, Theorem 5], tha t if < -,g > has a unique maximiser f  relative to 
P (/o ), then there is an increasing function <f such tha t f  = <f>o g almost everywhere in 
D. To illustrate some applications of these results we consider the problem
(P )  : sup t f (C ) ,
where A  C LP(D) is the set of admissible functions and \I> : LP(D) —► R is a functional 
which usually corresponds to some physical phenomenon (e.g. energy). For simplicity of 
the presentation we focus on a very particular case, namely, we assume tha t A  = P (/o ), 
as above, and tha t is convex and weakly sequentially continuous. According to 
Burton [10, Theorem 6], the weak closure of T  =  P ( /o ) 5 denoted Jrw, in L P{D) is 
convex, flf, being weakly sequentially continuous, attains a maximum relative to 
say at ( i.  Since is convex and strongly continuous an application of the Hahn-
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Banach theorem shows tha t ^ ( £ 1), the subdifferential of at £1, is non-empty. Let 
g £ ^ ( C i ) ;  of course we may assume g £ Lq(D). Therefore there exists £ G T  th a t 
maximises < -,g > relative to T , hence we obtain
< ( i , g  ><< ( ,g  > • (1.14)
Since g is a subgradient of at £1 we obtain
> * ( « + < < ; - a . s  >.
hence we conclude, on the account of (1.14), \P(£) > \P(£i). This, in turn, implies th a t 
$(£) =  \P(£i). In other words (P ) has a solution. Let us now assume, in addition, tha t 
VP is strictly convex. Then for £ £ T  \  {£} we have
t f ( C ) > * ( O > * ( O + < C - C , 0 >,
hence < £ — £,<7 > <  0 This means £ is the unique maxmiser of < -,g > relative to T '. 
Therefore there is an increasing function (f) such that
£ = <t>°g, (1.15)
almost everywhere in D. Assuming tha t is Gateaux differentiable, so d\P(£) =
{D^[£]}, from (1.15) we find
£ =  0 o DV[C]. (1.16)
Therefore £ is a fixed point of <f> o _D\P[-]. This, of course, reprises (1.13). So there 
is a natural question: Is there a link between maximisation of linear functionals and 
existence of steady vortex flows? The answer is affirmative as we demonstrate below.
Let K  be the inverse of —A with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on
D. It is a standard result tha t for p > 2, K  : LP(D) —> Hq{D) is a compact, symmetric
and positive linear operator. Hence : LP(D) —»■ R defined by
.(0
is weakly sequentially continuous, strictly convex and Gateaux differentiable with 
L>^[£] =  K ( .  Therefore W attains its supremum relative to F{fo)  and if £ is a max­
imiser we have, from (1.16),
(  = <fioKC
almost everywhere in D. Therefore £ represents the vorticity of a flow in D. The
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corresponding stream function is K ( .  By global elliptic regularity theory, see e.g. [28, 
Theorem 8.12], K (  £ W 2 ,2 (D). Hence by the Sobolev embedding theorem K (  £ 
C 0 ,P(D) for any 0 < (3 < 1. Whence KC, £ C 0 ,^ (D)  n Hq(D).  So  K ( ( x )  =  0 for every 
x £ dD.  This, in turn, implies the flow is tangent at every point on dD.
1.3 Survey
In this section we survey the literature related to our work.
The most well known example of steady vortex flow in R 2 is tha t due to a uniformly 
translating vortex pair [32]. Fraenkel and Berger [25] proved the existence of a solution 
of a semilinear elliptic partial differential equation by maximising a certain functional 
on the surface of a sphere in a Sobolev space. This semilinear equation characterises the 
steady, unbounded axisymmetric flow of an ideal fluid in R 3 containing bounded regions 
of vorticity, known as vortex rings. Norbury [38], using analogous methods to those 
of [25], proved the existence of steady planar vortex pairs in R 2, where the vorticity 
function, the function <f> in (1.13), is prescribed and the vortex strength parameter is 
constrained.
Burton [12] proves the existence of a steady planar flow of an ideal fluid, containing 
a bounded symmetric pair of vortices, and approaching a uniform flow at infinity. This 
was done by a rearrangement variational principle in which the data  prescribed are the 
rearrangement class of the vorticity field and either the velocity, A > 0 , of the vortex 
pair relative to the fluid at infinity or the momentum impulse, I  > 0, of the vortex 
pair. He proves tha t if A is sufficiently small or if I  is sufficiently large then such flows 
exist. Since Chapters 5, 6 and 7 are related to this problem we give more detail. When 
A is prescribed the corresponding variational formulation of the problem is
( P A) :  s u p ^ a ( C ) ,  
t
where T  is the set of rearrangements of a given function and
* a (C)  : =  * i ( C ) - A 3 ( C ) ,
where
* i ( 0  := \ j ^ T ^
3(C) :=  f  x 2  (.
J u
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Here n  := {£ E R 2| x 2 > 0} and T  is the inverse of —A with homogeneous boundary
conditions on n . It is proved tha t (P\ ) is solvable in bounded rectangles and then
shown tha t for A sufficiently small the maximisers are the same for all sufficiently large 
rectangles. Hence (Pa) has a solution. In case I  is prescribed a different variational 
formulation is considered, namely,
(PA) : sup ^i(C)-
Turkington [44, 45] uses maximisation of kinetic energy over a different set of func­
tions to prove existence of vortex pairs in flows occupying the whole of R 2 or D := R 2\ D  
where D  is a bounded simply connected domain, symmetric in the £1—axis, containing 
the origin in its interior and having smooth boundary. In case of flows past an obstacle 
(i.e. D := R 2 \  D) he considers the following maximisation problem
(Tq ) : sup Pq(u>),
u EKx(D)
where
E q {w) :=  o /  u G u - Q  /  7) uj,
* JD JD
with G being the inverse of —A with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on 
D and
K X{D) := {u e L°°(D)\ IM ^ =  1, 0 < u(x)  < A a.e. in D}.
It is shown tha t if a = (01, 02) is fixed such tha t 01, 02 > 2max{l, AQ-1 }, A  is 
some constant depending on the points where an appropriate Routh function attains 
its minimum, then the support of any maximiser u) := u>q x of Eq  relative to K “(D),  a 
subset of K \ ( D ) comprising functions vanishing outside the rectangle [—ai , o i ] x [ 0 ,o 2], 
is contained in [1 — a i , a i  — 1] X [0,02 — 1], provided A is sufficiently large. This, of 
course, implies tha t (Tq) is solvable for sufficiently large A.
Elcrat and Miller [19] use the ideas of Burton [10, 11] and Turkington [44, 45] to 
prove the existence of a steady planar vortex flow past an obstacle (not necessarily 
symmetric), approaching a uniform flow at infinity and satisfying a prescribed circula­
tion around the boundary of the obstacle, the domain of the fluid D  being unbounded. 
They do this by maximising the energy functional relative to the set of rearrangements 
of a given function such that the measure of the support of (A is 0 (1/ A), which 
vanish outside a compact subset of D  containing a local minimum of the corresponding 
Routh function.
Later, Elcrat and Miller [20] used same ideas as in [19], see also [18], and proved
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the existence of a flow past a multiple number of obstacles in R 2 with prescribed 
circulations around the boundary of each, approaching a uniform shear flow at infinity 
with vorticity concentrated around each of the critical points of the corresponding 
Routh function, say Xq, • • •,£(). The vorticity around each critical point Xq belongs to 
the set of rearrangements of a given function, say vanishing outside a compact set 
R i  C D  containing x*0.
Badiani [4] also used the methods of Burton [12] and Turkington [44, 45] to prove 
an existence theorem for a steady planar flow past a symmetric obstacle, containing a 
symmetric vortex pairs and approaching a uniform flow at infinity.
Coherent vortices are often observed in natural shear flows. Their vorticity usually 
has the same sign as tha t of the background flow, and they are elongated in the direction 
of the flow. Nycander [40] proved the existence of a steady two dimensional flow, in R 2, 
which is separated into two regions of positive constant and of positive non-constant 
vorticity, where the former is unbounded whereas the latter is bounded. This was done 
by maximising an appropriate energy functional relative to the class of rearrangements 
of a fixed function Co? ^(Co) ? vanishing outside bounded sets and satisfying
0 < Cmin -  C ^  Cmax < oo, £ E F((o),  (1-17)
where Cmin an<  ^ Cmax are constants. Because of the nature of the functional the  set 
of admissible functions was reduced to  ju st those in ^(Co) which are doubly Steiner- 
sym m etric about the axes. His proof is also based on the m ethod suggested by Benjamin 
[6]. However, the condition th a t the vorticity (anomaly) has positive lower bound 
C > Cmin *s unreasonable since it may lead to  the discontinuity of the vorticity 
(anomaly) on the boundary of its support (the free boundary) and then create complex 
phenomenon such as shock waves, etc.
Recently we have learned of a Physics preprint by Wu and Mu [46] concerning the 
removal of condition (1.17).
1.4 Outline of main results
In Chapter 2 we extend earlier work of Nycander [40], We prove the existence of a 
planar uniform shear flow, in R 2, containig a bounded vortex anomaly. The main 
feature of our work is the removal of condition (1.17), see also Emamizadeh [21].
Chapter 3 deals with the same problem, physically speaking, as in Chapter 2 . Here 
we employ a different variational formulation. More precisely we maximise a non- 
convex functional relative to a rearrangement class of functions satisfying an equality 
constraint. This Chapter is a joint work with G.R. Burton, see Burton and Emamizadeh
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[13].
Chapter 4 is concerned with proving existence of a flow past an obstacle, contain­
ing a bounded vortex anomaly, approaching a shear flow at infinity and satisfying a 
prescribed circulation around the boundary of the obstacle.
R e m a rk  Chapters 2, 3 and 4 have all been motivated by Nycander [40].
In Chapter 5 we prove the existence of steady ideal fluid flows occupying n+, the 
first quadrant) containing a bounded vortex. Such a flow will be described by a stream 
function ip : 11+ —> R. At infinity we will have ifr —*■ —\ x 1 X2  which is the stream 
function for an irrotational flow with velocity field — A(a?i, —£2), A > 0 prescribed. We 
prove existence of such flows for sufficently small A.
Chapter 6 addresses the same problem, physically speaking, as in Chapter 5, but 
here we use a different variational formulation. We assume the impulse, J, given by
1 = 1  x i x 2 c
J n+
is prescribed.
In Chapter 7 we use ideas of Burton [12] and Turkington [44, 45] to prove existence 
of a flow past an obstacle and approaching an irrotational flow at infinity. The domain 
of the fluid is 11+ \  D  with $(II+ \  D) smooth. The corresponding problem in a half­
plane with an obstacle was considered by Badiani [4], and we make extensive use of his 
methods in our work.
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C hapter 2
Steady vortex in a uniform shear 
flow of an ideal fluid
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we extend earlier work of Nycander [40]; in which isolated vortices in a 
background flow of constant shear were studied; here a flow in R 2 is called shear if the 
fluid particles in the upper half plane move in the negative xi-direction with velocity 
increasing along the X2-direction, similarly particles in the lower half plane move in the 
positive xi-direction with velocities increasing along the negative ^-direction. In [40] 
the author proves existence of a steady two dimensional flow, in R 2, which is separated 
into two regions of positive constant and of positive non-constant vorticity, in this case 
the vortex is called vortex anomaly, where the former is unbounded and the latter is 
bounded. This was done by maximising the energy functional relative to a class of 
rearrangements of a given function Co tha t vanishes outside a bounded set and satisfies
0 ^  Cmin ^  Co — Cmax ^  ^ , (^*1)
where Cmin and Cmax are constants. Later in the paper [40] the author states a conjec­
ture to which an affirmative answer would make it possible to remove (2.1). However, 
in this chapter we present a direct method to eliminate (2 .1).
The mathematical difficulty is the lack of compactness which is caused by the unbound­
edness of the domain of interest, namely R 2. To overcome this difficulty we follow a 
method proposed by Benjamin [6]; first we consider the maximisation problem in a 
bounded set and, using Burton’s theory [10, 11], prove existence of maximisers. Then 
we show tha t for sufficiently large bounded domains the maximisers are the same.
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2.2 N otation, definitions and statem ent of the main result
Henceforth p is a real number in (2,oo). x , y , 2 , etc. stand for points in R 2, hence 
x =  (£1, 22), y =  (2/ i? 2/2)  ^ z = (zi , z2 ), etc. D(l) will always represent a square of the 
form [ - / ,/]  x [—/,/]. When there is no confusion we simply write D in place of D(l).  In 
particular, we denote by Do the square with I := l0  = 2_1-V/Fa, for some fixed a > 0 . 
B r [x) stands for the open disc centered at x with radius r. B r will denote the ball 
centered at the origin with radius r; particularly note tha t Do D B a. For a measurable 
set A C R 2, \A\ denotes the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure of A. If A is a measurable 
set in R 2 and x E R 2, we say A  is dense at x if and only if |A fl B t (x) \ ^  0 for all e > 0. 
The set consisting of the points where A  is dense at is denoted den (A).
Let Co € Lp(R 2) be a non-negative function which vanishes outside a set of measure 
7ra2. The set of all rearrangements of Co on R 2 which vanish outside bounded sets is 
denoted by T . The subset of T  comprising functions vanishing outside the square D 
is denoted F(D);  henceforth we assume D D Do in order to ensure P(D )  ^  0. Let 
S  > 0 ; then for a non-negative C £ Lp(R 2) having bounded support, we define the 
energy functional
® ( C ) : = ! /  C * C - f  /4 JR2 z JR2
where
K ^ : = ^  f  iog r ~ ~ ~ X {y)dy.
J r 2 \x  y I
P  will denote the following maximisation problem
P :  su p ^ (C ),
and the set of solutions of P  is denoted E. If the maximisation is performed on a square 
D  then we designate it P{D)\  tha t is,
P(D)  : sup ¥(C).
Ce^(D)
Similarly the corresponding set of solutions is denoted E(D ). In [40], the main result 
is the following
T h eo re m  1 Let Co vanishes outside a bounded set in R 2 and satisfy (2 . 1 ). Then P  
has a solution; that is, E 0.
The author of [40] has stated a conjecture to which an affirmative answer would help 
to remove condition (2.1). However, we present a much simpler method to eliminate 
(2 .1) and indeed prove
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T h e o re m  2 Problem P  has a solution; and if £ G E, then ipi := K £  will satisfy the 
following semi-linear elliptic partial differential equation
—Aifti = (f> o (tpi — 2- 1  Sx%), a.e. z'raR2, (2.2)
where (j) is an increasing function unknown a priori.
During the course of this chapter we make use of several types of rearrangements, 
namely, Steiner, Schwarz and decreasing rearrangements. For the sake of completeness 
we give the corresponding definitions in the context we need.
A measurable function h : R 2 —► R will be called Steiner-symmetric with respect to 
the line X\ =  0 if
X2 > 0 ,0  < z i < x[ =>■ h ( - x \ , x 2) =  h ( x i , x 2) > h (x [ , x 2), a.e. (a?i,ar2) € ^ 2-
Similarly, one can define Steiner-symmetry with respect to the line x 2  = 0. A function 
which is Steiner-symmetric with respect to both lines x\  =  0 and x 2  =  0 is said 
to be doubly Steiner-symmetric, denoted (D S S ). If h : R 2 —► R is non-negative, 
measurable and vanishes outside a set of finite measure, then there is an essentially 
unique rearrangement h* of h, called the Steiner-symmetrisation of h, with respect 
to the line X\ =  0, such tha t h1 is Steiner-symmetric about the line x\  = 0 and for 
almost every x 2  > 0 and every a  > 0 the sets where h(- ,x2) > a  and h^(-,x2) > a  
have equal 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Similarly, the Steiner-symmetrisation of 
h with respect to the line x 2  = 0 is defined and designated by h$.
The Schwarz-symmetrisation of h is denoted by h* and satisfies the following con­
ditions:
(i) h* is a function of |x| and is decreasing.
(ii) |{x G R 2| h*(x) > s}| =  |{x G I£2| h(x) > s}|, Vs > 0.
If /  is a non-negative, measurable function in R 2, then the following inequalities 
are special cases of Riesz’s inequality, see [31]
f  f  f ( x ) \ o g 1 f (y)dxdy  < f  f  f*(x)  log 1 f*(y)dxdy  (2.3)
JR2 J r 2 \x -  y | JR2 JR 2 \x — y\
f  f  /(a?) log , 1 | f (y)dxdy  < f  f  f { x ) \ o g - — —^  f ( y ) d x d y  (2.4)
J r 2 J r 2 \x ~ V\ J r 2 J r 2 \x ~ V\
f  [  f i x ) l°g | 1 , f{y)dxdy < [  f  /ti(ff) log ■-  1  M y)dxdy.  (2.5)
J r 2 J r 2 \x — y\ J r 2 J r 2 \x -  y I
Suppose h : R 2 —»• R is a non-negative measurable function vanishing outside a
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bounded set of measure m. Then h has a decreasing rearrangement, hA , defined on 
the interval (0 ,ra) which is a decreasing function satisfying
|{£ G (0,m )| hA (£) > s}| =  |{x G R 2| h(x) > s}|, Vs > 0.
Then hA is uniquely defined except for the values at its discontinuities. If /  G LP(K2) 
and g G L q{K2), where q is the conjugate exponent of p, such tha t /  and g vanish 
outside a set of measure u> then the inequalities
(2 .6)
and
/  f g <  f  f*g*  
J r 2 J r 2
(2.7)
are classical, see [31]. The reader is refered to [34] for a comprehensive treatm ent of 
integral inequalities involving rearrangements of functions.
diameter of den (A) which is defined by
diam(A) := sup{|x — y | : y G den(A)}.
For h : R 2 —> R, measurable, the strong support of h is the set {ar| h(x) > 0} and it is 
denoted supp(h). Finally, for real valued measurable functions f  and g defined on R 2 
we set < / ,  <7 > :=  f R 2  f  g, whenever the integral exists.
2.3 Preliminary results
In this section we present properties of the operator A”, which are relevant to our work, 
and some results from Burton’s theory.
2 .3 .1  P r o p e r t i e s  o f  K
Our first result concerns the regularity of A"C, where £ is a function in Lp(R 2) vanishing 
outside a bounded set. In the literature is called the Newtonian potential with
density £; the reader is referred to [24, 28].
For a measurable A  in R 2, xa  will denote the characteristic function of A; th a t is
If x G R 2, then d(x, A) stands for the distance from x to den(A). diam(A) denotes the
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L em m a 1 Let £ G LP(R2) vanish outside a bounded set. Then K (  G C 1(R2). More­
over, the following holds
V K ( ( x )  = - L  f  - f — ^ a y ) d y ,  vx g R 2.2?r JR 2 I a: -  y\*
Proof. See [3, Appendix A].£>
R e m a rk  Suppose £ is a non-negative function in LP(R2), vanishing outside a bounded 
set with |supp(£)| =  7ra2, then by applying a classical result of Hardy, see for example 
[34], we obtain
#  C M  <  f  log | 1 M y ) d y ,  Vz G R 2,
JBa(x) \x y I
where r) is the Schwarz-symmetrisation of £ with respect to a?; tha t is, r}(y) = £*(y — x). 
Hence, an application of the Holder’s inequality yields
'r«*>=s5?(jL.>ik>«Fhir*),/’
Elementary calculations show that
f  | log -— — -\qdy < CT(<z+ 1) +  0 (a (lo g a )2),
j B a(x) \x -  y I
as a —► oo, where r(-) stands for the Gamma function. Therefore
t f C M  <  C II C I Ip ,  V x  €  R 2 , ( 2 . 8 )
where C  is a constant depending on a. Moreover, if s =  d(x,supp(£)) +diam (supp(£)), 
then similar calculations yield
I^C M I < C\\c\\p, Vx e R2, (2.9)
where C  depends only on s.
L em m a 2 Let q > 1 and let U be a bounded open subset of  R 2. Then K  : LP(U) —► 
L q{U) is compact, in the sense that if  {£n}^Li a sequence of functions , bounded 
in Lp(R 2) and vanishing outside U, then the restrictions to U of the KC,n ’s have a 
subsequence converging in the L q-norm. Moreover, if  £ G Lp(R 2) and vanishes outside 
U then u = K (  verifies the following Poisson’s equation
—A u  = £, a.e. m R 2. (2.10)
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Proof. From Lemma 1 it follows tha t the map K  from LP(U) into Lq{XJ) is well defined. 
Now consider £ £ LP(R2) which vanishes outside U. Then there exists a sequence 
{Cn)n==i m C ^ ( R 2) such that supp(£n) C U, for all n £ N, and £n —*■ £, in LP(R2), as 
n —+ oo. For x £ R 2, an application of (2.9) implies that
\ K ( C n - Q ( x ) \ < C \ \ C n - C \ \ p -
Therefore, K ( n —► if£ , as n —> oo, uniformly on compact subsets of R 2. Whence
< A £n, 0 AT£, </> > , as —>■ oo, V</> £ Cq0 (R^). (2 .11)
Note tha t —AA"£n =  £n, for all n £ N, see for example [28, Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2]. Thus
< - A K ( n,4>>=< V7i £ N.
Hence by an application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we have
< - A K ( n,<f> >—>< £,</> > , as 71 —► oo.
We now apply integration by parts to obtain
< - A K ( n,<f> >=< K ( n, —A<j) > , Vn £ N.
From (2.11) and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem we deduce
< —AA'Cn,^ > —►< A"£, —A (j) > , as n —> oo.
Hence < £ ,0  > = <  Jf£, — A(f> >, for all <f> £ Cq°(R2), which implies
—A K (  =  £ in £>'(R2). (2.12)
Now by Agmon’s regularity theory [2, Theorem 6.1], applied to (2.12), we infer tha t 
K (  £ (R 2). Therefore, equation (2.12) holds almost everywhere in R 2. In view of
the compact embedding, W 1 ,2 (U) <—►t->- L q(U), for all <7 > 1, see [1], in order to show
compactness of K  it suffices to prove the boundedness of A  as a map from LP(U) into
W 1 ,2 (U). To do this, we claim
| v / r c ( * ) l  <  CHCIIp, V x e R 2, (2. 13)
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where C is constant independent of x. To prove (2.13), we apply Lemma 1. Indeed we 
have
I V i f C W I  <  f  V x € R 2.2tt J r 2 \x -  y I
Hence if rj denotes the Schwarz-symmetrisation of |£| with respect to x , then a classical 
inequality of Hardy, see [34], yields
|VA"C(x)| < ^ - f  , 1 M y)dy,
2t t  JBa(x) \x ~ VI
where a  satisfies 7ra 2 =  |5,upp(|C|)|. Hence, from Holder’s inequality and the fact tha t 
q < 2 we obtain (2.13). This, in turn, implies that
UVtfCIkt/ < C \ \ ( \ \ p \ U \ i .
Also, from (2.9), we have
IIA-flkir < CIICIIpI^ I^
Therefore, WKQlw1'2^ )  < C||C||p, hence K  is bounded, as desired. This comletes the 
proof of the lemma.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.
C o ro lla ry  If U is as in Lemma 2, then the energy functional ^  is weakly sequen­
tially continuous on LP(U).
2 .3 .2  T w o resu lts  from  B u r to n ’s th e o r y
The following two lemmas are proved in [10] and [11], respectively.
L em m a 3 I f  D is a square, then
(i) F (D )W =co T(D ) .
(ii) T ( D ) W is weakly sequentially compact.
Where T ( D )W, co F{D)  denote the weak closure and the closed convex hull of F{D )  
in LP(D), respectively.
Lemma 3 will help us to prove P(D)  has a solution.
L em m a 4 Let O be an open, bounded set in R 2. Let
C u : =  •*“ (*)
l<|a|<m
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define a linear partial differential operator in O, where A a are measurable, finite almost 
everywhere, and there is no O-th order term. Let 2 < p < oo and p* be the conjugate 
exponent of p. Let Co £ Lp(0) be non-negative and let T ( 0 )  be the set of rearrangements 
of  Co on 0  and suppose g £ Lp* (0) CiW^ 1 (0).  Suppose (  £ T { 0 ) w maximises < -,g > 
relative to T { 0 ) w and that Cg > (  almost everywhere in O. Then C £ P { 0 )  and there 
is an increasing function <f> such that C =  4 >0  9  almost everywhere in 0 .
2.4 Some auxiliary lemmas
L em m a 5 Let D D Dq. Then P{D) has a solution. Moreover, if  (  is a solution of  
P{D), then
C =  (f> o ( K (  — 2 ~l S x 2 ), a,.e. in D , 
where <f> is an increasing function, unknown a priori.
Proof. Since T { D )W is weakly sequentially compact and is weakly sequentially con­
tinuous on LP(D) we infer tha t will attain a maximum relative to P {D )W. Let Cf 
be a maximiser of relative to T ( D ) W, and consider C £ P ( D ) W. For t £ [0,1], 
C7-M(C — CO € P{D )W, since T ( D ) W is convex, by Lemma 3. Hence, by calculating the 
first variation of $  at C7 we obtain
* (C' +  <(C -  0) =  *(0 +  UW KKC -  C) + o(t), as t -  0+,
where D denotes the Gateaux-derivative of \P. This, in turn, along with the fact tha t 
C' is a maximiser yields -D\P[C7](C — CO — 0- Thus C7 maximises D\&[C7](-) relative to 
T { D ) W. Note that we may identify i}\I/[C7] with KCf — 2- 1,S':e2) an element of L q(D), 
where q is the conjugate exponent of p. Hence, (f maximises < •, K ( '  -  2~1 S x \  > 
relative to P ( D ) W. We claim that the level sets of iiTC/ — 2_ 1S':e2 have measure zero. 
To prove the claim assume the contrary, then for some 7 the set := {x| KC,* — 
2 ~l S x \  =  7 } has positive measure. Since, by Lemma 2, KCf — 2 ~xS x \  £ W ^ ( R 2), 
so K ( '  — 2 ~l S x \  being constant on L 1  we may apply [28, Lemma 7.1] to deduce tha t 
—A(A^C7 — f ^ l )  =  for almost every x £ X7. However, this is impossible since, by 
Lemma 2, — (,' — 2~l Sx \ )  — C7+ 5  > 0, for almost every x £ R 2. Now tha t the level
sets of K C  — 2~xS x \  have measure zero we can apply Lemma 4 to deduce C7 £ F{D)  
and tha t there exists an increasing function, say <j>', such tha t
C7 =  <f> 0 ( K ( f — 2 ~x Sx?f), a.e. in D.
Now if C £ then once again calculating the first variation of ^  at C an<3
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proceeding exactly as above we will find an increasing function 0  such th a t (  = 
4> o — f  ^ 2), for almost every x £ D. This completes the proof. <£
Let FdssiD) denote the set consisting of functions in P(D )  which are D S S \  accord­
ingly E dss{D) denotes the set of functions in E(D) which are D SS .
L em m a 6 Let D D D q. Then E dss(D) 7^  0.
Proof. From Lemma 5, there exists (  £ ^ (D ) .  Let us now decompose as follows
* ( o  =  * i ( o + m
where
* i ( 0  := \  /  C^C, 
z  J r  2
9(0 ~ -f /
* J r  2
From (2.4) and (2.5), we deduce th a t ^i(C) < ^ri(Ctt) and ^i(C) < ^i(Cn)? respectively. 
Furthermore, we have S(£) =  ^(C1*) and S(C) < (^Ctl)> where the second relation follows 
from a classical inequality, by (2.7). Therefore, we infer
*(C) <
* ( f )  < *(C«).
It now follows that (^)n is a maximiser of ^  relative to F{D),  hence Edss{D) 7  ^ 0- 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
L em m a 7 Let D D Do and £ £ S (D ). I f  xq := (£0,1, 20,2) € den(supp(Q), then
S S
KC{x0) -  - £ 0,2 > KC(x) -  - x \  , a.e. in D \  supp(Q.
Proof. Applying Lemma 5, we obtain
5 
c =  (f> O ( K (  -  - £ 2), a.e. in D ,
where <j> is an increasing function. If we set ifi(x) := K ( (x )  — f  £3, then £ =  <f> o 'tp, 
almost everywhere in D. We now define the set
M  := {z  £ D\ £(z) =  <j> o if(z) and 'ifj(z) > ^ ( xq)}.
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Let zq E M.  Then tp(zo) > ^(xq) +  €, for some e > 0. Now, applying the con­
tinuity of 'ip a t Xo, we can find 6  > 0 such tha t \ip(x) — ip(xo)\ < e, provided x E 
Bs(xo) H D. Therefore, ip(x) < 'ip(xo) +  e < ,ip(zo), provided x E B$(x0) fl D. If we set 
U := Bs{xo) n supp(C), then U will have positive measure, since xq E den(supp(£)). 
Whence, ip(x) < ip(zo), for all x E U. Invoking the monotonicity of <p, we deduce tha t 
(j> o 'ip(zo) > (p o ip(x), for all x E U. Since zq E M, it follows tha t CC^ o) > 0
for all x E U. This, in turn, implies tha t £(x) < £(zo), for almost every x E U. Since 
£(#) > 0, for all x E supp(£), we infer tha t £(20) > 0; tha t is zq E supp(£). zq being an 
arbitrary element of M ,  we obtain M  C supp(£), or D \supp(£) C D  \  M.  Therefore, 
tp(x) < Tp(x0), for almost every x E D \supp(£ ). On the other hand, since the level 
sets of ip have measure zero, see the proof of Lemma 5, we obtain ip(x) < ip(x0), for 
almost every x E D \  supp(£). This completes the proof of the lemma. £>
We now come to a key
L e m m a  8  There exists D* =  [—/*, /*]  X [—/*, /*]  such that if D ( I )  D  D* and £ E 
£ dss{D(l)), then supp(Q is not dense at either of the points Pi := ( / ,0) or Pi = (—1 , 0 ).
Proof. Since we are considering D.S'iS'-solutions, it suffices to prove the lemma only for 
Pi. To do this, we fix R  > a sufficiently large such tha t
^ I I C o | | ? l o g | < ® ( a ) -  (2.14)
Let D := D(l) D B r  and suppose £ E Y^dss(B). Define, ipi := K ( .  Next, we derive a 
lower bound for 'ipi(x) — ipi(Pi). We do this in two steps. First, we find a lower bound 
for ^ 1(0) — V’l (Pi) 35 follows
3
*  (0) -  01 (« )  = T  J D log ^  £  j Si log l I ^ « y ) d y ,  (2.15)
where Si  := {x E D\xi  > 0}, S 2  := {x E D\x\ < 0, |x| < R},  and S 3  := D \  Si U 62 . 
Let us show tha t the integral over Si in (2.15) is positive, using methods in [40] which 
are similar to those in [27]. To do this we introduce the new sets
5 + := {a; E Sil^i > 1/2}, S f  := {x E Sil^i  < 1/2}, =  supp(£) D S*.
By we mean the reflection of Q about the line X\ = 1/2. Since £ is D S S ,  it is 
immediate that
Llog lIv r ay)dy - ~ L log n ^ ay)dy'
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Therefore
i losV w  = i logT as)^ i logV ((sM5





Next we estimate the integral over S 2  in (2.15) to obtain
I s  bS  ^ Jy \ " ^ dy > Js  log = \  loS ^  0 (0  > (2-!6)
where /?(/) := JB r (, the circulation of the disc B r . Finally, we estimate the integral 
over S 3  in (2.15)
I s  l o g  P^\y\ V^ ^ dy > I s  l os =  l / 2 i°g>/2(IIC0II1 - / ? ( / ) ) •  (2 .17)
y/ 2 1log
fS3 I3M ^53
Hence, from (2.15), (2.16) and (2.17) we infer
Vh(0) -  M pl) > i / 47r(log 0(0 +  l/2||Co||i log-s/2). (2.18)
Now, we consider the difference ^\{x)  — ^(O) ,  for x G R 2. Indeed, we have
* ( * )  -  M O )  =  £  Jd log / D iog M ^ M c(!()dy.
Hence
1>i(x)-V>i(o) > f B los (1 +  |^|)C*(y)rfy- (2.19)
Thus, by applying Holder’s inequality to (2.19), we deduce
V>i(z) -  ^i(O) > “  (^Jb  log9 ^1 +  dy^j HCollp.
Therefore
ipi(x) -  ^i(O) > - C |z |,  Vx G R 2, (2.20)
where C  is a positive constant depending on a and p. From (2.18) and (2.20), it follows
W ® ) -  ~ S / 2  x \  > l / 4 7 r ( l o g - ^ /?(/) + l/2||Co||i log \ ^ )
for every x £ B.2. Hence,
1>(x) -  i,(P,) > 1/4tt (log - E  0(1) +  l/2||Co||i log V §) - C R -  5 /2  R 2, (2 .21)
for every x £ B r , where =  K£(x) — S f2x \.  Now we state the following
A sse rtio n . There exists V > R  such tha t /?(/) is positively bounded away from zero, 
for all I > V\ th a t is,
/5(Z) > a , V/ > I', and some a > 0.
Let us assume, for the moment, tha t the Assertion is true. Then from (2.21) we deduce
4>(x) ~  > 1/ 47T(log - E  a  +  l/2||Co||i log V 2 ) - C R -  5 /2  R 2,
for every x £ B r  and all I > V. Hence, it follows tha t there exists I* such that
i){x) -  if {Pi) > 0, Vx E B r , V/ > r .  (2.22)
Finally, we set D* = X [—/*,/*]. To see that D* indeed satisfies the property
stated in the lemma, we fix D D D* and suppose (  £ S dss(B) and supp(£) is dense 
at P/. Since, \Br \ > 7ra2, we can find A C B r  \  supp(£) such tha t \A\ > 0. Invoking 
(2 .22) we infer
if{x) -  if (Pi) > 0 , Vx £ A, 
which is impossible by Lemma 7. Therefore, it remains to prove the Assertion.
Proof of the Assertion. Suppose the claim in the Assertion is not true. Then there exist 
sequences {/n}5£Li and {Cn}£Li such tha t ln —► oo as n —*■ oo and (n £ Hdss(B (ln)), for 
all n £ N, with the following property
/?(/„) := f  * 0, as n > oo. (2.23)
Jb r
We first show tha t for E n = supp(Cn) H B r  and 7n =  \En\, (2.23) implies
7n —y 0, as n —► oo. (2.24)
Obviously, if (2.24) does not hold then there would exist a subsequence of
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again denoted {/n}^Lii such that
7 n  > Vn and for some e > 0 .
Therefore
I Cn I XEnCn ^  I X[7ra2—7n,7ra2]Co ’
J E n J R 2 J  R 2' J r 2 r
where we have used (2.6). Therefore
r n-Ka2
/  Cn >  /  CoA >  0 ,
JBR J-KCp—t
which is impossible by (2.23). Thus (2.24) holds. On the other hand, for x £ R 2, we 
have the following estimate
I f  1 I f  1
A'Cn(z) =  —  logy-— -[C n(y)dy+  —  /  logy-— - X n { y ) d y
2 tt J b r (x) F  -  y I 2 tt J R2\B r (x) \x  -  y |
^  /  log u  1 ;;iC n (y )d y -  ^ - IM I iio g # .2tt F  -  y| 2tt7r
If we set E n (x) := supp(£n) 0  B r {x ), an application of Holder’s inequality implies 
I lQg U 1 '|Cn(y)rfy < ( I \\og\x - y \ \ qd y ] HCnllp,£?„(*)
Jbr(x) f  y| \ J br{x) J
^  C,||Cn||p,E„(a7)?
where C is a constant depending on R  and p. Therefore
K(n(x) < -^ I IC o ||i  log #  +  C||Cn||P,£„(*), Vrc, Vx £ R 2.
Next, observe that
1 Cn 1 p,i?n (a:) < IKo |^|p,[o,7„(x)]5 Vn £ N, Vx £ R 2, 
where 7n(^) :=  \En(x)\. Moreover, since £n’s are D S S ,  we infer tha t
ln (x ) < 7n, Vn £ N, Vx £ R 2.
Therefore we obtain
A'CnM < -^IIC o lli log R + C|ICA||p,[o,7„]! Vn e N, Vx 6 R 2.
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This, in turn, implies
*(C») <  \ J R,CnK(n < -^ :lK o ||? lo g iJ  +  C||Co||ilKoA llp,[o,1n]- 
Now, since 7n —► 0, as n —► oo, we infer
l im suptf(C n) < - J - | |C o | | i l o g i 2 .n —► oo 47T
Hence, (2.14) implies
l im su p ^ (C n )  <  ^(Co)-n —► oo
Whence there exists no € N such tha t ^(Cno) < ^(Co)* This 1S a contradiction to  the 
maximality of £no, since Q  G P (D (lno)). This completes the proof of the lemma. 0
2.5 Proof of Theorem 2
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. We will show tha t P  has a DS'S'-solution. To do this, it suf­
fices to find a square, say D* such tha t for D D D* and (  G £ dss{D), supp(£) C D *. 
If D* is the square constructed in Lemma 8 , then it is clear tha t for D D D* and 
C € ^dss(D), supp(C) lies in the strip [—/*,/*] X E .  Hence, it remains to show th a t 
if D := D(l) is sufficiently large and (  G T>dss{D), then supp(£) can not be dense at 
the points Qi := (0 ,/) and Qi := (0 , —/). Of course, since £ is D S S ,  we only need to 
show the tru th  of this m atter with respect to Qi. Let us note tha t in the following D 
indicates a square containing B 2 R U D*, where R  > a is a constant satisfying (2.14). 
For such a D := D (l) we consider £, a function in Edss(-D)* If A  := B 2 R \  B r , then for 
x G A  we have
*(x) = b L los\^v\ciy)dy- r l ^ log^ IKo11 - 2*2s- (2-25)
On the other hand, in view of (2.9), we obtain
m i )  < ciicoiip -  f  i2- (2 .26)
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Therefore, from (2.25) and (2.26), it follows tha t if I is sufficiently large, say I > /', 
then
ip(x) > ip(Qi), Vx £ A. (2.27)
As in the proof of Lemma 8 , equation (2.27) implies tha t if / > then supp(£) can 
not be dense at Q/. Next we let /* := m axj/* ,/7} and set Q* := [— X [—/*,/*], 
which is indeed the desired square. Therefore, any £ £ S dss{D*) is a solution to P. 
This completes the existence part of the theorem. Now, let £ £ E, then there exists 
D := D (l) which contains supp(£) and obviously £ £ £ (D ). Moreover, by Lemma 4 we 
have Q
£ =  (j) o — — x%), a.e. in D, (2.28)
where <j) is an increasing function, unknown a priori. We need to modify <j> in order to 
obtain a similar equation to (2.28) which holds almost everywhere in R 2. To do this, 
we first note tha t since ^  := KC, — § x \ belongs to C 1(R2), it attains its minimum, say 
7 , relative to the closure of D. On the other hand,
H x ) < ^ ^ 2lo g |x * ^:IICo||i log
for every x £ R 2 satisfying |x| > 1 +  2y/2l. This, in turn, implies th a t there exists 
Di D D for which the following holds
if)(x) < 7 , Vx £ R 2 \  D\.
Since £ £ another application of Lemma 4 ensures the existence of an increasing
function, say <f>i, such that
£ =  (f>i o -0 , a.e. in D\.
We now define
=
0 t < 7 .
Therefore, £ =  $  o almost everywhere in R 2. Hence, applying Lemma 2, we obtain
—Aipi = $  o (ipi — a -e- ln ^ 2-
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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C hapter 3
A constrained variational 
problem for steady vortices in a 
shear flow
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we study existence of solutions for a family of maximisation problems 
p ( i ) ,  i  > 0 , where the set of admissible functions comprises all rearrangements of 
a given non-negative function which satisfy an equality constraint, which we call the 
impulse condition. Physically, the maximisers will enable us to model a special class 
of steady 2-dimensional ideal fluid flows. These flows enjoy the property tha t each is 
separated into two regions of positive constant and of positive non-constant vorticity. 
The former region is bounded while the later is unbounded. It is always possible to ar­
range for the free boundary to be symmetric about the two co-ordinate axes. Moreover, 
these flows behave like uniform shear flows with non-negative strength, at infinity. The 
variational principle is adapted from one for vortex rings in 3-dimensions, proposed 
by Benjamin [6]. However, application of this method presents two mathematical dif­
ficulties. Firstly, a lack of compactness arises from the non-convexity of the set of 
rearrangements, regarded as a subset of an Lp space. Secondly, a lack of compact­
ness is caused by the unboundedness of the domain of interest R 2. Therefore, we first 
consider P(I)  in a bounded square D , denoting the modified problem P (I ,D ) .  Then 
by introducing an auxiliary problem P(7, <,D)  with an inequality constraint together 
with results from Burton [10, 11] we show tha t P (I ,D )  is solvable for sufficiently large 
D. We then show, as anticipated in [6], tha t the maximisers are the same for all suf­




This chapter builds upon recent work of Nycander [40] where a slightly different 
variational principle for a vortex anomaly in shear flows was employed; this was later 
extended by Emamizadeh [21],
3.2 N otation , definitions and statem ent o f results
D will always denote a square of the form [—Z, Z] x [—Z, /]. In particular, Do =  [—Zo, lo] X 
[—Zo, ^o]? where Zo =  y/na for some fixed a > 0. In case we need to emphasize the 
length Z we write D(l). The symbols x, y , etc. denote points in R 2, hence x = (21 , 2:2), 
y = (y i,t/2)> etc. Throughout p will be a real number greater than 2 . We use \A\ to 
denote the 2-dimensional Lebesgue measure (or area) of a set A  C R 2. Moreover, any 
square D  will satisfy the condition \D\ > ira2, hence Z > yp\Fa. Let (o £ Lp(R 2) be 
a non-negative function which vanishes outside a set of measure 7ra2. The set of all 
rearrangements of Co on R 2 which vanish outside bounded sets is denoted by T . The 
subset of T  comprising functions vanishing outside the square D is denoted P {D ).  For 
a non-negative (  G Lp(R 2) having compact support, we define the energy functional
* ( C )  =  \  f  (3.1)^ JR2
where
Kax)=i L ios\i^ v\ay)dy- (3-2)
It will be recalled th a t the operator K  defined by (3.2) maps LP{JJ) into Xg(Z7), and 
is moreover compact, provided q > 1 and U is a bounded subset of R 2, see [Lemma 2,
Chapter 2]. Hence the energy defined in (3.1) is meaningful. Again for non-negative
C G L p{R 2) with compact support, we define the impulse functional
3 ( 0  =  /  4  0  (3.3)
J R 2
For any positive / ,  P (I)  denotes the following maximisation problem:
P (J) : sup ¥(C),
C € ^ ,9 (0 = J
and the set of solutions of P ( I ) is denoted by E (/). Similarly, for a square D we define 
P ( I ,D )  as follows
P ( I ,D ) :  sup tf(C),
Ce^(B),$(()=/
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and the set of solutions of P (I ,D )  is denoted by E {I,D ).  Note tha t in P (I)  the set 
^ n ^ _1(/) is not empty for any positive I .  However, in P (I ,D )  we must assume D is 
sufficiently large to ensure F(D)n$s~1(I) is not empty. We will also be dealing with 
maximisation problems with inequality constraints, namely
P { I ,< ,D ) :  sup ^(C),
C€^(r>),9f(C)</
where again it is assumed tha t D is sufficiently large to ensure P (I ,  < , D) is meaningful. 
The set of solutions of P (I ,  < , D) is denoted by E ( /, < , D). We are now ready to  state 
the main theorem.
T h e o re m  For any positive real number I ,  P (I) has a solution, that is, E (/)  ^  0. 
Moreover, i f  (  G E (/)  then if K (  will satisfy the following semilinear elliptic partial 
differential equation
—Aip =  4> o (ip — A#!), a.e. in R 2, (3.4)
where <p is an increasing function and A is a non-negative real number, both unknown 
a priori. Furthermore, the maximiser (  can be chosen to be doubly Steiner-symmetric 
(see the definition below).
This theorem should be compared with the main result of Nycander [40], who proved 
the existence of a maximiser for — AS relative to T , where A > 0 is prescribed and 
the value of S  at the maximiser is unknown. It may be shown (see Emamizadeh [21]) 
tha t this again gives rise to a solution for (3.4). Our result maximises relative to T  
with a prescribed value of S, and A is an unknown ’’Lagrange multiplier” .
Physically, (  represents a vorticity anomaly imposed on an ambient uniform shear 
flow of strength 2A; the functional ^  represents kinetic energy, and ip—\ x \  is the stream 
function for the flow. There does not appear a satisfactory physical interpretation of S. 
Nycander’s work was motivated by equatorial flows on giant planets. The corresponding 
problems with a uniform ambient flow, instead of shear flow, were considered by Burton 
[12]. In his work, existence was only proved for small A and large whereas for the 
shear flow these restrictions are unnecessary. The shear problem is solved by a strong 
compactness argument (following Nycander [40]) in contrast with Burton’s use of weak 
compactness.
In this chapter, similarly to Chapter 2, we make use of Steiner, Schwarz and de­
creasing rearrangements of functions. The reader is referred to Chapter 1 for relevant 
definitions and notation. In particular we recall that if h £ LP(K2) and g E L q(R 2), 
where q is the conjugate exponent of p , and h and g vanish outside a set of measure u>
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then
[  hg < [  hA gA . (3.5)
J  R2 Jo
Also, if /  is a non-negative, measurable function on R 2, then
f  f  / ( s ) l o g — -— -f(y)dxdy < f  f  f*{x) lo g . 1 f*(y)dxdy  (3.6)
J r 2 J r 2 \ x  ~  V \  J r 2 J r 2 \ x  ~  V\
f  f  /(a;) log - 1 f{y)dxdy < f  f  P (x) \o g  1 f ( y ) d x d y  (3.7)
J r 2 J r 2 \ x  ~  y \  J r 2 J r 2 \ x  —  V I
/  /  / (g )  l°g , 1 J {y)dxdy < [  [  / tt(g)log 1 M y)dxdy. (3.8)
J r 2J r  2 \x  —  y  I J r 2J r 2 \x  —  y \
We denote by \A  the characteristic function of a measurable set A; th a t is
J  1 if x E A,
For a measurable function £, supp(£) denotes the strong support of  £, tha t is,
supp(C) = {x e  R 2|C(g) > 0}.
3.3 Prelim inary results
In this section we will derive some properties of K , ^  and S  which will be used through­
out the chapter.
3 .3 .1  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  K
We begin by recalling some results from chapter 2, concerning the operator K ,  which 
are included here for the sake of completeness.
L em m a 1 Let (  E Lp(R 2) and vanish outside a bounded set. Then K (  E C 1(R2). 
Moreover, the following holds
V K C ( x )  =  ~  f  v *  6  R 2.
2?r / r 2  \x  -  y |2
Moreover, we have the following estimate
|V ifC(x)| < Af2||C||p, V i e R 2, (3.9)
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where M 2  depends on |supp(|£|)|.
L em m a 2 (i) I f  £ G XP(R2) vanishes outside a bounded set in R 2 then Jf£ is defined 
everywhere in R 2 and K (  G (IS2) • Moreover, we have
—A K (  = £, a.e. in R 2,
(ii) I f  U is a bounded open set in R 2 then K  : LP(U) —► H 1^ 7) is continuous and 
hence in view of the compact embedding H l {U) Lq(U), q > 1, the mapping
K  : L P(U) —»• L q(U) is a linear compact transformation .
(Hi) K  is not positive in the sense of operators; that is the quadratic ^  is indefinite,
(iv) K  is symmetric i.e. for every £\, ( 2  € XP(R2) vanishing outside bounded sets the 
following holds
[  C1 KC2  =  f  & K (  1.
J R2 J r 2
3 .3 .2  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  and Sr
L e m m a  3  (i) I f  C, G LP(R2) vanishes outside a bounded set then ^(C) is finite.
(ii) For every £ € T ,  \P(£) < ^(£*) =  ^(Co)-
(in) For every £ G T ,  *£(£*) =  ^(£*) =: ^(£)> where Ct{x i^x 2 ) = C{x i ~  ^ ^ 2) and 
Ct (xi,X 2) =  C(*i»*2 — I)) Vt £ In other words , the energy is translation-invariant.
(iv) I f  £ G LP(R 2) vanishes outside a bounded set then \P(£) < ^(£**) and \P(£) < ^ (Cu)*
(v) For any D, G C 1(LP(19)).
(vi) For a square D, \P is Lipschitz on any bounded subset of LP(D), in particular, ^
is Lipschitz on F (D )W, the weak closure of F(D ) in LP(D).
Proof, (i) follows from the fact tha t K (  G (“ ) f°U°ws from (3.6). (iii) is
trivial, (iv) follows from (3.7) and (3.8). To prove (v) we take £1, £2 G LP(R2) such
th a t both vanish outside D. Since K  is symmetric we deduce
tf(Ci +  C2) =  tf(Ci) +  *(C2) +  /  C2A-C1- (3.10)
J r 2
On the other hand by applying Holder’s inequality and invoking the boundedness of K  
we obtain
® ( C a )  =  o d K a l l ) ,  a s  ||C2 | |P —  0 .
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This shows tha t is Frechet differentiable and if we denote its derivative by \Er' then 
from (3.10) we obtain
* '( 0 (0 =  f  CAT 
J r 2
Boundedness of K  and Holder’s inequality now show
ll*'(C)ll <  11*11 M „  VC e  L ” ( D ) .
Therefore H '^H < ||AT||, hence G C 1(LP(D)) as required. Finally, (vi) follows from
(v) and the Mean Value Inequality. 0
L em m a 4 (i) I f  £ € T  and 1 G R then ^s(Ct) = 3 (£); that is> 3  i s invariant under 
translations parallel to x\-axis. Moreover, if £ is even in X2  then 5(£*) > 3(£).
(ii) I f  £ G T  then S(C**) =  3(£) and S(Ct)) < 3(£).
Proof (i) is trivial. To prove (ii) we first note tha t from Fubini’s theorem we imme­
diately obtain S(£**) =  3(£). For the second part we apply a classical inequality of 
Hardy, see for example [34],
3(C) =  -  f  -xlC {x)dx > -  [  (-xl)nCti(x)dx = S(Cn).
J r  2 J r  *
Hence we are done.
3 .3 .3  S o m e r esu lts  from  B u r to n ’s th e o r y
L em m a 5 Let D be a square. Then
(i) T { D )W is weakly sequentially compact, and convex.
(ii) $s(P(D)w) = ^s(T(D)) =  [a,6] for some a and b non-negative.
(Hi) ext(J7(D)w fl W ) = F(D )  fl W , for any affine subspace of LP(D) of finite co­
dimension, where ex t{T (D )w H W ) denotes the set of extreme points of P (D )W fl W . 
(iv) =  F (D )W n Of- 1 ( /) .
Proof. See Burton [11] for (i), Burton and Ryan [15] for (ii) and (iii). To prove 
(iv) we first note tha t since P (D )W fl is weakly closed, P (D )  fl ^s~1(I)w C
T ( D ) W fl S -1 (/). To show the reverse inclusion we fix rj G Jr(D)w H 5 _1(/) . Next we 
let U be a basic weakly open set containing rj, hence there exist e > 0 and functions 
f i , / 2, • • •, fk  in Lq(D) such that
U = {£ € LP{D)| |/,-(£) -  /y (77)| < e, j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,* } ,
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where q is the conjugate exponent of p. Next we consider a particular affine subspace 
of LP(D) with co-dimension k, namely
V =  {C € L”(D)I f , ( 0  = Si(n), J =  1 ,2 ,...,*}
Then rj G V. Now by the Krein-Milman theorem
T (D )w n S _1(J) n v  = co(exf(j-(T))^ n n ^ i ) .
Therefore, ext(Jr(D)wn^s~1 (I)C\V) /  0. Applying (Hi) we infer Jr(D)C\$s~1(I)C\V ^  0. 
In particular, F(D )  fl S - 1(7) fl U ^  0. Hence 77 G fl S -1 (/)™, and we are done.
0
The following lemma is a simple version of [11, Corollary 3.4].
Lem m a 6 (local maximisers)Let 0  be an open, bounded set in R2. Let
Cu := ^  A a (x) V au
l < |« |< m
define a linear partial differential operator in 0 ,  where A a are measurable and there 
is no 0-th order term. Let 2 < p < 00 and p* be the conjugate exponent of p. Let 
K  : Lp(0)  -* Lp* (0) be a compact, symmetric, linear operator and suppose K (  G 
£ K (  = C almost everywhere in 0  for all (  G Lp(0). Define
* ( 0  := [  (K C ,
Jo
for all £ G Lp(0). Let £0 £ Lp(0) be non-negative and let T ( 0 )  be the set of rearrange­
ments of  Co on O. Suppose £ G T (O ) and U is a strong neighbourhood of £ relative 
to T ( 0 )  such that \P(£) < ^ ( 0  f or all £ € U . I f  i p  := KC> then D i p  =  <p o i p  almost 
everywhere in 0 ,  for some increasing function f>.
3.4 Some auxiliary lemmas
Lem m a 7 I f  £ G LP(K2), vanishing outside D, is D S S  then ip := K (  is also D S S .  
Proof. Let us fix £ as in the lemma. Recall that for such a function, ip G C 1(R2) and
Vip(x) =  f  p — ^ C (y )d y .
2tt Jr 2 \x -  y |2
We only show tha t ip is Steiner-symmetric about the line x\ = 0, the other case x^ =  0
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being identical. For x £ R 2 we let x denote the reflection of x with respect to the 
X2-axis: x =  (—£1, 0:2). Now for x £ R 2 we have
:=  7T- [  log * C(y)<fy=-j- f  l o g y - i — C(y)dyJr 2 \x_ y | 27r 7^2 |x y|
=  9^ /  l ogh T =2tt 7K2 I* -  y| -
Hence is even in the ^-variable. Next we show tha t for fixed $2, ^ (^ 1^ 2) is non­
increasing for x\ > 0. The argument to follow is independent of the choice of £2, hence
for simplicity we set X2  =  0. Then jjj is even in the xi-variable. Since we have
dx
it suffices to  prove the function
k * {xu0) = - i L \ ( > u O ) - y P m d y '
!{<*)= f  ■/ Vl ,2C(y)dy JR2 | ( a ,0) — y |2
is non-negative for all a > 0; this obvious for a > I. To do this, we fix a  and denote 
the reflection of x £ R 2 about the line Xi =  a  by xa , tha t is, x a =  (2a — x i , x 2). Then 
we have
where I j , j  =  1,2,3 have the obvious definitions. We observe tha t if — I < yi < 2a — I 
then a  — 7/1 > 0, hence Ii  > 0. Moreover, by a change of variable we get
=
Now for a  < yi < / we have —y\ < 2a -  y\ < y\ so C(2/c*) > C(2/)7 since £ is even and 
decreasing. Therefore
h  T  h  = f  f  Unans ^ \ ,  |2 (C(3/) ~ C{ya))dyidy2 > 0 .
J—lJa  K ’ y<* I
We now have I a > 0 for 0 < a  < / as required.0  
The next lemma is a result of Nycander [40].
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L em m a 8 Let D be a square and k > 0. Then the set Wk := W  = {C| o < C < 
k a.e. in D , C is D S S } is totally bounded in L 1(D).
L em m a 9 Let {Cn}^=i be a DSS-sequence in T (D )  fl LP(D), for some D. Then 
{Cn}^Li totally bounded in LP(D).
Proof. Fix c > 0. Let & denote the truncation-function a t height h > 0; in other 
words,
and Cn,/i :=  £h°(n- Clearly, there is a natural number no such tha t \\Q — Co,n0 Up — ^ le - 
On the other hand the set {C G LP(D)\£ is D S S  and 0 < C < ^o} is totally bounded, by 
Lemma 8 . This, in turn, ensures the set {Cn,n0ln € N} must also be totally bounded. 
Thus we can find natural numbers n \ , . . . ,  n^ such tha t for every natural number n 
there exists n,-, for some i G {1 ,2 ,...,& } , for which
||Cn,n0 — Cni,n0||l < ‘ “jr ? (3-H)
3p(2n0)«
where q is the conjugate exponent of p. On the other hand
where indicates the positive part of a function. Since Cn?C are D ) we also
have
h if t > h 
t otherwise,
hence from (3.11) we obtain ||C,
But = Co a -e in 1&2> hence
f  ( Q - n o Y + =  [  (Co — no)+ =  IICo — Co,>10 lip (^ )pJ  R2 J R2 J
Therefore we have
||Cn Cn.no lip —
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Finally, from the triangle inequality and above calculations we deduce
I I C n - C n , | | p <  | | C n - f n  ,no lip +  IlCn ,no Cni ,no lip d" IlCrii,n0 Cn,’ lip 5: € - 
This proves the set V  is totally bounded. 0
3.5 P roof o f the theorem
The proof of the theorem emerges from a series of lemmas, but first we make the 
following three remarks
R em ark 1 . The theorem displays an example of an optimisation problem with a lack 
of compactness. Therefore, the usual direct method of calculus of variations cannot 
be applied without modification. Specifically, let {Cn}^Li be a maximising sequence. 
Then for / > 0 the sequence {(Cn)f}^=i also be a maximising sequence, where 
the subscript t indicates translation in the x\ direction. Let be a sequence
such tha t tn —> oo, as n —* oo. Then the sequence {(C n)^}^!? which is a maximising 
sequence, converges to zero weakly, tha t is,
JJP
(C»)t„ — 0 as 71 ►00
However, 0 ^ T , since £o is assumed to be non-zero. Therefore there is no hope of prov­
ing th a t every maximising sequence has a subsequence tha t converges to a maximiser.
R em ark 2. If I  in the theorem lies in the interval [^(Co)7°°)> then the existence 
part will become trivial, since in this case a solution would be obtained by translating 
C* along the x<i direction. However, even in this case, it is not trivial tha t there should 
be a differential equation of the form stated in the theorem.
According to Remark 2 our main concern in proving the theorem is the case 
I  < S(£o)- For simplicity of notation we denote the interval $s(Jr(D)w) \  [^(Co)?00) by 
/£>, provided D D Do. The interior of I d is denoted in t{Id )-
R em ark 3. Note th a t it is always possible to ensure int(/£>) ^  0 by making D  large 
enough. To see this let us assume 0 < a < 1 and consider a square D(l) with I > aa~x. 
Then by squashing and stretching £o in an appropriate way one can guarantee tha t 
int(/£>) 7^  0. Specifically, let T  : K 2 —*■ K 2 be the linear transformation
T (x  i,a?2) =  (a x 1,a ~ 1x 2).
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Clearly T  is measure-preserving, hence Q o T  E P{D). Moreover, we obtain
3 ( f o * ° T )  =  a 2 3 ( C o * ) < 3 ( C o * ) ,
since a  < 1. Therefore Sl(£g °T )  6 in t(lb ).
Lem m a 10 Let D D Do and I  > 0 such that T{D )  D S - 1(0 ,1] ^  0, then E ( /,  < , .D) /  
0 .
Proof. We apply the direct method. To this end, let {Cn}^Li be a maximising sequence. 
Invoking equations (3.7), (3.8) and Lemma 3(iv) it is clear tha t we may assume the 
£n’s are D S S .  By Lemma 9 the sequence {£n}£Li is totally bounded in LP(D). Hence 
it contains a Cauchy subsequence, say Since LP(D ) is complete, there exists
a function £ E LP(D ) such tha t £Uj —► £, in LP(D ), as j  —► oo. Moreover, £ E ^ ( D ) ,  
since F (D )  is strongly closed in LP(D). On the other hand, since x \  E L q(D ), where 
q is the conjugate exponent of p, —► ^(£) as j  —> oo. Finally, continuity of
ensures VP^n,-) —► ^(C) as j  —► oo. Whence £ E E (1, < ,D ) and we are done. 0
The next lemma is a special case of Fraenkel [24, Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.11], 
which are based on [27]. Fraenkel’s result has the conclusion tha t a solution of a certain 
boundary value problem is symmetric; by assuming the solution to be D S S  we are able 
to  formulate a version where the solution is Schwarz symmetric about the origin. First 
we state a definition
D efinition. Let u E C 1(R2). We shall say tha t u has admissible asymptotic be­
haviour if and only if the following condition holds outside some ball in R2: For some 
positive constants k, e and 6 E (0,1],
£
u(x) =  K log -j—j- +  h(x) ,
I'M
where |V/i(:r)| =  0(\x \~ 2~6) and h(x) —► 0, as |x| —► oo.
R em ark. If /  E TP(R2) vanishes outside a bounded set, then K f  will have admissible 
asymptotic behaviour, see [24, Appendix A].
Lem m a 11 Suppose u : R2 —► R is D S S ,  belongs to C1(R2), and has admissible
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asymptotic behaviour. Moreover, suppose
f  ( -v ^ .V t i  + 0 /(«)) = o, v < j > e c ? ( R 2) ,
J  R2
where f  has the decomposition f  = f i  + f 2 such that f i  : R —> R is locally Lipschitz 
continuous while /2 : R —> R is increasing. Then u is a spherically symmetric decreasing 
function i.e. u =  u*.
Lem m a 12 Lei 0 < I  <  9(Co)> and let Di = [~M] x [~M] where I is chosen large 
enough that D\ D Do and I  £ in t^ I^ ) .  Then there exists D* D D i such that any 
DSS-solution of P ( I ,< ,  D), D D D *, is a solution o fP ( I ,D ) .
Proof. Define
V" =  {CK e £ ( / ,  < , D) for some D D Di and (  is D S S } ,
and consider £ £ V. Then there exists D D D\ such tha t ( d ■= C £ We
set •= KQd - By maximality of (L we infer 'F(Ci) < W(Cd), where Ci 6 £ ( / , < ,  £>1) 
is chosen arbitrarily. By Lemma 7, tfn  is DS'5', hence
* ( C d )  : =  \  [  Cd ^d <  ^ H C o l l i  ^ £ > ( 0 ) .




f e ( 0 )  >  2 | K o | l r 1 ® ( C i )  - M l
Next, by an application of the Mean Value Inequality and in view of the estimate for 
V ^ d (z ) in Lemma 1, we obtain
i>D(x) > i>D(0) -  M 2V 2 I,  Vx £ D\,
where the positive constant M 2 is independent of D. From the above calculations we 
deduce
V dM  > Mi — M 2 V 2 I := 7 , Vx £ D\.
Next we find an upper bound for if) p . To this end, let x £ R 2 be such th a t |x| > l + 2\ / 2J; 
then for y £ D\ we have |x — y\ > 2- 1|x|. Now we decompose VlK#) ns follows:
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+-z~ / log ■ 1 ICD{y)dy =  Ii + 12 +  73,
JR2\DiUBi(x) F  “  2/1
where 7i, 72, I3  have the obvious meaning. Clearly I3  < 0, and
h  < (27r)—1 [|Co||i log 2 |a:|—1,
since \x — y\ > 2- 1|ar|, for all y £ D\. Finally, by applying Holder’s inequality we obtain 
I 2  < M3, where M3 is a constant independent of x. Therefore
ipD{x) < M 3 + -^IlColli log (3.12)
for every x such th a t |x| > 1 +  2y/2l. From (3.12) we infer the existence of a positive 
constant N  such th a t for \x\ > iV, iPd {x ) < 7 . We set J9* := [—N,  iV] x [—N, N], and 
define
W  := {C| C £ E(7, <, D) for some D D is D S S , 3(C) < /} .
Note th a t to prove the lemma it suffices to show tha t W  = 0. Let us suppose the 
contrary. Then, without loss of generality, we may assume tha t there exist sequences 
{D n}^=1 and {Cn}£Li such that Cn € E(7, <,7>n) and S(Cn) < 7, for all n £ N. 
Moreover, the D n’s can be assumed to be increasing and nondegenerate; tha t is, D n C 
D n+1, for all n £ N and jj{7 /n | w G N} =  R 2. To derive a contradiction we fix C G W.  
Hence there exists D  such tha t Cd := C € ^ ( I »<?£*)' Since S(Cd) < 7, we can find a 
strong neighbourhood of Cd> say U, relative to ^F(D), such tha t for (  £ U, $s(() <  7. 
Thus Cd is a local maximiser of relative to F{D).  Now we can apply Lemma 6 to 
deduce existence of an increasing function, 4>d , such that
C,d — <t>D 0 ipD, a.e. in D. (3.13)
From (3.13) it follows th a t supp(Cc) Q D*.
In order to be able to apply Lemma 11 we need use the modification process, th a t 
is, to modify the profile function (f>D, so tha t an analogous equation to (3.13) holds 
almost everywhere in R 2. We do this as follows. Since ipD £ C 1(R2), we set a  := 
M in X£D iPd {x )- Note th a t this minimum is attained on dD. By (3.12) we deduce tha t 
there exists no G N such tha t DnQ D D and iI>d {x ) < \ o, for all x £ R 2 \  D Hq. Since 
Cn0 £ S(7, < , D no) and S(Cn0) < 7, it follows tha t Cn0 ls a local maximiser of relative 
to J7(Dn0), hence there exists an increasing function <J>no such tha t Cn0 =  0 no 0 ^n0j 
almost everywhere in 7)no, hence it follows that supp(Cn0) Q D*- Moreover, since CD 
maximises ’F relative to T(D+) we obtain \P(Cn0) < ^(Cd) and this, in turn, implies
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tha t Cd is a local maximiser of relative to T {D no). Thus there exists an increasing 
function 6 n such tha tTUn o
Cd =  0d„o 0 V>D, a.e. in Dno.
Now we define the desired profile function, <ft, as follows
, + / , [ 4>n M t > ot$  (t ) = < Vn° v '
{ 0 t < a
Then Cd — ° i ’no, almost everywhere in R 2. From —AipD =  Cd almost everywhere
in R 2 we infer
—A ^d  = 4^ 0 4’D') a.e. in R 2.
Therefore i^D is a distributional solution, see [1] for the definition, of the following 
semilinear elliptic partial differential equation
—A u = <fJ o u.
From Lemma 11 we deduce tha t D =  since if>D has admissible asymptotic be­
haviour, by [24, Appendix A]. Hence Cd is also a spherically symmetric decreasing 
function, hence Cd =  Co* Thus S(Cd) =  ^(Co)? whence I  > S(Co)> which is a contra­
diction. This completes the proof. 0
R em ark. Note th a t a close inspection of the proof shows tha t D * depends only on 
D\.  In fact we conclude that if we have an interval of the form [a, S(Co)) with a > 0, 
then there exists a square D* such tha t for all D D D* and for all I  E [ct, ^ ( C o ) ) i
We now intend to derive the Euler-Lagrange equation satisfied by members of 
£ ( / ,  D), for sufficiently large D and appropriate I . To do this we need to introduce 
the value function. Let D D Do and define Vq : ^ (^ (D ))  —> R by
VD( J ) =  sup tf(C). (3.14)
Ce^(D),9(0=J
R em ark. From Lemma 5(iv) and the fact tha t ^  is weakly sequentially continuous on 
LP(D) we deduce tha t
VD(J) = sup tf(C).
Ce^(D)” 3(0=J
Moreover, if D\ D Do, then by Lemma 12 and the remark following it there exists 
D* 2  D\ such th a t for all D D D *, Vd is non-decreasing on i n t ^ ^ ) .  To see this
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assume I \ ,  I 2  are in in t( /o 1), say Ii  < I 2 . Then from Lemma 12 we have
VD(Ij) = sup ^(C),
C€F(D)#(0<Ij
j= l ,  2 . Hence Vd (I\ ) < Vd (I2); th a t is Vd is increasing on in t ( /d J  for D and D\  as 
in the preceding remark.
Next we claim th a t Vd is locally Lipschitz on int( S(^r (D )w)); the tru th  of this claim 
emerges from a technical lemma which is to follow, but first we recall the definition 
of the Hausdorff metric. If A, B  are nonempty closed bounded sets in a metric space 
(X , d) we set h(A, B ) := sup{d(a, B) \ a £ A}, where d(a, B ) denotes the usual distance 
from a to  B , and define the Hausdorff metric d n (A ,B )  := m ax{h(A , B), h (B ,A )} .  
Next, we fix D D D q and define C(I) = P (D )w fl for I  > 0. We now prove
L em m a 13 C(-) is locally Lipschitz on in t (^ (P  (D)w)) .
Proof. Let S (.F (D )™) := [c,d] and suppose [a, 6] C (c, d). Let / ,  J  6 [a, 6], say J  < J. 
Let us fix Ci £ T ( D ) W H S - 1(d) := C(d). Clearly there is A E (0,1) such th a t I  = 
(1 — A) J  +  Ad, indeed A =  ( I  — J) /  (d — J ) . For Cj  G C (J ) we have S(ACi +  (1 — A)Cj ) =  
A3(Ci) +  (1 -  A)S(Cj ) =  Ad +  (1 -  A)J  = J. Thus ACi +  (1 -  A)Cj  G C{I). Whence 
ACi +  (1 — A)C(J)  C C (J),  or equivalently C(J)  C (—A )/(l -  A)Ci +  1/(1 -  A)C(I) .  
Since C (I)  is convex we may write C(I) = AC(I)  +  (1 — X)C(I). Therefore
C (J)  C (-A )/(1 -A )C i +  A /(1 -A )C (/)  +  C (/)
C 2A/(1  — A)||Co||p Bi + C(I)
C 2(1 -  J ) / (d  -  6)||Co||P B x +  C (I).  (3.15)
Similarly one can show
C (I)  C 2(1 -  J ) / (a  -  c)||Co||p Bi +  C(J).  (3.16)
It now follows from (3.15) and (3.16) tha t C(-) is Lipschitz on [a, 6]. Hence we are 
done.<C>
We now prove
L em m a 14 Let D D Do, then V  := Vd is locally Lipschitz on int(5s(Jr(D)w)).
Proof. To this end, let [a, 6] C ^ ^ (^ (-D )™ ))  and consider / ,  J  E [a, b]. Fix e > 0 and
let us assume th a t V ( I ) > V (J).  Then there exists Cl G C ( I ) such that
v ( i )  -  v ( j )  < ^(Ci) -  * ( 0 ,  vc e C(J).
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Hence, since 4/ is locally Lipschitz on F {D )W, we obtain
V (I)  -  V (J)  < fc||Ci -  dip, vc e C{J).
From the definition of d (( i ,C ( j) )  we infer existence of C2 E C (J ) such that
| | C l - C 2 | | p < r f ( C l , C ( J ) )  +  6.
Therefore,
V (I)  -  V (J )  < * ( d ( C i , C ( J ) )  +  €) < k(dH(C (I) ,C {J))  + e).
A similar inequality holds if V  (I) < V  (J ), so in general we obtain
IV'(Z) -  K(J)| < k(dH( C( I ) , C( J ) )  +  f).
Finally, applying Lemma 13, and the fact tha t e was arbitrary, we deduce tha t V  is 
locally Lipshitz on F {D )W.§
L em m a 15 Let D\ and D * be as in Lemma 12. Assume I  E int(Id i ) and let C E 
E ( /,  D), where D D D*. Then we have
£ = (f>o (K(, — \x%), a.e. in D , (3.17)
where (j) is an increasing function and A > 0, both unknown a priori.
Proof. For simplicity we set V  := Vd. Now according to the definition of V  it is clear 
that
V  O 9(C) -  ( 0  > 0 , VC E T (D )W.
Note tha t for every (  E E (I ,D ) ,  we have V  o 9(C) — 4/(C) =  0; tha t is, all members 
of E (/,.D ) are minimisers of V  o 9(C) — ^(C) relative to Jr(D)w. In particular, since 
C E E ( /,  J9), C minimises V  o 9(C) — ’F(C) on F (D )W. On the other hand, from Lemma 
3 (vi) and Lemma 14 we infer tha t V o9(C) —^ (C) is locally Lipschitz on a neighbourhood 
of C- Hence by a standard result from convex analysis we obtain
o e a * ( V o 3 - * ) ( c )  +  JV7(cp{C),
where d* denotes the generalised gradient and (C) stands for the normal cone
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to T { D )W a t £. Thus there exist A E ^ ^ (^ (C ))  and £ E Lq(D) for which
A3(C) -  * '(£ ) (C) +  «C) =  0, VC € LP(D)
Since V is non-decreasing on in t(7 ^ ) , it follows tha t A > 0. From this we obtain,
A3(C -  o  -  *'(C)(C -  0  + 1( (  -  C) =  0, VC e  L"(D).
If, in particular, £ E Jr(B )w, then it follows that
$ ' ( 0 ( C ) - a9 ( 0 < ® ' ( 0 ( 0 - a s (0 -
Therefore £ maximises \P'(C)(C)-A3(£) relative to Jr(D)w. In other words, £ maximises 
J  C(K( — Ax2) relative to £ E F (D )W, where the integral is over R 2. Whence, by [Chap­
ter 2 , Lemma 4], there exists an increasing function (j) such tha t £ =  <f> o (7f£ — Ax^), 
almost everywhere in D. Hence we derive (3.17). This completes the proof. 0
R e m a rk . Lemmas 12 and 15 imply tha t for every 0 < I  < S(£o), there exists D (I),  
a square, such th a t for all D D D ( I ) then E(7, D) contains D S S  members, and if 
£ E E (7 ,7)), then £ = <f>o (K (  — Ax^), almost everywhere in D, for some non-decreasing 
function 4> an<3 A > 0.
We now present the following definitions.
D efin ition . For 7 > 0 and a square D we define
M (I ,D )  :=  {(C,<A,A)| C e £(/,£> ), and t  = <j>o{KQ- A*|), a.e. in D}
D efin ition . For 0 < I  < S(£g) and D (I)  as in the preceeding remark we define
A(/) =  {A| (£, </>, A) E M {I,  D) for some D 2  D ( I ), C € LP(D) and <f>}.
L em m a 16 Let 0 < I  < S(Co)> then A (I) is bounded from above.
Proof. Assume the assertion of the lemma is not true. Then there exists a sequence of 
non-negative numbers {Anj-^ij in A (I) such tha t An —>• oo as n —► oo. This, in turn, 
implies the existence of sequences {Dn}^ °=1, Dn D D (I),  for all n E N, and {£n}£Li 
such tha t £n E E(7, D n), for all n E N, and a sequence of increasing functions, {</>n}^Li 
for which the following holds
Cn = <i>n° (V’n -  a.e. in Dn, Vn E N. (3.18)
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In addition, according to the last remark, we may assume tha t the are D S S .  For 
a  > 0, we denote the strip R x (-a ;, a) by Sa. For a 0 := (7/2||Co||i)1^ 2 we claim tha t
|supp(Cn) H (R2 \  5(a;o))| > o, Vn £ N.
To see this assume otherwise. Then for some no we would have supp(£no) C 5(ao), 
whence
3 ( U )  < a o 2 | |C o | | i  =  / / 2 ,
which is a contadiction proving our claim.
Next we fix R > 0 sufficiently large to ensure |i?R fl 5(a:o)| > 27ra2. Therefore, since 
the Cn are D S S ,  we deduce
|supp(Cn) H (R2 \  5 (a 0)) H B r \ > 0, Vn £ N. (3.19)
W ithout loss of generality, we may assume tha t Dn D B r , for all n £ N. Now let us 
consider the points x = (£1, 2:2), V =  (2/1 > 2/2) in B r  such tha t x 2 > ao and 0 < 2/2 < 
oto/2. Applying the Mean Value Inequality and estimate (3.9) yields
^n(y) > i>n{x) -  C\x - y \ >  1pn{x) ~ 2CR.
Therefore we obtain
V,n(2/) ^n2/2 — 2CR  -f- V,n(*^ ) 7^1*^ 2 "I- (^ 71*^ 2 A,1^ 2)*
Since An > 0 and y2 < clq/2  < £2/2  we deduce
1>n(y) -  K y i  > i>n{x) -  K x \  +  3/4Ano:o2 -  2CR.
Now let n* be sufficiently large to ensure 3/4Ani>ao2 — 2C R  > 0, which is possible since 
An —► oo as n —► oo. Then we find tha t
i>n*{y) -  K * y l  > ij>n*(x) -  A„,£2 (3.20)
On the other hand, supp(£no) fl B r  intersects both 5 (0:0) and R 2 \  5(o:o) in sets of 
positive measure, by (3.19). To derive a contradiction, let us consider (3.20) at some 
x £ supp(£nJ  and y £ R 2 \  supp(£ni(i). We may assume tha t the intersection of every 
ball centered at either x or y, with supp((n,) has positive measure. It then follows, 
from the continuity of i>n+{x ) ~  ^71*^ 2 and (3.20), tha t there are two sets of positive 
measure, say A and E , in DUt such tha t A  C supp(V’ti*), E  fl supp(^7i*) =  0, for which
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the following holds
V>n*M ~ K . v \  > ^„,(w ) -  VV € E ,V w  £ A.
However, this contradicts (3.18) for n = n*. Therefore A(i) is bounded from above. <0* 
We are now in the position to prove the theorem.
Proof of the theorem, we break the proof into three cases.
Case 1: 0 < /  < ^(Co)- Let D D D {I) introduced prior to Lemma 16, and assume 
Cd £ £ ( / ,  D) which is D S S .  By Lemma 15, there exists an increasing function (pp and 
AD > 0 for which we have
Cd = 4>d 0 {'tpD ~ ^Dx l)y a.e. in D , (3.21)
where •= KCd - For £; £ E ( I ,D (I ) )  we have
’F (C t') <  * ( C d )  : =  \  f  C D ' f p D  <  d | C o | | i ^ M 0 ) ,^ JR2 ^
since ifo  is D S S .  Thus if we set M\ = 2||Co||]"1^r(C/)j then V,d (0) > M i. Let A* denote 
an upper bound for A(7), and let D 1  := [—T ,T] X [—T,T], then for x £ D 1  we obtain
|V(V>d(x) — Ad x \)\ < M2||Cd||p +  2A_d|x2| < C  +  2A*T := M4,
where we have used (3.9). Now an application of the Mean Value Inequality and the 
estimate ip(0) > Mi yields
'tpDfa) ~~ ^ d x 2  — V,d (0) — V 2 M 4T  > Mi — y/2 M^T  := 7 , Vx £
Therefore, we conclude that
inf inf (iPd (x) — A£>Xo) > 7 . (3.22)
DDD1 D 1
Now, by (3.12), there exists R  > 0 independent of D such tha t for |x| > R , < 7 -
Hence, iPd {x ) — ^Dx \ < 7> whenever |x| > ft, since A# > 0. If we set D* := [—ft, R] x 
[—.ft, ft], then
d {x) — ^Dx2 < 7 , Vx £ R 2 \  .D*. (3.23)
Note tha t (3.21) implies ^ d (x) — ^Dx \ will attain its larger values on s u p p (^ ) ,  by
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[Chapter 2, Lemma 7]. Therefore in view of (3.22) and (3.23), we must have
s u p p (Cd ) C  D *, V D D D 1 U D*.
Thus, if we set D := D* U D 1, then Q,, a D 5 5  member of £ ( /,£ ) ) ,  will be a solution
to -P(/). It remains to derive (3.4), thus we consider (  £ £ ( / ) .  Then there exists Z)
such th a t supp(C) C D\ moreover, the following holds
C =  (j) o (ip — Aa^), a.e. in D ,
where (j) is an increasing function, A > 0 and 'if) := AC- Clearly to obtain (3.4) we 
need to modify <f). This is done as follows. Since ip — \ x \  £ C X(R2), we may define 
/3 :=  M in xeDil)(x) — \x \ -  Once again using (3.12), we can find a square D' D D such 
th a t 'ift(x) — A&2 < /?, Vx £ R 2 \  D ’. Since C £ E (/, D'), we also obtain
C =  (j)1 o {ip — A'a^), a.e. in D \
where <f/ is an increasing function and A' > 0. Now we define <f) as follows
& t) =  I  m  * -  p
\  0 t < (3.
Therefore, we obtain
C =  4> o (ip — A'a:^), a.e. in R 2.
By Lemm a 2(i), (  =  — A K ( ,  alm ost everywhere in R 2, hence (3.4). 
case 2: I  >  ^r(Co)- A s ^  was pointed out earlier, the existence part of the theorem  
becom es trivial in this case. In fact, if I  >  G(Co)> (Co)* be a solution, for appropriate 
t  £  R . To derive (3 .4) we again use the value function. To be specific, let C £ ^COj then  
there exists D  such th at supp(C) C D and I  £ int^(^r(D )^ ). Now we set V  : =  Vp, as 
defined in (3 .14). N ote that V ( J ) =  ^(Co)> when J  is close to I  and D is sufficiently 
large. Hence, V , being constant near J, will be locally Lipschitz near I .  Thus, exactly  
as in case 1, we obtain C =  < t > { K ( )  a -e - *n D .  We remark that in this case , since V  is 
constant near / ,  the Lagrange multiplier, A, is equal to zero. Finally, by a modification  
process we construct <f> such that C =  < j > { K Q  a -e - Again refering to  Lemma 1 (i) ,
we deduce (3 .4).
case 3: I  = ^(Co)- Obviously, Co Is a solution to P{I).  It then remains to  derive (3.4); 
let C £ ^{I)-  Then some translation C* of C belongs to E (J) for some J  > / ,  so by case
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2 we have
=  iif £*, a.e. in R 2,
for some increasing function 0. This, in turn, implies
£ =  0  o KC,, a.e. in R 2.
This completes the proof of the theorem. £>
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C h ap ter  4
A n obstacle problem
4.1 Introduction
This chapter complements the preceding chapters. Here, we prove existence of a two 
dimensional steady flow of an ideal fluid past an obstacle, containing a bounded vortex 
anomaly and approaching a shear flow at infinity; moreover, the flow is tangential to 
the boundary of the domain of interest, £2, which is an unbounded exterior region.
The variational formulation of the problem is similar to tha t in chapter one; how­
ever, there are two main differences, both caused by the presence of the obstacle. The 
first of these is tha t we no longer have an explicit formula for the Green’s function 
for —A with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions , in £2. To overcome this 
difficulty we estimate the Green’s function with the ones having known formulae. The 
second difference is the lack of symmetry of £2; this makes Steiner-symmetrisation, for 
instance, unavailable. However, as it will be shown, prescribing a suitable circulation 
around the boundary, $£2, will enable us to get around this issue.
Finally, to deal with the lack of compactness, again due to the unboundedness of 
£2, we will follow [6], tha t is, we first truncate the domain and implement B urton’s 
theory to  prove solvability of the corresponding variational problem, and then show 
th a t maximisers remain the same for sufficiently large bounded domains.
4.2 N otation , definitions and statem ent o f results
In this section we will state the main theorem of this chapter followed by the strategy 
to  be used.
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4 .2 .1  N o ta t io n  and  d efin itio n s
Let D  be an open, bounded and sm ooth ( d D  E C 2 , 1 )  set in R 2 which contains the  
origin in its interior. The domain of interest is Q  :=  R 2 \  D .  The ball centered at x 
with radius r  is denoted by B r  (x) and B r  indicates the ball centered at the origin with  
radius r .  We assume that D  C B \  and fix B r  C D , for some R  >  0 . Truncations 
of Q  are defined by £ l n  :=  fl B n  for all n  >  1. x , y , etc. denote generic points in 
R 2 as in previous chapters. The symbol G  will always denote the Green’s function for 
—A  with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions on some domain. In particular, 
G, G r  and G n  denote the Green’s functions on Q ,  R 2 \  B r  and f in, respectively. The  
existence of G  will be addressed in the next section; on the other hand it is a standard  
result that
_  , . 1 . R ^ l x l l y  — x * \  _ 2 ——
G r { x , y )  =  —  lo g   _  ------ , x ,  y  E R \ B R , x ^ y ,
where x * =  R 2x / \ x \ 2 , the inversion of x  in the circle B r } see for exam ple [37]. If (  is a 
measurable function on Q we define
K ( ( x )  : =  [  G ( x , y ) ( ( y ) d y ,
J q
for all x  in R 2 for which the integral exists. Accordingly, we define
:=  f   G R ( x , y ) C ( y ) d y
J r 2\ b r
K n ( ( x )  : =  /  G n ( x , y ) C ( y ) d y ,
J £ln
whenever the integrals exist. Next we define
77c(x) := 771 (x) +  X2 +  clog  |x | , x E f i ,  c E R (4 .1)
where 771 E C 2 ( £ l ) fl C 1(fi) satisfies
A771 =  0 in Q,
< 771 =  — X2 — c lo g |x | on d Q
V771 —*■ 0 as | x | —► 00.
The existence of 771 will be demonstrated in section 4 .3 .
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For a measurable function C on we define
<MC) := [  ( K (
Jn
3 (0  :=  f  0 ?c
Jn
whenever the integrals exist; accordingly the energy functional is defined as follows
* ( C ) : = « i ( C ) - 9 ( 0 -
D efinition. If ip € C 1(f2) represents the stream function of a flow, then
Cir(ip,d£l) := j  dfiipda,
JdQ,
where n denotes the exterior unit normal vector to d£l, is called the circulation of the 
flow.
D efinition. Suppose ip £ C'1(fi) represents the stream function of a flow. We say the 
flow is tangential to d£l if the normal component of the corresponding velocity field 
vanishes on d£l, tha t is,
V Lip • n =  0.
For a real number p we denote by p* the conjugate exponent of p. Similarly to previous 
chapters it is always assumed that p > 2 . For a measurable function (  on Q, supp(C) 
denotes the strong support of C and is defined by
supp(C) := {a; £ fi| CM > 0}.
Let Co £ Lp(Cl) be a non-zero, non-negative function vanishing outside a bounded set 
such tha t HCIIi =  1 and |supp(Co)| =  for some a > 0 . The set of rearrangements of 
Co, on fi, which vanish outside bounded sets are denoted by T . If S  is a measurable 
subset of Q such tha t l^l > 7ra2 then the subset of T  comprising functions vanishing 
outside S  is denoted by T { S ). Accordingly T ( S ) W denotes the weak closure of F (S )  
in LP(S). Thus from [11] it follows tha t T ( S ) W is weakly sequentially compact and 
convex in LP(S).
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4 .2 .2  F o rm u la tio n  o f  th e  p rob lem
We will prove th a t the flow in question can be represented by an extremal of a varia­
tional problem. Specifically, (P ) denotes the following maximisation problem
(P) : sup^(C) 
t e r
and E denotes the set of solutions of (P ). Then we prove the following
T h e o re m  1 Fore  > 3, problem (P ) has a solution, that is, E ^  0. Moreover, i f ( £ T ,  
then ip := K (  satisfies
(i) ip (z C 1(fi) up to a set of measure zero
(ii) ip = 0 on dQ,
(in) —Aip = (p o {ip — rjc), almost everywhere in fi, where <p is some increasing 
function which is unknown a priori.
As mentioned in the Introduction the main difficulty in proving the existence part of 
Theorem 1 is the lack of compactness which is caused by the unboundedness of £2. 
Hence we can not apply the conventional direct method of calculus of variations. To 
overcome this difficulty we again follow the approach proposed by [6]. We will first 
consider (P) on a bounded domain; specifically, we introduce the problem
(Pn) : sup #(£), n E N.
Accordingly we let E ra denote the set of solutions of (Pn)- To ensure P(f2n) ^  0 we 
impose n > (1 +  a2)1/ 2. We will see, by applying Burton’s theory, tha t E n ^  0. We 
then prove the existence of a critical number, n*, such tha t for any n > n* and ( g E „  
we have
SUP P (()  C f i n*-
Therefore, any £n* E E n* will be a member of E. Hence, E /  0.
4.3 Preliminary results
In this section we will first address the issue of existence of G. This seems to be a 
widely accepted result but we have not been able to find a precise reference. Having 
proved the well-definedness of G we proceed to define the integral operator K  and 
state  some properties of K ( ,  including interior and global regularity, when £ E Lp(fi) 
vanishes outside a bounded set. We will then prove the existence of rjc. Finally, this 
section will be cocluded by stating a result from Burton’s Theory.
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4 .3 .1  E x is te n c e  o f  th e  G r e e n ’s fu n ctio n
The existence of G is an immediate consequence of the following lemma; but first we 
introduce Gn to be the zero-extension of Gn, tha t is,
rt / \ \  Gn(x,y) x ,y  e £ ln, x ^  y
" ( X ,y ) ;= \  0 otherwise.




P ro o f Clearly it suffices to show tha t {Gn}“ j is an increasing and bounded sequence 
on Ft x f2. To prove this sequence is increasing it is enough to show
Gn+i(x,y) > Gn(x ,y),  x ,y  £ Qn, x ±  y, n £ N. (4.2)
Recall th a t we can write
Gn(x,y) = ^ l ° g  |g ~ hn(x ,y )y n £ N,
where hn is the harmonic part of Gn. Therefore, the tru th  of (4.2) will emerge once we 
show
hn+1(x,y) < hn(x ,y), x ,y  £ Qn, n £ N.
For this purpose we fix y £ Qn. Since Gn+\{x, y) > 0 for x £ £ln+i \  {t/}, it follows tha t
hn+i(x ,y )  < 1/ (27T) lo g l/ |x  - y |, x £ fin+i \  {y}.
In particular, hn+i(x ,y )  < 1/(27t) log l / \ x  — y\ for all x £ d B n. Next we set un (x) := 
hn (x ,y)  — /in+i(x ,y ) . Therefore, is clearly a classical solution of the following 
Dirichlet problem:
{ A w  = 0 in f2n
w = hn(', y) — hn+i (•, y) on dQn.
Observe th a t un vanishes on d£l and is non-negative on d B n , hence un is non-negative 
on dQn. Whence, by the Maximum Principle, un is non-negative in Qn. This implies 
hn (x ,y)  > hn+i ( x , y ) for all x £ fin , as desired.To prove boundedness, first we note
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th a t similar arguments as above leads to
Gn{x,y) < GR(x,y), x ,y  e Qn, n £  N,
where R  is the radius of a ball B r  C D ; such a ball exists since 0 is an interior point 
of D. Denoting the zero-extension of G r  by G r  we easily obtain Gn(x,y) < G R(x,y)  
for all and all n £ N. Hence we are done.<0>
L em m a 2 The Green’s function for  —A, on Q., with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions exists and is denoted by G.
P ro o f  This is a consequence of Lemma 1 and [17, Proposition 12, p364].
4 .3 .2  P r o p e r t ie s  o f  th e  o p era to r  K
In the results to follow we make use of the following elementary estimate:
1/ (2tt) log4_R 1|ar|, |y| > 2\x\,
1/(27t) log(2i?_1|x |2 +  1) / |y  -  x\, \y\ < 2\x\.
An immediate consequence of ( |) is tha t K r ( ( x ) is well defined for all x £ R 2, provided 
(  £  L p (M.2 \ B r ) vanishes outside a bounded set. To see this we proceed as follows: For 
x £ R 2 we have
ItfflCMI < f   GR (x,y)\C(y)\dy
J r 2\ b r
= f  __ GR (x ,y)\((y)\dy+  f  __  G r {x , y)\C{y)\dy
J ( R 2\ B R) n{ \ y \ >2 \ x \ }  J ( R 2\ B R)n{ \y \<2 \ x \ }
= h + h -
An application of (f) implies
h  < 1/ ( 2tt) log(4 il-1|x|) Hdli < Ci Iog(4J*- 1|a:|)||C||f„ (4.3)
and, again by (j),
h  < C72log(2JR-1|a:|2 +  1) ||C||P
+  1/(2tt) f  _  l°g I . \£(y)\dy. (4.4)
J ( R 2\ B R) n { \ y \<2\x\}  \ y - x \
Now the integral in (4.4) can be estimated by an inequality due to Hardy. Let £* denote 
the Schwarz-symmetrisation of the restriction of |£| to the set (K2\  B r ) fl {|y| <
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with respect to  x. Then, by [31], we obtain
/  _  logj— y|C(y)My< f  log i"  -C(y)dy
J(R2\BK)n{|j/|<2H} \ y - x \  J  Bi(x)  \ y - x \
where I satisfies irl2 =  |supp(C*)|. By an application of Holder’s inequality, we then 
obtain
JBi{x)  Iy  \ J b i {x) Iy  x \ J
< Cs IICIIp,
where C3 depends only on I and p. Now from (4.4) we deduce
h  <  C j i o g ^ i r V l 2 + 1 )  iicilp +  cy ic ilp . (4.5)
From (4.3) and (4.5) we infer
\ K r ( ( x ) \  <  C,(log(4il-1 |a;|) +  \og{2R~1\x\2 +  1) +  1)||C||P, (4.6)
where C  depends only on supp(£) and p.
We now state the main result of this section.
L e m m a  3 Let U be an open and bounded subset of £2. Then for any q > 1, K  :
LP(U) — ► L q(U), is a linear compact operator in the sense that if{(n}%L 1 is a sequence
of functions bounded in LP(Q) and vanishing outside U, then the sequence 
has a subsequence converging in the L q-norm. Moreover, if  £ £ LP{Q) vanishes outside 
U, then
(i) —A K £  = (  a.e. inQ.
(ii) K (  £ W 2,p(£ln) for some n £ N.
(Hi) 'y (K ( ,d ^ l ,W 1,p(Qni)) = 0, for some n\ £ N, in the sense that there exists a 
sequence of functions {^n}^Li C 1(£2) such that u>n -* KQ in VF1,P(£2), and u n
vanish near dQ. Hence KC, vanishes on dQ, pointwise.
P ro o f. Fix £ £ L P(Q) which vanishes outside U. Let no G N such tha t U C £2no- 
Set n\ := no +  1 and fix n > n\.  Let us denote by K nC, the unique minimiser of the 
functional
F n ( v )  - =  \  I  |V u |2 -  f
^ JQn J&n
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relative to u G /7o(Qn). In Appendix A it is proved that
K jiC — 3"G« in
Therefore K n(  satisfies
f  - A K n C =  C i n  ! > ' ( « „ )
)_ tf„C e H i ( s i n ) .  (4'7)
For a test function <f> G Co°(i?n i) where (j) =  1 on i?no we clearly have <j>Kn£ G l?o(fin).
From (4.7) we infer
- A (4K nC) = - A cf>(KnQ -  2V<£ • V K n(  +  <f>( in 2>'(ftn i).
We set / n := — A</>(iifnC) — 2V0 • V K n(  +  </>£ and claim
ll/nlb.finj < ^(nx), 
where C {n\) depends only on n i. To prove the claim it suffices to show
l|A'„Cll2,n„1 < C (m ), (4.8)
since K n(  being the minimiser of Fn yields Fn(K n() < Fn(0) =  0, hence
l|V.8r„C||2,n„1 < 2  f  C K n <  =  2 /  C^nC
jQn "ffinj
< 2||C||2iO„1 ||-^nC||2,nni ,
where in the last inequality we have used the Holder’s inequality. Finally, we observe 
th a t (4.8) follows immediately from (4.6). Therefore <f)Kn(  satisfies
|  - A (<f>KnQ = f n in 2>'(fin i)
\  tKnC  G Hi(Slni).
Hence by applying [28, Theorem 8.12] we infer <t>KnC G W 2,2(fini); moreover we have
l l ^ n C l l ^ . * ^ )  ^  C(\\fn\\2,nni +  \\(f>KnC\\2,nni) 
< C ( m ) .
Therefore {4>Kn(}nLi a bounded sequence in VF2,2(Qni). Hence, W 2,2(fin i) being 
a reflexive Banach space, it follows tha t {(f)KnQ ^ L x contains a weakly convergent
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subsequene, say {<f)KTl]Q jL l . Thus there exists u E W 2'2(Q,ni) such tha t
<f>Knj(  u in W 2'2(Slni), as j  —► oo.
Since W 2,2(Q,ni) is compactly embedded in C(£lni), it follows tha t 4>Knj(  —*■ u, uni­
formly in fin i. In particular, we infer K nj(  —> u, pointwise in Qno. On the other hand 
an application of the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem yields K nj£ —► K (  
almost everywhere in f2no. Hence
u = K (  a.e. in f2no.
2 2 —Therefore by a diagonalisation process we deduce K (  E Wj0’c (f2) where
H?o’2(Q) :=  {u E VF2,2(ft)| C l  is a bounded and open set such tha t C l  C fi}. 
Moreover, we obtain
- r ( K ( , d n , w 1 ' \ a n i ) )  =  o .
Now we intend to prove
- A K (  = (  in X>'(Q). (4 .9)
For this purpose we fix <f> E Cq0^ ) .  Then by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence 
Theorem we obtain
f  K m d - W )  -  f
J  J  n
as m —> oo.
Also for every m  E N. Hence we derive (4.9). The combi­
nation of E Wfoc (fi) and (4.9) yields (i). So far, we have been able to show, in 
particular, tha t
«
KC £ W 2'2(fin i) 
—A K (  = (  a.e. in Qni
To derive (ii) and (iii) we use a classical global regularity theory, namely [28, Theorem 
9.16]. Indeed, from (*) and [28, Theorem 9.16] we deduce K (  E W ^ ( Q ni U dfi) and 
7 (ijf£,$fi, W 1,p(fin i)) =  0 ; moreover, we have the following estimate
\ \ K ( \ \ w 2’P(U) < C'(IIC||p +  | |^ ’C||p,ti„1)- (4-10)
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Hence from (4.10) and (4.6) it follows tha t K  : LP(U) — ► W 2,P(U) is bounded. Since 
W 2,P(U) is compactly embedded into L q(U), q > 1, we infer K  : LP(U) — ► L q(U) is 
compact. Let us point out tha t since K (  £ W 20f  (Qni UdQ), we derive (ii) for n = no. To 
prove (iii) we use the Trace Theorem, see for example [1]. Since K (  £ VE2,p(f2no) we can 
apply the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, see for example [1], to deduce K (  £ C 1(f2no). 
Also, since VE1,p(f2ni)) =  0, we infer existence of a sequence {u>n}£Li C
C 1(fini) such tha t u n vanish near dQ, and u>n —► KQ in W 1,p(Qni). as n oo. Now, 
by the Trace Theorem, we have
trace(u>n) —»■ trace(K ( ), in L2(d£ln iiH 1(dQni))1
as n —> oo, where 'H1{dQini) denotes the Hausdorff measure of dimension one restricted 
to d£Lni . In particular, we obtain
trace(un) -+ trace(K ( ), in L 2(dQ ,H 1(dQ)),
as n —^ oo. Since u>n vanish near dQ, we deduce tha t trace(Ar(') vanishes on d£l, almost 
everywhere with respect to but KC, £ C 1(fino), hence K (  vanishes on dQ,
pointwise. So we are done. <0>
R e m a rk . Note tha t from (4.9) and Agmon’s regularity theory, see [2], it follows tha t 
K (  £ W 2*(Q). Therefore, by the Sobolev Embedding Theorem, we infer K £ £ C 1(Q); 
since K (  £ C,1(f2no) we infer KC, £ C 1(fi). Therefore K (  represents the stream function 
of a flow tangential to  dCl, see the remark following Lemma 4 (below).
4 .3 .3  T h e  e x is te n c e  o f  r\c
In this section we investigate the existence of rjc := rji +  x \  +  clog |x|, c £ R, such tha t 
rjc £ C 2(f2) n C x(n) and
A t ) c =  2, in Q
< rjc = 0 , on dQ,
V Vc —► (0 , 2x 2), as | : r | o o .
To find 77c, it clearly suffices to prove the following
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L em m a 4 There exists 771 E C 2(Q,) fl C 1(f2) such that
Arji =  0 m
< 771 =  —a?2 — clog|a;| on dCt
V771 —► 0 a s  |x |  —► 00.
P ro o f. Let a  := Min{— — clo g |z | | x E dft} and set fc := — a~ , where a -  denotes 
the negative part of a. Next we denote by un the classical solution of the following 
Dirichlet problem
A un =  0 , in Qn
< un = — x \  — c log |x |, on dQn
un = on dB n.
By an application of the Maximum Principle we obtain
h < u n < M ax{—x \  — c log |z | | x E 50} := /?. (4.11)
Again by applying the Maximum Principle we infer un+1 > un, in f2n, for every n E N. 
Indeed, we have A (un+i — un) — 0, in ftn, and un+1 — un =  0, on dQ and finally, 
wn+1 — un > 0, on d B n , from (4.11). Therefore, it makes sense to define:
771(2 ) := lim un(z). (4.12)
n —»-oo
From [22, pl51] we infer th a t 771 is harmonic in Q and un converges uniformly on 
compact subsets of Q. This, in turn, implies tha t 771 E C 2{Sl) flC(Q), see [22, Theorem 




Hence, V 771 —*■ 0, as |z| —*■ 00. It then remains to show that, in fact, 77 E C 1(f2). Note 
tha t it suffices to prove 77 E C 1(f2n), for any 71 E N. This readily follows from [17, 
Proposition 2, p461], since dQn is a regular manifold of class W 2,co, see[17, p461].<^ 
R e m a rk . Physically r]c represents the stream function of a flow with constant vorticity 
which is tangential to d£l and approaches a shear state at infinity. Indeed we have
|o; | — 1 
16/9
(1*1 -  1)2
ll^llloo.fi
, V z E |z |  >  1.
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Vc £ C 2(12) fl (7(12) and
I Ar]c = 2 in 12T)c  — 0 on #12V 77c —► (0 , 2z 2) as |x| —► 00.
The fact tha t ijc vanishes on #12 implies tha t the flow is tangential to #12. This follows 
from the following elementary calculations. Let us assume th a t #12 is given by the 
following parametrisation:
X\ — X \(5) x 2 = x(s ), s£ (a ,& ).
Since rjc = 0 on #12, we obtain
i7c(*iM ,s2(s)) =  0 , s £ ( a ,b ) .
This, in turn, implies that
^ c ( * i ( a ) ,® 2W ) = 0 ,  s£ (a ,& ),
since r]c £ (71(12). Hence
V77c(x1(s),x 2(s)) • (®/i(a)»*2(5)) =  0, s £ ( a ,6).
Hence Vr;c(x i(s ) ,x 2(s)) and n(x i(s), £2(s)), the exterior unit normal at (a:i(s),x2(s)), 
are linearly dependent. Therefore V-Lr)c(xi(s),  ^2(5)) is perpendicular to n(x i(s), a;2(s)) 
for all s in (a, b).
4 .3 .4  A  resu lt from  B u r to n ’s T h eo ry
In this section we state a simple version of [11], namely,
L em m a 5 Let g £ Lp* (12n) fl H ^)’c1(12n). Suppose that (  maximises ( g , relative to 
(  £ T{p.n)w and that —Ag > (  almost everywhere in 12n. Then £ £ T (Q n) and there 
is an increasing function (j) such that (  =  (f> o g} almost everywhere in 12n .
4.4 The main result
In this section we present the proof of Theorem 1 followed by the physical interpretation 
of our result.
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P ro o f  o f T h eo re m  1 . As noted in section (3.2.2) we first need to consider (Pn)- 
Let us fix an integer n > (1 +  a2)1/2. From Lemma 3 it follows tha t is weakly
sequentially continuous on the linear space of functions in LP{Q) which vanish outside 
Qn. On the other hand since is weakly sequentially compact we infer th a t (£)
attains its maximum relative to £ E J r ( Q n ) w . Let £n denote a corresponding maximiser. 
To show that, in fact, £n E we apply a standard argument as follows. Consider
£ € T(Sln)w and t E (0,1]. Then (1 — t)£n ~f t£ E Jr(Q.n)w, by convexity of So
we have
®(£») > ^ ((1  -  t)Cn +  K) = *  (Cn) +  tD*[Cn](C -  C„) +  o(t), 
as t tends to zero, whence
^ K n ] ( C “ Cn) < 0 . (4.13)
From (4.13) and the fact that Z)^[Cn] can be identified with Ar£n — rjc we deduce that 
£n maximises the linear functional
Jn
relative to £ E Jr(£ln)w. Also from Lemma 3 we have tha t —A K ( n = £n almost 
everywhere in Qn. Thus —A ( K ( n — rjc) = £n +  2 almost everywhere in Qn. Now we 
are in a position to apply Lemma 5 to derive £n E ^ (fin ); moreover, the existence of 
an increasing function <p such tha t
Cn =  4> o (K £n -  rjc), a.e. in Sln, (4.14)
is ensured. From (4.14) it follows tha t there exists 7„ E R  such that
supp(Cn) =  {x E Qn I K(n(x) ~ rjc(x) > 7n}, a.e. in Qn. (4.15)
In the next step we show that 7n can not be too negative. For this purpose we recall 
tha t Tji is bounded on £1, see (4.11). W ithout loss of generality we may assume tha t 
7n < ~\\ViI|oo since otherwise we are done. Let B  denote the ball centered at the origin 
with radius (I7J  — WrjiWoo)1^ 2/ (I +  c)1/2. For x £ B  we have
K ( n(x) -  rjc(x) > -Halloo -  x \  -  c log |z |
>  — (l lr?i | | oo +  ( 1  +  c ) | x | 2 )
>  - | 7 n | = 7 n
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Therefore, B  C supp(£n), modulo a set of measure zero. Whence \B\ < |supp(£n)|, 
This, in turn, implies
I n  >  - ( I M o o  +  (1 +  c)a2) : =  7 .
Therefore, we deduce
SUpp(Cn) C {x e  f i n  | KCn ( x )  ~ TJc ( x )  > 7 }, 
modulo a set of measure zero. For x € {z G €ln I K ( n(x) — rjc(x) > 7 } we have
7  <  K ( n { x )  ~  rjcix) <  K r ( ti{x ) ~  Vc(x)
= K R(n(x) ~ m (x ) ~ x 2  ~  C l°g |*|
* / \ c - l .  . . , (27T— l ) c + l ,  . .
< log I« I -  k ---------- — log |x |.
Since ||Cn||i =  1 we can write
 log -
'R 2\ B h
We now proceed to estimate the integral in (4.16). From (f) we have
K r M x )  ~  V log ' * • = h  L s - log (4-16)
f l ~ * | x | | y -  x*1! <  j  l o g 4 i 2 1/ | * | <! 2, |y | >  2 |x | ,
° S I s M y - x l  “  \  l o g ( 2 f i - 1|x |2 +  l ) / | x | ‘:- I | y - x | ,  |y | <  2 |x | .
Since c > 3 and |x| > R  we obtain
lo  -R~x |x | | y  — <  f  l o g | y |  >  2 |x | ,
° S l* lc_ 1 | y - * l  “  \  l o g ( 2 i l 2- ' : +  i J - 1) / | y - x | ,  |y | <  2 |x | .
Therefore, by [31], we obtain
1 f  R T ^ x W y  -  x * \ ,  (  m  s  n
7T /  loS 1 i ' l l  rCn{y)dy < C ,2*  J r 2 \ b ^  \ x \ c x \ y - x |
where C  is a universal constant. Whence 
This, in turn, yields
|x| < e(c - k- V /£ := f, (4.17)
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where c := ((27T — l ) c +  l) /2 ir. From (4.17) it follows tha t
supp(Cn) C B f,  Vn £ N,
where n > (1 +  a2)1/ 2, modulo sets of measure zero. Therefore, if r* := [f] +  1, then 
any £r* £ E r* is indeed a solution to (P ).
Now let C G E. It is clear that
K ((x )  — Tjc(x) —► —oo, as |x| —>■ oo.
Hence, there exists n* £ N such tha t supp(£) C fin*, except on a set of measure zero, 
and
K ((x )  -  rjc(x) < 7 , \x\ > n*.
Since (  G E we clearly have £ £ En*. Therefore by Lemma 5, there exists an increasing 
function <f> such tha t




(  = <f> o — T)c), a.e. in fi.
Finally, since —A KC, =  £ almost everywhere in Q, by Lemma 3, we deduce tha t
—AK (  =  (j) o (/f£  — 77c), a.e. in f2,
and we are done.£>
R e m a rk . The differential equation in (iii) is indeed the Euler-Lagrange equation for 
(P ) ; proof of this fact is sketched as follows: If £ £ E then by the weak semicontinuity 
of we have
*(£) =  sup *(£),
for a sufficiently large n. Hence, by setting ^  =  — \P, we obtain
* (C )=  inf *(£).
Ce.F(n„)«
< > 7 ,  
0, t  <  7.
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Now by [16, p52] we deduce
where d* and Qn)tu( 0  denote the generalised subgradient operator and the nor­
mal cone to Tfon)™  a t (, respectively, see [16] for appropriate definitions. From [16, 
Proposition 2.4.4] and the convexity of F(£ln)w we infer ^ (C) =  )^(C);
where
c (r, _ \  0 C e w
|  -|~oo otherwise, 
and dSjr ^  ^ (C) stands for the subdifferential of ^  at C, tha t is,
:= 6  XP’ (Qn)l ^  ^ ( C )  + « c  -  0 ,  vc € L ? ( n n) } .
Observe tha t G C x(Lp{Q,n)), hence by a standard result, see for example [16], it 
follows tha t 5*^(C) =  {—.D^C]}, the Frechet- derivative of \P at C- Therefore, there 
exists f  in 0 ^ n ^ p r(C ) such that
£ ® [ C ] ( C - C )  =  « C - C ) ,  VC g  T ( S i n ) w .
This, in turn, implies that Dfl/fC^C — C) ^  0 . Simple calculations show th a t -D\P[C] 
can be identified with — r]c. Whence C maximises the linear functional C -D^[C] 
relative to C £ Now by Lemma 3 we have — A-D\P[C] =  C+2 almost everywhere
in Qn. On the other hand an application of Lemma 5 yields
c =  $  o (ip -  7c), a.e. in ftn ,
for some increasing function <jJ. Finally, by an extension of <p\ see the proof of Theorem 
1, we construct a function <f> such tha t
C =  4> o (ip — 77c), a.e. in fi.
Hence (iii) follows. 0
Let us note tha t the function ip = K (  constructed in Theorem 1 gives rise to a flow 
which is tangential to dQ and approaches a shear state at infinity. Indeed if we denote 
the stream function of the flow by ip — r]c, it is clear tha t the flow is tangential since 
ip — r]c vanishes on dQ. To show the shear-behaviour at long range points, it suffices to
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prove
V K £  —► 0 as |rrr| —» oo. (4.18)
To prove (4.18) we proceed as follows. Suppose supp(£) C B[. The function u(x) := 
K r ( { x )  — KC{X) is clearly harmonic and non-negative in R 2 \  B \.  Thus, by [28, p29], 
we obtain
2 __
|V«(®)| < r—■.— ru(x ), x £ R 2\ B i .
\x\ — 1
Hence
|V JSTC(a:) |  <  +  | V / i f f l C W I >  *  €  E 2 \ B r .
Since KQ is non-negative we infer th a t u(x) < K r ( (x )  for all x E R 2 \  B \.  On the 
other hand, elementary calculations yield
K r C(x) < l o g 1 |x |, |x| > 21.
Z7T
Hence
IVA'C(aj)! < t; r— -rlogJ?_1|x| +  |ViifflC(«)l» 1*1 > Max{2/, 1}.
7 T ( | X |  — 1 )
Therefore, to derive (4.18) it suffices to show
V K r C ( x )  —* 0, as |x| —► oo. (4.19)
For this purpose we apply Harnack’s inequality [28, p27] as follows. Consider x E
R 2 \  B 2i , then
|VA'flC(*)| < \ T I 'i S_HP \K R^(z )\' (4.20)
1*1 1 z 6 B t (x)
Since ll^lli =  1 we readily derive
K r C(z) < ^ - \ o g R ~ 1l\z\ + f  _  log ■ 1 X {y)dy, z e B i ( x ) .
2tt 2tt J r 2\ Br Iy -  z\
By an application of [31] we find
J -  f  log | 1  X { y ) d y  <  C ,
27T J R 2 \ B r  \ y  -  z \
where C  is some universal constant. Therefore, since \z\ < |x| + /  for 2: E B i(x ), we 
obtain
K r C(z) < ^ - lo g f l - ^ d x l  +  O +  C, z e B , ( x ) .  (4.21)Zir
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It is now clear tha t (4.19) follows from (4.20) and (4.21).
Finally, the circulation of the flow around d£l, th a t is, C ir (K (  — rjc,d£l), is a func­
tion of c > 3 ,  denoted by £(c). Hence we have proved the following
C o ro lla ry  There exists a flow in containing a bounded vortex anomaly, tangen­
tial to dQ with a shear-behaviour at long range points; moreover, the circulation can 
be prescribed in terms of £(c), provided c > 3.
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C hapter 5
Existence of a steady flow w ith a 
bounded vortex in an unbounded  
domain (part one)
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter we prove the existence of steady 2-dimensional ideal fluid flows occupying 
n + (the first quadrant) and containing a bounded vortex. Such a flow will be described 
by a stream function ip : 11+ —*■ R. At infinity we will have ip —> —\ x 1 X2  which is the 
stream function for an irrotational flow with velocity field —A(xi, —X2 ). The vorticity is 
given by —A ip, where A is the Laplacian, and —A ip vanishes outside a bounded region 
avoiding the boundary of 11+. It will be proved tha t —A ip = <p o ip is satisfied almost 
everywhere in 11+ for <p an increasing function, unknown a priori. In our result the 
vorticity field C(=—A ip) is a rearrangement of a prescribed non-negative, non-trivial 
function Co having bounded support. The existence theorem is proved by maximising 
a functional over the set of rearrangements of Co, vanishing outside bounded sets in 
n+, in order to obtain the vorticity field C- This variational principle was adapted by 
Burton [12] from one for vortex rings in 3 dimensions, proposed by Benjamin[6].
Lack of compactness caused by the unboundedness of the domain of interest is the 
motivation to use the strategy proposed by Benjamin [6], as in the preceding chapters.
This chapter and the next one have been inspired by [12]; the main difference is 
tha t in our case the domain is not symmetric, hence we can not make use of Steiner- 
symmetrisation, as in [12], in our analysis, prescribing an ”impulse functional” rather 
than A.
This very same problem will be taken up in the following chapter where we use a
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different variational principle.
5.2 N otation , definitions and statem ent of results
H enceforth  p d en otes a  real num ber in (2 , oo) and p* :=  pf (p — 1). T h e upper and the  
right h alf p lanes are designated  by n u and n r , respectively; and th e first quadrant by 
n+. G eneric p o in ts o f R 2 are denoted by x  =  ( x i , £2 ), V =  (2/1 > 2/2), 2 =  { z i , z 2), etc . For 
x  £  R 2 w e let x , x> HL to  d en ote  th e  reflections o f x  about the x i-a x is , a?2-axis and th e  
origin, respectively. For f  >  0 we define n + (£) :=  {x  £  R 2 | 0 < x \  < 0 <  x 2 <  ^}-
In th is chapter w e will be dealing w ith  three different G reen’s functions, nam ely, the  
G reen ’s fu n ction s for —A  w ith  hom ogeneous D irichlet boundary conditions on n u, n r 
and n_|_; it  is a  standard  result th a t these functions are defined as follow s, respectively,
measure of A. The strong support of a measurable function (,  denoted supp(£), is 
defined as follows
To define the rearrangement class needed for our variational problem we fix a non-
x , y e l l u , x ^  y,
x ,y  e  n r, x ^  y,
Accordingly, for measurable functions £ on R 2, we define the following integral operators
/  Gu(x ,y )((y )dy , 
^n„
K r((x)  := [  Gr(x,y)£(y)dy,
Jur
K+((x)  :=  f  G+(x,y)((y)dy,
J n+
whenever the integrals exist.
R e m a rk . In the following section it will be shown tha t if £ £ £ P(R2) vanishes outside 
a bounded set then these integrals are defined everywhere in R 2.
For a measurable set A  in R 2, we use \A\ to denote the 2-dimensional Lebesgue
supp(C) := {x € dom(C) | C(^) > 0}.
negative, non-trivial function £0 € Lp(R 2)) which vanishes outside a bounded set; in
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addition we assume
supp(Co)| =  ira2, (5.1)
for some a > 0. Now we denote the set of rearrangements of £o> on R 2, which vanish 
outside bounded subsets of 11+ by T . The subset of T  comprising functions vanishing 
outside II+(£) are designated by .P(£), where it is assumed tha t £ > air1!2 to ensure
Next we define the energy; for v E XP(II+) having bounded support and A E R, we 
define
problem (PA(£)) 1S defined by
(PA(£)) : sup ^ A(C),
<€*■(0
and accordingly, E a(£) denotes the set of solutions.
In this chapter we prove
T h e o re m  1 There exists Ao > 0 such that E A ^  0, for  A E (0, Ao). Moreover, if 
(  E S A and tjj := K+(, then
sequently show th a t the functional \Pa considered on Xp(II+(£)), the subset of ZP(II+)
X\X2V
and the kinetic energy
\Pa(u) := \P(v ) — A3(v),
whenever the integrals exist. Now we are in a position to define the variational problem 
(Pa) as follows
(PA) :  su p tfA(0 -CeJF
The set of solutions of (PA) is denoted by For £ > air1/ 2 the truncated variational
— o {ij) — \xixf)-, a.e. in II+, (5.2)
for some increasing function <j>.
5.3 Preliminary results
In this section we state and prove some of the properties of the operator K + and con-
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comprising functions tha t vanish outside 11+ (f), is strictly convex and weakly sequen­
tially continuous. This, in turn, lays out the foundations for the application of Burton’s 
theory to prove solvability of (Pa (n+(£))).
5 .3 .1  T h e  o p era to r  K +  and so m e e s t im a te s  
L em m a 1 Let £ £ Lp( 11+) vanishes outside a bounded se t  Then
(i) K +c e  C '(K 2).
(ii) |VA'+« x ) | < CIICIIp, for every x £ R 2, where C depends on |supp(C)| and p.
(Hi) |Jif+C(x)| < C m *n {|® iU *2|}||C||p> f or every x £ II+, where C is the constant in
(ii).
Proof, (i) is an immediate consequence of a result about Newtonian potentials of 
densities with compact support. Specifically, let
— log t - ^— 7(e(y)dy
denote the Newtonian potential of the zero-extension, to all of R 2, of (. Since p > 2 and 
(  has compact support we can apply [24, Lemmas A.7 and A.9] to deduce N ( e £ C X(R2) 
and
VJVCa(x) =  -L  /  Vx log - r (e(y)dy, Vx € E 2. (5.3)
2?r Jr 2 \x y I
Clearly we have
K +C(x) = N ( e(x) +  iVCe(l) -  A C e(x) -  A C efe).
Hence, A'+£ £ C 1(R2); moreover it is obvious tha t the tru th  of (ii) will emerge once 
we show
|VJVC.(x)| < C I ICIIp,  V x g E 2, (5.4)
where C is a constant depending on |supp(£)| and p. To do this, we use (5.3) to deduce
|VJVCe(x)|< f  p J — r|C(y)|dy, V x g E 2.
JR2 I* “  VI
Now let us fix x £ R 2 and denote the Schwarz-rearrangement of |£|, about x, by (*. 
Therefore, by a standard inequality, see for example [31], we obtain
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where / := (|supp(C)|/7r)1/2. Hence, by an application of Holder’s inequality we derive
\  i /p 4
7
Elementary calculations accompanied by application of polar co-ordinates yield
/ IV
'V K U - ) ' i r A L , W ^ W i ’ )  K " -  ( 5 S |
/  1---- 1— r :d y  < C,
J b , ( x ) 1* -  y \ ”
where C  depends only on I and p. So we derive (5.4), hence (ii). Now to derive (iii) we 
fix x £ n + . Since K +(  £ C'1(R2) and vanishes on the boundary of n + , we can apply 
the Mean Value Theorem to obtain
\K+C(x)\ = \K+a x )  -  ^+C (*1, 0)| < *2|VJjr+C(x)|,
where x is a point on the segment joining x to (#1, 0). Whence from (ii) we deduce 
|A+£(:e)| < C x 2 HCHp. Similarly, one can show | ( a ? ) |  < C x\  ||C||p5 so we derive
(iii) as required. <0*
Lem m a 2 Let U be an open and bounded subset of n + .  Then for every q > 1, K+ : 
LP{U) —»■ L q(U) is a compact linear operator.
Proof. The well-defined ness of K + : LP(U) —*■ Lq(U) follows from Lemma 1 (iii) - The 
linearity of K + follows from the definition. To show compactness of K+ it suffices to 
show tha t K+ : LP(U) —»■ W 1,2(U) is bounded, since then by an application of the 
Sobolev Embedding Theorem we derive the desired result. Let us now fix £ £ A p ( n + )  
tha t vanishes outside U. Then by applying Lemma 1 (ii),(iii) we infer ||A'+ £ ||2  < C'IICIIp 
and ||V A + £ ||2 < C'HCIIp, hence
ll- ’^+Cllw1.2(t7) < C  HCHp.
Therefore we are done. £>
Lem m a 3  Let £  £ Lp(n + )  vanishes outside a bounded set. Then
Visr+CM =  0 ( |* |-2), K +((x) = 0 (|x |_1), |x |-* o o .
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of [12, Lemma 7] where it is proved that 
VA^CM  =  0 ( |z |-2 ), K u((x) = 0 ( I*!-1), \x\ -> 00.
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Therefore, the conclusion of the lemma follows from the identity
K +C(x) =  K u ( ( x )  -  K u((x), x £ n_|_.
L em m a 4 Let q and U be as in Lemma 2. Then K+ : LP(U) —> L q(U) is strictly 
positive, that is, for every non-trivial function (  £ Lp( 11+) vanishing outside U,
[ CK+C > 0 .
J n+
Proof. Let us fix £ £ LP(II+) vanishing outside U. Then, from [12, Lemma 3(i)], we 
have
- A  ff ttC =  C, inZ>'(nu).
Hence, we also have —A K U(  = £, in V'(U +), since K +((x) = K u((x)  -  K u((x)
for all x £ R 2. Now by Agmon’s regularity theory [2] we deduce -K+C € (l^2) •
In particular, K+ (  £ W ^ ( U +). Therefore, in fact, we have —A I{u(  =  £ almost 
everywhere in n+ . Next we let £l(R) := B r  fl n+ ; hence the boundary of Q(R) being 
Lipschitz we can apply the weak Divergence Theorem, see for example [29], to obtain
-  [  £ t f + £  +  f  \V K +(\2 = f  7 ( ^ + 0  iV n K + Q d a ,
Jn(R) Jn(R) JdQ(R)
where 7  stands for the trace operator on dQ(R) and n denotes the unit outward normal 
vector to dSl(R). Since K+(  £ C 1(n +) we have
/  7 ( ^ + 0  l { d * K + Q d a  =  f  ( f f + 0  ( d n K + C )  d a .
JdQ(R) Jdn(R)
Therefore
-  f  C K + C  +  f  | V t f + £ |2 =  [  ( K + Q  ( d r t K + 0  d a .
JQ{R) JQ{R) JdQ{R)
Now from Lemma 3 we infer
lim f  (K +Q (daK+Q da =  0 . 
R-^°° JdQ(R)
Moreover, since f n (K + (  is finite and |Viif+CI 1S bounded in R 2 we may apply the 
Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem to conclude
lim [  £ * + £ = /  £ K+C, lim f  \V K +( \2 = f  \V K +( \2.
R-*°°Jn(R) J n+ r ^ ° ° J q(r ) j n+
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Therefore, we derive f n+ (  K +(  = f n |VA'+ ( |2 and we are done.<0>
5 .3 .2  B u r to n ’s th e o r y  and p rob lem  P \ ( £ )
The following lemma is a result from Burton’s theory [10]
L em m a 5 Suppose $  : Ap(II+(£)) —»■ R is a weakly sequentially continuous, strictly 
convex functional. Then 3>(C) attains a maximum relative to £ E P(£)> f or £ — a7r1^2- 
Moreover, i f  (  is a maximiser and tjj E d$(C), the subdifferential of & at ( ,  then
c =  <f> 0  a.e. in 11+ (f),
for some increasing function <f>.
L em m a 6 For every A > 0 and £ > an1/ 2, the problem Pa(£) is solvable. Moreover, if 
C e £ a (0 ,  then
(  =  (f> o (K+( -  \ x i x 2), a.e in I1+, (5.6)
for some increasing function <j>.
Proof. Let us begin by noting tha t K + : Xp(II+(£)) —► Xp*(II+(£)) is a symmetric 
operator, th a t is,
j v K+w = j w K+v, Vv, w E Xp(n+),
J n+ Ju+
which readily follows from the symmetry of G+. Since K+ is compact, strictly positive 
and symmetric it follows that defined on the set of functions in Xp(n+) vanishimg 
outside n+ (0 , is strictly convex and weakly sequentially continuous. Now by applying 
Lemma 5 we deduce tha t Pa(£) is solvable. Next we show tha t if (  E £a(£)> th en 
K+C — \ x 1 X2  € 0\Pa(C)' For this purpose we consider £ G XP(II+) which vanishes 
outside n + (0 , th en we need to show
*  a(C) > <MC) +  /  (C -  CH^+C -  - w 2),
J n+
or equivalently
/  ( C - C ) J M C - 0 > o ,
J n+
but this is true since K+ is strictly positive. Therefore, again by Lemma 5, existence 
of an increasing function <fi is ensured so tha t (5.6) holds.0
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5.4 Main results and proof of the theorem
In this section we give a proof of Theorem 1 which takes the form of three lemmas and 
a corollary.
L em m a 7 Let A > 0. Then there exists -ft(A) > 0 such that
K+((x) — \ x 1 X2  < 0, |a:| > R (A), (  E T .
P ro o f. Let us fix x E n+  and £ E T \  we assume min{xi, £2} > ot for some a > 0 to be
determined later. According to Lemma 1 (ii) there exists M  > 0 , independent of £, such
tha t |VA\|_£(x)| < M .  Therefore, by Lemma l(iii) we have |/ f +C(ar)| < M  m in {x i ,X 2 }. 
Hence
K+((x) — \x \X 2  < m in{x  1,^ 2} (M — Aa).
Thus if we assume a > M/A, then K+((x) — \ x 1 X2  < 0. Hence we can take R (A) =  
M/A.O
L em m a 8 Suppose (  E Lp(R 2) is a non-negative function which is spherically decreas­
ing and vanishes outside B a. Then there exists a positive constant k such that
L CtK+Ct > klogt,n+
for all sufficiently large t, where Ct(^) :=  C{x i — t,X 2  — t).
P ro o f. Clearly we can assume t > (1 +  y/2)a. Now we observe tha t there exists (3 > 0 
and 0 < b < a such tha t for all x with |x| < b we have £(^) > /3. Let Bb(t) denote the 
ball centred at (t , t ) with radius b and consider x E B a{t) and y E Bb(t). Hence if we 
set
7i \x  ~  V \ i  72 := \x  ~  y\-> l 3 - = \ x - y l  74 := I® — £|, 
then it is clear tha t
7 1  > 21 — 2a, 7 2  > 21 — 2a, 7 3  < 2a, 7 4  < 2\ / 21 +  2a.
Therefore,
r . . , x P f  , (21 — 2a)2 , (3b2 (/ — a )2
A+6(b) * H  } m )  *0g 2a(2V2t +  2a) ^ = T bg
Hence
A TS /■ v .  , (*  “  tt)2CtK+Ct > — 7^—  logLn+ 2 a(y/2t +  a) ’
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and we are done.O
An immediate consequence of Lemma 8 is the following 
Corollary We have
lim ^ o o  sup $(£) =  + 00.
P roof Let (i 6 T  and denote its Schwarz-rearrangement by £*. Then by Lemma 8 
we have
r^(C) > 1/2 /  fftf+Ct* -  °o, ■ f  -  00.
J ru
Hence we are done. 0
sup
Ce^U) n+
L em m a 9 There exists Ao > 0 and £o > air1/2 such that if  0 < A < Ao, £ > £o and 
is a maximiser o /^a(C ) relative to (  G ^ ( 0  then
|{x € n+(£) | /^+Ca^(^) -  X x ^ 2 > 0 }| > ira2.
P roof Let us fix a > 0, e > 0. Then according to the corollary there exists £o > air1/ 2 
such tha t sup^e^ ) ^ ( C )  > a  +  e. In particular, sup^e^ 0j^(C ) > a  +  e. Since 
is a real-valued functional on Xp(n+(£o)) which is weakly sequentially continuous and 
strictly convex we can apply Lemma 5 to ensure existence of £ E FiZo) such tha t
®(C) =  suPcg^Uo) ^ ( 0 > hence
tf(C) ><* +  €. (5.7)
Now choose Ao > 0 such tha t Ao^(C) < Since ^ a(C) := ^(C) — ^ ( C )  we can use
(5.7) to obtain
®a(C) > «, 0 < A < A0.
This shows that
sup tfA(C) > 0 < A < A0, £ > £0. (5.8)
Ce^ (C)
Next we set a = 3aC||Co||p ||Co||i> w-here C  is the constant in Lemma 1 (iii)- Hence from
(5.8) we have
sup ^a(C) > 3 a C | | C o | | P  I I C o l l i ,
CG^( 0
for all 0 < A < Ao and £ > £o. Now we fix 0 < A < Ao, £ > £o and let £a,£ denote a 
maximiser of ^a(C) relative to £ G ^ (£ ). Then we have
*a(Ca*) < 1 C o  1 i sup (}-K+Cx,dx ) -  ^ 1 X2 ). 
n + ( 0  2
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We also have ^ a(Ca^) > 3aC||Co||P ||(o||i, hence
SUP (x-K’+Ca,^®) -  Ax iz2) > 3aC,f|Co||P. (5.9)
n + ( 0  2
Since ^K+£\£(x) — \ x \ X 2  G C(n+(£)), it attains its maximum at (a?i,*2) G n+(£), 
say. Whence, by Lemma l(iii)
1 1 C
SUP (o^+Ca,€(«) “  A ziz2) < -A ’+Ca.c(«i,*2) < T7 min{^i,a;®} ||Co||P- 
n + ( 0  2 2 2
Therefore, from (5.9) we infer minjx^x®} > 6a > 2a. Now we define the set
S  :=  {x e II+ | x i  < Xi, x 2 < x% } H 5 2a(xJ,a;5),
where i?2a(a:5, x2) denotes the ball centred at (a;®, x°) with radius 2a; clearly S  C n+(£). 
Consider x £ S, then
K+C\te(x) ~  Axix2 > l / 2 K +(\^ (x )  -  Ax?x°. (5.10)
On the other hand, by an application of the Mean Value Theorem and Lemma 1 (ii),
iif+a ,a * )- tf+ C A ,« (* ? ,x “)i < |VA'+c « ( i ) i i * - ( * ; , z 2)i 
<  2 o C | K o | | P ,
where x is a point on the segment joining x to (a^, a;®), whence K + (\£  (*) >  A +Ca,«(*?,*§)- 
2aC,||Co||P- This, in turn, implies
K +Cx,dx ) ^  K + (\ ,d x i i x 2 ) “  2aC||Co||P. (5.11)
Thus from (5.10) and (5.11) we infer
A"+Ca,£(z) -  \ x xx 2 >  ^ K + ( x , d x i ’ x 2 ) ~  * C \ \ C o \ \ p  -  \ x \ x 2 
>  3 a C | | C o | | P  -  o C I I C o l l p  =  2 a C | | C o | | P -
Therefore, S  C supp^+^A ,^® ) ~  Axix2). Hence, |supp(A+CA,^(a;) — A^ix2)| > |5 | =
7ra2, as desired.0
P ro o f o f  T heorem  1 Let £0 and Aq be as in Lemma 9. If we fix A £ (0, Ao), then by
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Lemma 7 there exists 72(A) > 0 such that
k +((x)  -  \ x i x 2 < 0 , x g  n + \  n +(R (\)) ,  ( e t .  (5 .12)
Next we define £* := max{^o,-R(A)}; then according to Lemma 6 , ^a(C) has a max­
imiser relative to £ G ^ (O *  say Ca,£*- For simplicity we write (  := Ca,£*- We claim 
tha t (  G Sa. T o prove this , suppose I > £* and consider (  G S a(0- we whl first show 
that
supp(C) C H+(C), (5.13)
modulo a set of measure zero. By Lemma 6 there exists an increasing function (f> such 
tha t
(  = <f> o (!{+£ — \ x 1 X2 ), a.e. in n+(Z). (5-14)
Next we observe tha t since <f> is increasing, (0)_1(O,oo], the pre-image of (0,oo] under 
</>, is an interval, say J, of the form (c, 00) or [c,oo), by assuming tha t <j> takes on the 
value +00 on the interval (||if+C — n+(f) > °°)* This, along with (5.14), implies
supp(C) =  (K +C -  Axix2)_1(/),
modulo a set of measure zero in n+ (/). Hence |(.K+C — AxiX2)-1 ( /) | =  7ra2. On the 
other hand, from Lemma 9, we have K-K+C — AxiX2)- 1(0 , 00) | > ira2. Whence c > 0, 
and this implies supp(C) Q supp(7if+C — Axia^) modulo a set of measure zero in n+(Z). 
Finally, according to (5.12), we also have supp(K+( — \ x 1 X2 ) Q n_|_(£*), hence we 
derive (5.13). Now from (5.13) we infer ^a(C) > ^a(C) an^ this, in turn, implies tha t 
C £ £a(Z). Since I > £* is arbitrary we deduce that £ G £a-
To derive (5.2) we use Lemma 6 once again to  ensure existence of an increasing 
function </> such tha t
(  = <£0 (K+( -  Axix2), a.e. in n + (f*).
We obtain (5.2) by a modification process, tha t is, define
Ms) s 6 dom(0 ), s > 0 ,
\  0, 3 <  0 .
Therefore, clearly, we have
C, = (f> o (K+( — \ x 1 X2 ), a.e. in n + ,
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as required. 0
Lewt us conclude with the following 
R e m a rk  A close inspection of the proofs of Theorem 1 and Lemma 9 confirms tha t 
if £ € Ea, t i^en SUPP(C) ^  {x £ 0+  | K+£(x) — \ x 1 X2  > 2aC,||(o||p }, modulo a set of 
measure zero. Hence, for almost every x £ supp(£) we have
2aC\\Co\\p < K+((x) -  Xxix2 < K +((x)
<  C m i n { x i , x 2 } | |C o | |p ,
where in the last inequality we have used Lemma 1 (iii). Therefore, for almost every 
x £ supp(C)
min{a;i,x 2} > 2a.
This shows tha t the vortex core essentially avoids the boundary of n + .
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C hapter 6
Existence of a steady flow w ith a 
bounded vortex in an unbounded  
domain (part two)
6.1 Introduction
This chapter is concerned with the same problem discussed in Chapter 5 and again 
motivated by [12]. Here we use a different variational approach. We assume the 
vorticity field (  is a rearrangement of a prescribed non-negative function £0 and the ’ 
impulse S, given by
3(C) : =  f  x i z 2C 
J n+
is a prescribed positive number. In our result we prove the variational problem, P ( /) ,  is 
solvable provided I  is sufficiently large. Since the domain of interest, n+ , is unbounded 
we first consider the problem over bounded sets, n + (£ ,7y), where Burton’s theory, 
related to constrained variational problems, can be applied. We then show tha t the 
maximisers are the same for all sufficiently large n+(£, 77). Our analysis finally leads to 
the existence of strong solutions to the following semilinear elliptic partial differential 
equation
—A tjj = 4> o (V> — \ x \X 2 ), a.e. in no­
where <f) is an increasing function and A 6 R is a Lagrange multiplier, both unknown a 
priori. It is shown tha t A > 0.
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6.2 N otation , definitions and statem ent of the results
Notation used in Chapter 5 is valid in this chapter as well; with one exception, namely
n + M  :=  { x  £  n + |  x i x 2 <  rj } .
Now we proceed to introduce more notation. For positive constants 77 and £ we define
n + ( f , T 7 )  : =  { x  €  n + |  X1X2 <  T7, m a x { x i , x 2}  <  £ } .
The set of functions (  6 T  th a t satisfy S(£) =  7, for some 7 > 0, is denoted F ( I ) ’, 
and the set of functions in T ( I )  th a t vanish outside 11+ (£ ,77) is denoted ^ ’(£ ,77, / ) ;  to 
ensure ^ ( £ ,77, / )  7^  0 we present the following definition: Let /1 := S(Co)> where Q  
is the Schwarz-symmetrisation of ( 0 , and assume I  > 7i; we say 11+(£,77) satisfies the 
hypothesis 7i(I) if the following two conditions hold
f  > n (6 .1)
77 > 4max{a2, 1(1)}, (6-2)
where 1(1) := (7 — /i)/||Co||i- Now it is immediate tha t if 11+ (£ ,77) satisfies 'H(I), for 
I  > I \ ,  then 7r(£, 77,7) ^  0. Indeed if we set t = /(7)1/ 2, then (Q)t(x) ’= (o fa i—t, x 2 —t) 
belongs to JF(£,77,/).
In this chapter we are concerned with constained variational problems which are 
defined as follows. For I  > I i ,
P ( I ) : sup (0 ;
Cer{l)
and the coresponding solution set is denoted £(7). If I  > I\  and 11+ (£ ,77) satisfies 
Tt(I), then we define the truncated variational problem
su P ^ ( 0 ,
with the solution set £ (£ ,77, / ) .
We are now in a position to state our main result.
T h e o re m  1 There exists 7o > 0 such that if I  > I q then P ( I ) has a solution, that is, 
£(7) 7  ^ 0; i f  (  is a solution and if) := 77+£ then the following semilinear elliptic partial
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differential equation holds
—A if  =  <j> o (if — \ x \ x 2), a.e. in I1+, (6.3)
where <f is an increasing function and A > 0 , both unknown a priori. Furthermore, Io 
can be chosen to ensure the vortex core, the strong support of avoids $ n + ,
6.3 Preliminary results
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on a number of lemmas which will be the content of 
this section. We begin by stating a lemma from Burton’s theory, see for example [14].
L em m a 1 Let Ft be a non-empty open set in R n. Let 1 < p < oo and p* denote the 
conjugate exponent of p. For £ E Lp(p;) let T(Fl) denote the set of rearrangements of (  
on Fl. Let
C :=  -4“ (*)!>“
l<|a|<m
be an -order linear partial differential operator, whose coeficients A a are finite­
valued measurable functions on fI, having no 0^ -order term, and suppose there exists 
a compact, symmetric, positive linear operator K  : Lp(Fl) —► Lp* (Ft) such that if  (  E 
L P(F2), then K (  E Lp* (Q) fl W ^ ^ F l )  and £ K (  =  C almost everywhere in Ft. Define
* (C ) :=  f  ( K ( ,  ( 6 L p(Q).
Jn
Let w E Lp*(Fl) fl t>e su°h that Tw is essentially constant, and define
n o  := /  K ,  C e Lp(Ft).
Jn
Let b E R. Then
(i) I f b e r ( T { Q ) )  then
sup  ^ ( r _1 (6) n  / • ( « ) )  =  s u p i ( r - 1( 6 ) n J : ( n ) w),
and the supremum is attained by at least one element of T -1  (6) H T (Q ).
(ii) I f b  is relatively interior to T{!F{Ft)), and if (  is a maximiser for  $  relative to 
T - 1 (6) fl F{Fl), then there exist scalar A and an increasing function <f> such that
£ =  (f o +  \w ) ,  a.e. inFt.
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R e m a rk  It is clear tha t if I  > Ii  and 11+(£,77) satisfies H(I)  then, by Lemma l(i), 
£(£,»?,/ ) # 0 .
Before stating the next result we give the following definition: For I  >
a ( I )■:= in f{ ^ (() | C e £ (£ ,77, / ) ,  for some n + (^, 77) satisfying 7i(I)}.
Let us point out tha t a(I)  = \P(£) for some £ E £(£0, 770, f), where n+(£0, 770) is the 
minimal region tha t satisfies H(I).
L em m a 2
lim a (I) = 00.
I—*00
P ro o f  Let I  > I \ and set t = /(J )1/2. If 11+(£,77) satisfies then (££)* G T(£,,rf,I)
and therefore, according to the last remark, we have
* (/)  > m e s h ) -
Now applying [Chapter 5, Lemma 8], we obtain ^((CoM > klogt,  for all sufficiently 
large t, hence large I .  Thus we are done.<$
Let I  > I\  and 11+ (£ ,77) satisfies ^1(1). We set
M ( £ , 7 7 , / )  : =  U C , < M )
£ G £(£, 77, 1) for some <f>, A G R 
such tha t £ = 4>o (K+ — \ x \ x 2) a.e. in 11+ (£ ,77)
Note tha t under the conditions imposed on £ ,77, /  and in view of Lemma 1 (ii) the set
M (£ ,77, / )  is non-empty. Prior to presenting the next result we recall from [Chapter 5,
Lemma 1] that there exists N  > 0 such that
\K+((x)\ < N m in{x 1 , x 2}, (6.4)
\ V K +C(x)\ < N,  (6.5)
for every x E 11+ and every £ E T .
L em m a 3 For I  > I\ we define
A (/) := sup |A  
Then, lim s u p j^ ^  A (/) < 0.
(£, </>, A) E M (£, 77, 1) for some £, (f> and some 11+ (£, 77) 
satis fying H(I)
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P ro o f  Let us assume the assertion of the lemma is not true and seek a contradiction. 
Hence to this end we suppose there exists (3 £ (0,oo] such tha t limsup/^oo A (I) = (3. 
Hence there exists A > 0 such tha t the set
S := {J| A(/) > A}
is unbounded. Consider I  £ S, then from the definition of A (I) there exists {(,<!>■, X) £ 
such th a t H+(£,r)) satisfies H{I)  and A(7) > A > A > 0 . Observe tha t 
by taking I  sufficiently large we can ensure the existence of such that n +(£,??) 2 
n +(fi,a) and |n+(£i,a)| > w a 2 =  |supp(C)|. Now define the set
U := {x £ n+K,ry)| K+((x)  -  Axix2 > -A a}.
Then, n + (£ i,a )  C U and \U\ > |supp(C)|. Since (  is essentially an increasing function 
of K+ £ — \ x i x 2  on n + (^, 77) we deduce tha t supp(C) C U.
Next we show th a t there exists a constant C > 0, independent of /  £ S,  such tha t 
for x £ supp(C) we have x \ x 2  < C. From (6.4) we observe tha t for a sufficiently large 
k > 0
K+((x)  < —xxx2, (6 .6)
for all Q £ T  and all x for which min{xi,X2} > k. We next define
51 :=  {x £ n+| m in{xi,x 2} > k},
5 2  :=  {x £ n + | m in{xi,x2} < k, x 1 < a , x2 < a},
5 3  :=  {x £ n + | m in{xi,x2} < A;, m ax{xi,x2} > a},
where a := m a ,x{2N/ \ , k} .  First consider x £ supp(£) fl Si; then
—Aa < A"+C(x) — Axix2
A , A
<  — XiX2 — A x xx 2 <  — — XxX2,
where the first inequality follows from supp(() C U and the second one from (6 .6); 
whence x ix 2 < 2a. Next consider x £ supp(C) fl S2; then we have
x ix 2 < a 2  < (max{2Ar/A , k })2 ,
since A > A. Finally, consider x £ supp(£) D S3; then an application of (6.4) yields
-A a < K. |_C(x) -  Axix2 < A’m in{xi,x2} -  Axxx2
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= —am in{xi, ^2} — Axi^2 
a
< N — x 1 x 2 - X x i X 2  = - ^ x 1 x 2,
hence x \ x 2  < 2a. Therefore, from above argument, it is clear tha t a constant C  > 0, 
as required, exists. This, in turn, implies that
/  =  3(C):= f  * i* 2C < CHColli.
J ru'n+
Thus S  is bounded, which is a contradiction. Hence we are done.<^ > 
L em m a 4 For I  > I\ we define
A(I)  := inf < ess m(xesupp{()(K+C(x) -  Xxix2)
(f,0 ,A  ) e M ( t , v , I)  
for some n+(f, rj) 
and some <j>
where n + (£ ,77) is to satisfy H ( I ) . Then, lim inf/^oo A(I)  > 0.
P ro o f Fix € > 0. By definition of A(I)  there exists n + (£ ,rj), satisfying Tt(I),  and 
£ AT(^, 77, J') such that
A(I)  +  e > ess infx£SVLpp ^ ( K +C{x) -  Xxix2). (6.7)
Note tha t by increasing I  the size of n_|_(£, 77) increases as well, hence there is no loss 
of generality if we assume n + (£, 77) contains the square D := [0,2a] x [0,2a], since I  
will eventually tend to infinity. For x 6 D we have
K+£(x) — Xxix 2  > —4a2A (/)+ ,
where A(/)+  denotes the positive part of A(/), since K+(  is non-negative. From this 
we infer
D C {x G n +(£, 77)1 K +((x)  -  Xx\x 2  > - 4 a 2A(J)+}.
Hence
\{x G n+(f,T/)| K+((x) -  Xxxx 2  > - 4 a 2A (/)+}| > |supp(C)|,
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since 4a2 > supp(£). Since £ is essentially an increasing function of K+( — \ x 1 X2  on 
n +(f,7/) we then deduce
supp(C) Q {x G n + (^ ,77)1 K+({x) -  \ x i x 2  > - 4 a 2A (/)+},
hence by applying (6.7) we obtain A{I)  +  e > —4a2A (/)+. Therefore from Lemma 3 
we have
lim inf A{I)  +  e > 0.
I—*00
Since 6 was arbitrary we derive the desired conclusion.0
We now present an auxiliary lemma which is used to prove Lemma 6(see below). 
Lemma 5 is proved similarly to [12, Lemma 8] except tha t here we give a direct 
proof without using a density argument. Lemmas 5 and 6 bear some resemblance 
to Pohazaev-type identities proved in [26] for 3-dimensional vortex rings.
L e m m a  5 Let 2 < p < 0 0 ,  let £ £ LP(H+) have bounded support and let ip := K +(.  
Then
(x • VV>)C =  0- (6-8)Ln+
2 ,pP ro o f  Let B := |V ^ l2 and o := |rr|2/4. Since ^  € C 1(R2) fl W j^ (R 2) and 11+ fl B r , 
R  > 0, is a Lipschitz domain, we can apply the Weak Divergence Theorem, see for 
example [29], to obtain
f  $ = f  9A o  =  f  B V o - x  — j  V B - V o ,
Jn+r\BR Jn+ndBft Jn+r\BR
where x is the unit vector in direction x, since V o  is tangential on $11+. Since Vip  = 
0 ( |x |-2 ) as |x| —► 00, see[Chapter 4, Lemma 3], we can apply the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem to obtain
f  0 = -  lim f  V9-  Vo.
J n  ^ ° ° J n + n B R' + ° J n +n
The following identity was derived in [12, Lemma 8]:
. VB • V o  =  • V(x • V ^).
Thus, since x - Vrp G W 1,2(II+ fl B r ), another application of the Weak Divergence 
Theorem yields
f  V B ' V o  = j  Vift • V(x • Vtf>)
JYl+CiBR JYl+r\B]i
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= -  f  ( (x -V ^ )A i> + 6 ) +  f  (x -V V O V ^-z.
Jn-LHjBp Jddl-LnBn)' +nBH 3(n+ ft)
Since V ±,ip - j  =  0, ji being the standard unit vector in R 2 perpendicular to the xi-axis, 
we infer
I (x • Vrp)Vrp • x = I (x • Vtp)Vip •
Moreover, since =  0 ( \ x |-2 ) as |x| —> oo, we have
lim I (x • Vip)Vip - x =  0. 
H^ °° ./iUnaBn* n_|_ 9.B^
Therefore, from the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem, we obtain
[  0 — f  (x -V^)A-0+ f  0,
Jn+ Jir+ Jn+
from which (6.8) follows.0
The next lemma can be proved using the same argument as in [12, Lemma 9].
L em m a 6 Let 2 < p < oo, let (  E Zp(n+) be non-negative, non-trivial and vanish 
outside the square D(£) := [0,£] X [0,£], for some £ > 0. Let A (E R, and let rp := 
A'+e — AxiX2. Suppose (  = <f> o ip almost everywhere in D(£) for some increasing 
function <p, and suppose <p has a non-negative indefinite integral F. Then
2 F  o ip — 2X I  X1 X2 C = I (F o ip)(x • n),
JD(i) Jd{Z) JdD( 0
where n is the outward unit normal, and consequently
I  F  o ip > \  j  X1X2O 
J d u ) J o i n'D(Z Dtf)
I f  additionally F(s) = 0 for some s < (3, then
f  C K + C  > 2A /  X l x 2 <; +  m \ i -  
Jdu)  Jd  m<D(Z) D(Z)
L em m a 7 For I  > I\ we define
p(I) := inf < sup (iC|_£(x) -  Axix2)
rren+(£,77)
( U A I t J K K , , , / )
for some 11+ (£, rj) satisfying 
H(I)  , and some <p
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Then lim/_HX) //(/) =  oo.
P ro o f  It clearly suffices to show
lim inf fi(I) =  oo. (6.9)
I—*00
Let I  >  I \  and consider (£,<^, A) E for some 11+(£,77) satisfying Tt ( I ) .  Since
K^.((x)  — \ x 1 X2  > A (I) for almost every x E supp(£) we may assume tha t <^ >(s) =  0 
for — 00 < s < A(I) .  Now write
F(s)  =  f  <£,
J  — OO
for all s in the domain of <f). Now by Lemma 6 we have





± ( 2 * ( C ) - 2 A / - A ( J ) | | C I | i )
Hence
Therefore
+  <P(C) +  iA ^IIC II,
> * ( o  +  ^ ( n n c i i i
> cr(^) +  |> lW IK lll-
sup ( /f+ c (i)  -  AxjXj) > ^ 1  +  \ a { I ) .  
n+{t,v) IKHi 2
Thus by applying Lemmas 3 and 4 we obtain (6.9).0 
L em m a 8 There exists I 2 > Ii such that
A(I)  > a N , I >  I 2. (6.10)
P ro o f  By Lemma 6 there exists I 2  > I\  such that
H(I) > 7aN, I > I 2\ . (6.11)
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moreover by taking I 2  sufficiently large we can ensure that if I  >  I 2 , then any n+(£, 77) 
satisfying H ( I ) ,  also satisfies
>  7ra2. (6 .12)
To see this, observe th a t in general we have
|n+(f,»7)| =  »7^1 +  l o g ^  »
for any H+(£,r)) satisfying (6.1); therefore
n + (£ ,!)) \n + ({,^)| > i ( i  — iog 2)7j.
Hence, in view of (6.2), for sufficiently large I  we derive (6.12). Now let us fix I  > I 2  and 
consider (C,</>, A) € for some II+ (£, rj) satisfying ?7(/). Since K+£ — Xxix 2  G
C ( n + K , i 7 ) )  it attains its maximum at, say, 2 G U.+ ( £ , t)). N o w  from the definition of 
//( /)  and (6.4) we infer
< K+£(z) — \ z 1 Z2  < N  m in j^ i,^ }  — \ z \Z 2 \ 
and applying (6.11) we obtain
l a N  < N  mm{z i ,  Z2 } — Xz\Z2 .
Clearly if A > 0 we obtain mm{zi ,  Z2 } > 7a. If A < 0, then
7aN < N  min{ 2:1, 22} — A77,
or
N  m in{2i,22} > 7aiV +  A 77.
Now we consider two cases:
Case (i): A77 > —2a N . Then N  m m {z iy Z2 } > 5aiV, hence m m{zi ,Z 2 } > 5a. Therefore 
when A > 0 or when A < 0 and \rj > —2aN  we find min{zi,  Z2 } > 5a. Thus n + (^,r/)
must contain at least a quadrant of B 4 a(z), denoted by Q. For x £ Q, by the Mean
Value Inequality, we have
K +£(x) — \ x 1 X2  > K+((x)  > K +£(z) — 4aN
= K+((z)  — \z \Z 2 — 4 aN  +  \ z \Z 2
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> p(I)  — 4aN  +  Xz\z 2  > p(I) — 4aN  +  Xrj
> l a N  — 4 aN  — 2 aN  =  aN.
This means
Q Q {x £ n + (£ ,77)| K +((x) -  Xxix 2  > a N } .
Case (ii): Xr] < —2a N . Then for x £ 11+(£,77) \  11+ (£, | )  we have
At?K +C(x) -  Xxix 2  > - X x i x 2  > — —;
n + ( ^ 77) \ n + ( ^ , | )  C { x 6  n+(^,T?)| K+C(x) -  Xxxx 2  > a N } .
From (6.12) and the fact tha t \Q\ = Ana2  we infer
\{x £ Il+(f,77)| K+((x)  -  Xx\x 2  > aiV}| > |supp(C)|.
Since C is an increasing function of K +(  — Xx\x 2  on II+ (£ ,7/) we derive
supp(C) C {x £ II+(^,t?)| K+((x)  -  Xxix 2  > a N },
modulo a set of zero measure, from which we obtain (G.IO).*^
L em m a 9 Let b > 0, let 2 < p < 00 and 0 < 7 < 1. Then there exists positive 
constants M \ , M 2  and M3 such that
K+((x)  < Mi(a;ia;2)- 1^(C) +  M2(£ i£2) - 1S(£) l°g
4 \ x \
+  M 3 (xlX 2) -^ (C rilC llJ ’ 7, (6.13)
for every x £ 11+ such that min{x \x2} > 6/2 and every non-negative (  £ LP(II+) that 
vanishes outside a set of measure irb2.
P ro o f  Fix x £ n +  such tha t v := m injzia^} > b/2. For y £ 11+ we define 
a := \x — y |, (3 := \x -  y\, p := \x -  y |, 6  := \x -  y\.
Thus
K+C{x) = h /n+'0g? ((y)dy
2 t t  J b u/ 2 (x ) P b 2?r  J n + \ B v / 2 (x) P °
where B v/ 2{x) denotes the ball centered at x with radius v.  From the identity
o l2 ( 3 2  =  p 2 8 2  +  ! Q x i x 2 y i y 2
we obtain
f  l°g^§ C (y )d y  =




where the first inequality follows from the fact tha t log(l +  x) < x, for x > 0. To 
estimate JB log(a/3p-16-1 ) ( ( y)dy we note tha t for y G B l// 2 (x) we have
5
a  < I# — x\  +  \x — y\ =  2 x 2 -f  p  < -^x 2 - 
Similarly, (3 < 5 /2x i. Therefore
/  log ^ j ( { y ) d y  < f  !°g - | X,l3|2 C{y)dy
Jb v,2 {x) p t  Jbv/2 (x) ^p\x \
=  lo g 2 j \ l ) 2  f  t ( y )dvMx \ J b v/2 (x)
+  /  log -  ({y)dy.  (6.15)
J b v , 2 { x ) P
Observe tha t for y G B l// 2 (x) we have y\y 2  > x \ x 2 /A. hence
f  C { y ) d y  <  4 ( x i a ; 2 ) _ 1  f  y m  C{y)dy <  4 ( x i x 2 ) _ 1 ^ ( C ) .
J b u/2 {x) JBvf2 (x)
On the other hand if we let (  to denote the Schwarz-symmetrisation of (  := Cxb1//2 (x)7  
where Xbv/2 {x) Is fl16 characteristic function of B u/ 2 (x) in 11+, about x ; then by a 
standard inequality, see for example [5], and Holder’s inequality we obtain
1 f  , 16x i x 2y iy 2s M w
9 /  log!1 +  — -t? 2— ) C(y)dy2 Jn+\B„/2(x) P2o
J n + \ B „ / 2 (x) P 2 * 2 
32x1X2 [  y m  C{y)dy
V2 \x \2 . I U + \ B v/ 2 (x ) 




log dv IICIU, (6.16)
where b := |supp(CxBl//2(x))l (< &)? € ’•= p / ( l  +P7 -  7) and r  is the conjugate exponent 
of €. It is elementary to show that
/ l’°s oJft(x) I P dy < C, (6.17)
where C is a constant independent of x. Next observe tha t e =  67 +  (1 — €7 )^ and 
€7 < 1, hence applying the standard interpolation inequality yields
iiciu < ncnr iiciis,1- ' ^ ,
or
Therefore we obtain
IICIU < IICII? IICIl'1- ^ '  
'  Ii I lC lir-
(6.18)
Finally from (6.14)-(6.18) we derive (6.13).<C>
L em m a 10 Let (  be a non-negative measurable function on II+, let t > 0. Let Q be the 
function, defined on II+, obtained by translating £ along the diagonal of  11+, diag{Y[+), 
y/ 2 1  units, that is,
( t { x i , x 2) : =
C ( * l  -  t ,x2 -  f)> 
0,
X\ > t, X2  > t
0 < x\  < t, 0 < x 2 < t.
Then
[  C t K + C t  >  f  C K + C -
Jn+ Jn+
(6.19)
P ro o f  Let t  =  (M ). Then
K +Q(x + t)  =  T  J log
|x +  t  -  y\\x + t  -  y\
T T Z j . Q { y „ y 2 )dy2 t  Jyi>t,y2 >t \x + t - y \ \ x  + t - y \
1 f  1^  +  t  — y\\x +  t  — y\
^  L  > .,»>«log v + t - w + t - i  a y i  - l ^ - t)dy
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1 [  , I* - y + (0 ,2 « ) ||z  —y +  (2(,0)|
=  2tt i n+ 108---------- [x"~- 3/ 11* -f  y  +  2t|---------- <<*)dy. (6.20)
Next we define
n ,  ^ |* - J /  +  ( 0 ,2 s ) | |* - y +  (25,0)|
f  M  := ---------|x - y | |x  +  y +  2s|---------
where s =  (5 , 5), then it is easy to prove tha t F'(s) > 0 on [0,oo), hence F(s) > F{0),
for all s > 0. Recalling (6.20) we infer
K +(t(x  + 1) > K+((x) .  (6.21)
Now we have
f  (tK +(t = f  CtK+Ct = [  (t{x + t)K+(t(x + t)dx
J n+ J  X \ > t , X 2 > t  JU.+
=  /  ((xu x2)K+(t(x + t)dx,
Jn+
since ( t (x + 1) =  C(*)» hence by (6.21) we obtain (6.19).<^
L em m a 11 Let 2 < p < 00 and (  £ Xp(ll_|_) be a non-negative, non-trivial function
which vanishes outside H+(h) for some h > 0. Then
K+((x)  < f h2 lX22\ IICIIi + N m in { x  1, x2}, (6.22)
*1*1 -  x 2 \
provided x £ n + \  diag(U+).
P ro o f  Fix x £ n + \  diag(H+) and define
U(x) := {?/ £ n + |  | (y\ -  yl) -  (x\ -  x\)\  < \x\ -  x \ \* }  .
Next we decompose £ as follows: (  := £1 +  ( 2, where
a « ) ,  y e n +( h ) n u ( x )
j 0, otherwise.
Again by setting
a :=\x — y\, (3 := \x -  y |, p := \x -  y |, 6  := \x -  y\,
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we obtain
K+Mx) =  h  J„+ log w  Uy)dy=h  i , log(1+16xi^ lV2 ] ^(v)dy
< 4 f , U v ) d y .  (6.23)
* Jn+\u(x) P o
In view of the following identity
P262 =  ((2/1 -  v l )  ~  ( * 1  “  x l ))2 +  4 ( # i £2 -  y i y 2 ) 2 ,
we infer th a t if y G 11+ \  U(x), then p2 6 2  > \x2 — x%\- This in conjunction with (6.23) 
yields
*+<2«  < , y i *L | IKIli- (6.24)K\x\ — X2I
Finally, recalling (6.1) we obtain
A'-t-Cit^) < JVmin{xi,X2}. (6.25)
Since K+((x)  = K +(\(x)  +  i f +C2(a;), (6.22) follows from (6.24) and (6.25).0
R e m a rk  Under the hypotheses of Lemma 11 with b replaced by a and an additional
assumption, namely, S(C) > 1 we can show existence of a positive constant P  such tha t
K+((x)  < P ( x 1 x 2)~'y Of(C)» (6.26)
provided m in{£i,£2} > a /2  and (  G T .  Clearly the tru th  of (6.26) emerges from the 
elementary fact tha t s7_1 logs is bounded on any interval of the form [d, 00), d > 0 .
6.4 P roof o f the theorem
Proof of Theorem 1. We first show tha t, for I sufficiently large, there exists a pos­
itive constant R(I)  such that if II+ (£, rj) is sufficiently large (satisfying TL{I)) and
C G E(f,7? ,/) , then
supp(C) C n  +(R{I)),  (6.27)
modulo a set of zero measure. From Lemma 2, there exists I 3  > I\ such tha t if I  > I3, 
then
o(I)  > |«JV||Co||i- (6.28)
Fix I  > h  and consider (  G £ ( £ , 7 7 , / )  for some fl_|_( ,^ 77) satisfying H(I) .  From (6.28)
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and definition of a  we infer
thus
l o JV I I CI I x  <  * ( C )  < h l d l i  sup K + f ( i ) ,
z  z  x G S U p p (C )
sup K+((x)  > 5aN.  (6.29)
xesupp(c)
Since K +(  G C(M2) it attains its maximum relative to supp(£) at z, say. Therefore by 
applying (6.29) we obtain
5aN < K+((z)  < iVmin{^i,z2},
whence m in{^i,^2} > 5a. W ithout loss of generality we may assume tha t $(£) > 1, 
hence by (6.26) we obtain
5aiV < K + ( ( z )  < P I ( z 1z2) - ' y,
(1LY
so
z xz 2 <
Let us now define
R(I)  := max j (7^) > 25fl2} • (6-30)
Then V := {a; G n+| x \ x 2  < R ( I ), min{:ri,:c2} > 5a} is not empty and z £ V.  Note
tha t at least a quadrant of B 4 a(x), for every x G V,  is contained in II + (# ( /) )  and,
in fact, contained in 11+(£1 ,R( I ) )  for some £2 > R{I).  By 11+(£1 ,R ( I ) )  we denote 
the translation of 11+ (£1, R{I))  along diag(II+), y/2t units. Observe tha t the family of 
translations {II+(£i, -R(/))}o<*<*0, where t 0  := (//IIColli)1^ 2} is uniformly contained in 
11+ (£2?772)» for some £2 and rj2 (in fact we can take £2 =  £1 +to).  From now on we 
assume £ > £2 and 77 > r}2. Since a quadrant of i?4a(z), designated by Q, is contained 
in 11+(£(/)) we can apply the Mean Value Inequality and (6.1) to  deduce
K+((x)  > K+£(z) — 4aN > aN, x G Q (6.31)
where the last inequality is obtained from (6.29). To seek a contradiction let us assume 
tha t E  := supp(£) \  II + (# ( /) )  has positive measure and write £ =  £0 +  £l5 where
Since \ Q \  =  4 i r a 2 >  |supp(C)| =  7ra2, there exists a  measure preserving bijection, 
denoted T , from E  onto a subset of Q  \supp(C ), say G, see [41]. Now define
T - \
on the range of T  and zero elsewhere, th a t is,
( 2  =  (Ci 0 T  ) X im ( T ) ’
v/here im (T) is the range of T , and let :=  Co +  C2- Clearly C; £ v ) -  Let us show
th a t 3(C') < 3(C):
S(C') =  I ®i«2Co +  I  x l x 2 &
J  n+ J  n+
=  /  Z 1X 2 C0  +  /  xix2 C i  o  r _ 1
J  n+ J  n+
=  /  x \ x 2^o  +  /  (^1^2 o T ) Ci 
J  n+  j e
<  /  x l x 2 ( 0 +  2?iX2Cl =  3 (C ).
J n+ Jn+
On the other hand we have
® (C ') -* (C )  =  f  (C 2 -C i)^ + C  +  ^(C2 - C i )
«/n+
> /  (C 2 -C i)* + C ,
since /C|_ is strictly positive, see C hapter 4. Hence
< P (C ')-* (C ) > /  <2K + C -  [
J n +  J { x e n + \ x 1x2>R ( i ) }
>  a N  f  C2 -  f  Ci^+C,
1^1+ ^{xEll+|a;iX2>H(/)}
by (6.31). Now we proceed to  estim ate / ^ en +|xix2>/i(/)} Ci-^+C* For this purpose we 
set
supp(C) =  Ji  u  J 2,
where
J i  :=  { 2: e  supp(C)| 2:ix 2 > R(I) ,  m in{xi,a:2} >
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and
J 2 := {z G supp(C)| x i x 2 > R ( I ), m in{xi,x2} < | }  .
If x G J i, then by (6.26)
tf+C M  < P / ( z i z 2)~7 < P IR(I )~^ .
On the other hand if x G J 2? then by (6.1)
# + C M  < iVrm in{xi,x2} < | .
Therefore, if x G supp(Ci)
A-+C(*) < max I.PIR(I)~'',  j  .
Let us assume tha t R(I )  is large enough to ensure
aN  -  max jp T R (J)-7, ^  J > 0.
Therefore we obtain
* ( C ')  -  * ( C )  >  ( a J V  -  m a x  j i > / f i ( / ) - \ ^ } )  IIC1II1 >  0.
This implies VP(C0 > ^ ( 0 -  Finally we define to be the function obtained by trans­
lating £' along diag(n+) so tha t S(£") =  I . If we denote the amount of translation by 
£, then it is clear tha t t is the bigger root of the following algebraic equation
IIC' l li  t2  +  2 ( x i x 2 )CfSj  t J  X1 X2 C = I • (6.32)
Note tha t t depends on £; but we are able to find a uniform bound, independent of £, 
as follows. Solving (6.32) for t yields
t  =  -  J n + ( * i  +  « » ) ?  +  ( ( J n + ( » i  +  ~  I I C ' l l i  ( 9 ( Q  ~  U ) *
< (IIC'lli (/-S(C')))5<
IIC'lli 
I  \ *
IIC'l l i
as desired. Note tha t the choices of f 2 and r}2  ensure tha t £/; G T(£,r) ,I) .  Now by
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Lemma 10 we have
*(C") > *(C') > * « ) •
T his is a  contradiction  to  the m axim ality o f £. Therefore we have been able to  show  
th a t if I  >  /3 , then there ex ists R ( I )  given by (6 .30 ) such th a t if n + (£ , 77) is sufficiently  
large (£ >  £2 and 77 >  772) and (  E 77,J), then for a lm ost every £ E su p p (£ ), (6 .27 )
holds.
H owever, th e possib ility  th a t the vortex  core runs off to  infinity, as n +  (£, 77) exh au sts  
n + , still ex ists . We now show th at th is situation  is ruled out once I  is sufficiently large. 
For th is purpose let us fix /  >  I3 and consider (£, <f>, A) E M (£ ,7 7 ,/) . W e claim  th a t if  
£ and 77 are large enough then A can not be too  negative. For th is purpose let £ >  £2 
and 77 >  m a x { /i, 772}, £2 and 772 are as above, where
h : =  (1V|A*|-1  +  l )  R ( I ) ,
—  a N
3 R ( i y
such th a t n + (£,?7) satisfies H ( I ) .  W e show
A >  A*. (6 .33 )
To seek a contradiction suppose A <  A*. W ith ou t loss o f  generality  we m ay assum e
th a t R ( I )  >  1 . Let x  E W  :=  { y  E n + (£, 77) 17/11/2 >  h} .  Then
K + C { x ) ~  >  — X x \ X 2  =  |A|xia;2 > |A| h
=  |A| (JV|A*|_1 +  1) R { I )  > ( N +  |A |)i?(/).
Now consider x  E supp(£). If max{xi,a:2} > 1, then m in jz i ,^ }  < hence
min{a;i,a;2} < ^00* ^  however, m a x ^ i ,^ }  < 1 then min{aji,x2} < 1 < R ( I ).
Therefore in either case we have min{xi,a;2} <  R ( I ). This, in turn, implies
K + £(x)  -  \ x i x 2 <  ^ m in { x i,x 2} -  X x \ x 2 < {N +  |A |)i2(/),
w hence
sup ( K + ( ( x )  -  \ x i x 2) <  (N +  \ \ \ ) R ( I ) .  
xesupp(c)
Therefore K + ( ( x )  — \x1X2  takes greater values on a non-em pty subset o f n +(£, 77), 
nam ely W , than its  suprem um  on su p p (£ ). T his is im possib le, since £ is essentia lly  an 
increasing function o f K + £ ( x ) - \ x i x 2 on n + (£ ,  77). H ence we derive (6 .33 ). For th e rest 
of th e proof we fix /  >  I0 :=  m a x { / i ,  I2, I3 }. Let £ >  £2, 77 >  h (as above) be such th a t
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II+ (f,77) satisfies 7i(I).  Consider (C, <^ , A) E M(£, 77, / ) .  Now fix x E supp(() \d iag (n+ ) 
such tha t min{:ci,£2} < a / 6 . Then by Lemmas 8 and 11, in conjunction with (6.33),
aN < K+((x)  — Xx\x 2  < HCIIi +  iVmin{a;i,^ 2} -  X*xix 2
X \ X 1 -  x 2\
Hence
^  I P * 1**] IKIli +  iVminja:!,£2} — X* R(I)
" I 1 x 2 I
/  4 R ( I ) x i x 2  M/.M , aN  , aN  
-  T O  I 27 IKIU +  “ 7“  +  — .7T £0 U O
, 2  _  l 2 | ,  m i M o H i  , ,  3 4 ,
|Xl l 2 , <  airN ■ (6'34)
To summarise, we have shown tha t if x E supp(C) is such tha t m in{xi,a;2} > a/6 , then 
x E U+(R(I)) C\{y E n + | min{?/i,!/2} > a/6}; otherwise x satisfies (6.34). This clearly 
concludes the existence part of the theorem.
Now consider (  E £ ( /) .  Then there exists £ > 0 such th a t supp(£) is a compact
subset of D(i)  :=  (0,£) x (0,£) and according to Lemma 1
(  = <f> o (K+( -  \ x i x 2), a.e. in £ (£ ), (6.35)
for some increasing function <f> and A e K .  Note tha t from Lemma 8
k :=  ess s\ip{K+((x) — Xx\x2\ x E supp(£)} > aN  > 0.
Since the level sets of iif+C — Xx\x2, on supp(£), have zero measure, in particular we 
have
|{z E supp(£)| K +(  -  Xxix 2  = «}| =  0.
Therefore
K+C ~ Xx\x 2  > /s, a.e. in supp(£).
Thus we may suppose tha t (f>(s) =  0 for s < k. N ow if we define F (s ) := J* (f>(t)dt,
then Lemma 6 yields
2 j  Foil)  — 2X1= j (F o ip) (a; • n) , (6.36)
JD(i) JdD(i)
where if) := K +(  — Xx\x2. We claim tha t for x E dD(£) we have ip < k . Otherwise, by 
the continuity of ip we can find B e(x) such tha t B t (x) fl supp(£) has positive measure,
since supp(£) is a compact subset of £ (£), and ip(s) > k for s E B e(x)\ but this is a
contradiction to (6.35). Therefore if x E dD(£) we have F  o ip(x) =  0. Hence from
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(6.36) we deduce A > 0, as required.
Now fix x G supp(C). Since A > 0 we can employ Lemma 8 to obtain
aN < K+£(x) — \ x 1 X2  < K+C(x ) < N min{xi,X2}.
Thus min{xi,X2} > a- This proves the vortex core avoids d n + . The validity of (6.3) 
is established as in the theorem in Chapter 5-0
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C hapter 7
Existence of a steady flow w ith a 
bounded vortex past an obstacle
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we prove existence of a steady planar flow past an obstacle attached 
to the boundary of a quarter-plane, containing a bounded vortex and approaching 
an irrotational flow at infinity. To do this we first set up an appropriate variational 
formulation of the problem and then apply a theory developed by Turkington [44, 45], 
in conjunction with Burton’s theory. Similar work has been done by Badiani [4] in the 
context of a flow past an obstacle attached to the boundary of a half-plane.
7.2 N otation, definitions and statem ent o f results
We denote by p an arbitrary fixed number in (2, oo). For any number r > 1, r* denotes 
the conjugate exponent, 1 /r  +  1/r* =  1. For any measurable set E  C R 2 we denote 
its Lebesgue measure by \E\. B^(x) denotes the ball centred at x £ R 2 with radius £; 
in case the centre is the origin we write B£. We say a measurable set E  is dense a t 
x G R 2 if the intersection of any ball, centred at x, with E  has positive measure. The 
set of all points, at which E  is dense, is denoted by den(E).  The essential diameter of 
a measurable set E,  denoted by diam(F^), is defined by
diam(E) := sup{|x — y\ \ x , y  G den(F') }.
Let D (the obstacle) be an open, bounded, simply connected set containing the origin 
in its interior and assume D C B\.  Let Q := 11+ \  D such tha t dQ. G C 2 . For c > 0 we
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define
12c := {x G n + | c1/2^ G 12};
and 12C)£ := 12c fl B$.
G, with any subscripts, denotes the Green’s function for —A with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions in some domain; clearly when the domain is unbounded 
the corresponding Green’s function is assumed to tend to zero at infinity. In particular, 
G+, G, G\  denote the Green’s functions in 11+, 12, n+  \  B i, respectively. Recall from 
Chapter 4 that
1 \x — y \ \x  — y I 
G+( x , y) = - l o g | x _ y| | x _ ^ , x , v e n + , x t y -
Furthermore, it is easy to see tha t
„  ,  ^ r, , n i ,  Iyllx - y * l
Gl(*•«'):= G + ( x ' y ) ~  ^ l 0 % \ \ x - r \ \ y \ \ x - r \ ’ ^ 6 n + \  ^
Here ’’overline” , ’’underline” mean reflection about the xi-axis, ^2-axis, respectively 
and indicates inversion with respect to the unit circle.
R e m a rk  Let us point out tha t G\  can be written simpler but we prefer this rep­
resentation since it serves more conveniently later.
Of course since 12 may not have a nice geometry we are not able, in general, to write 
down an explicit formula for G but using the same line of argument as in Chapter 4 
one can prove the existence of G. Gc, c > 0, denotes the Green’s function on 12c and 
we have the following identity
Gc{x,y) =  G{c1 / 2 x , c 1 / 2 y), x , y  G 12c, x /  y.
By applying the Maximum Principle we obtain
Gi{x ,y)  < G(x,y)  < G+{x,y),
where each inequality holds in the positive quadrant.
The integral operator K+ is defined as in Chapter 5. For a measurable function £ 
on 12 and x G R 2 we define
K ((x )  := [  G (x ,y ) ( {y )dy
Jn
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K cC(x) := [  Gc(x,y)  ((y)dy,
J  (]c
whenever the integrals exist.
We define 77 6  C 2 (Q) D C 1(fi) to  be a solution  of
A77 =  0 in Q
77 = 0 on dQ,
r j  =  x \ x 2  +  0 ( | x | - 2 ), as |x | —*■ 00
V77 =  (2:2,£1) +  0 ( |x |- 3 ), as |x | —► 00.
Existence of 77 will be addressed in the next section. Next, for a measurable function (  
on 0 , we define
i  I c ^ c* k » -
3(C) :=  f  V C
JQ
whenever the integrals exist. Now fix A > 0; and let C be a measurable function on Q, 
then we define
* a( 0  : = * ( 0 - A 9 ( C ) .
Let us fix Co £ LP(Q) which is a non-negative, non-trivial function with compact support 
and assume |supp(Co)| =  ?r«2, for some a > 0 . Moreover, we suppose tha t ||Co||i =  1- 
By T  we denote the set of rearrangements of Co on Q which have compact support. We 
now define the first variational problem
P \ :  sup \  (C) •
The corresponding solution set is denoted by In order to introduce the second 
variational problem which is a ” rescaled” version of P\  we need first to define the 
Turkington-transformations. For this purpose fix c > 0 and let £ be a, measurable 
function on fi. Then we define
C(()(x) := c C(c1/2x), x 6 (7.1)
The mapping C as define in (7.1) takes measurable functions on Q, to measurable func­
tions on Qc and is referred to the Turkington-transformation. Properties of this map­
ping will be discussed in the next section. By P c we denote the set of all rearrangements
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of C(Co) on Qc with compact support. Let us observe tha t C : T  —► T c is a bijection 
and in fact the inverse is given by
£ _1( 0 M  =  c_1C(c_1/2x), i C f i .
It is equally easy to see that
l | C ( C ) | | r  =  c l / r *I IC| | r ,  |supp(C(C))| =  l / c  |supp(C) |,  r >  1.
In particular, ||C(C)||i =  ||C||i-
For a measurable function £ on fic, c > 0, we define
* « ( 0  - I f  C K c ( -  [  VcC. (7.2)
^  j f t c  JSlc
where r)c(x) := c_1 ^(c1/ 2#), whenever the integrals exist. Now we define the rescaled 
variational problem. Fix c > 0, then
Pc : sup tfc(£).
Ce^c
Ec denotes the corresponding solution set. Further more, for £ > 1 we define
PC£ : sup ^c(C),
CG-^ c.4
where T c£ is the subset of T c comprising functions vanishing outside fiC)£. Let us point 
out th a t in order to ensure T c& p  0 it is sufficient to impose
. ( 1  + 4 a2 \ 1 / 2  ,
• ' (7-3)
The solution set for Pc^  is denoted ECi£.
The main results of this chapter are the following theorems.
T h e o re m  1 There exists Ao > 0 such that for A E (0,Ao), P\ has a solution. I f
is a solution and if\ := K f \ ,  then tft\ satisfies the following semilinear elliptic partial
differential equation
- A t p \  — 4 >\ o (ij)\ -  A77), a.e. in Q (7.4)
where <f>\ is an increasing function, unknown a priori.
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T h e o re m  2 There exist c3 > 0, R  > 0 such that if c >  c3 and (c G Ec, then
supp(Q  C B r ,
modulo a set of measure zero.
T h e o re m  3 Suppose the sequences { c ? } ^  (c  R) and {Cj}^Li are such that
(i) c3  < cj —► oo, as j  —> oo.
(ii) Cj £ E Cj, M  erery j .
Suppose Xj := x Cj- Then Xj —► £o, as j  —»• oo. /fere a?o is £/&e point where the
C3
Routh function (see below) attains its global minimum.
7.3 Outline o f the proofs
In this section we breifly describe the main lines of the proofs. First by proving standard 
results about A”, which are inherited by A c, namely, compactness and strict positivity 
we make Burton’s theory applicable. This means problem Pc£ is solvable and if C,c,i € 
E C)£, then
supp(Cc^) = { x e  Sic,*I K c C c , t i x ) -  Vc(x) > 7c ,J ,
modulo a set of measure zero. Then it is shown that, by merely making c sufficiently 
large, 7C)£ can not be too negative. This in conjunction with a neat analysis brings 
about the estimate
1 c1/2
7^ 4 ^ 0 g ! ^ + C ’
for large c, hence
supp(Cc,*) C { x  e  SlCl*| K c C c , d x )  ~ V c { x )  >  0 } ,
modulo a set of zero measure. Finally by applying [Chapter 5, Lemma 7] we prove tha t 
the support of Cc,£ is essentially contained in a ball centred at the origin with radius 
ylc1/ 2, A  being a universal constant, for all £ sufficiently large. Clearly this proves 
the existence part of Theorem 1. Equation (7.4) is established by applying the usual 
modification proccess.
Our interest in Theorem 2 was motivated by [19]. In [19] the authors prove exis­
tence of a steady 2-dimensional flow in which a finite vortex is in equilibrium with the 
irrotational flow past an obstacle; even though the domain of the fluid is unbounded 
the corresponding variational problem is carried over a bounded set S  containing a 
point at which the Routh function attains its minimum on S. Our Theorem 2 confirms 
this approach by showing that for large c the support of will be concentrated around
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the unique global minimiser of the corresponding Routh function. The crucial step is 
part (i) which is described below.
First we improve the result of Theorem 1 by establishing the ’’diameter lemma” . 
In this lemma we show that the support of maximisers are uniformly bounded, th a t is
diam(supp(£c)) < K ,
for sufficiently large c; here L(2K)  is an ”L-shape” domain to be specified later. This 
is then used to prove tha t for large c
supp(Cc) c  L(2K)  U (n+ n  B Rl), (7.5)
modulo a set of zero measure, for some constant R i, independent of c. Next it is shown 
tha t (7.5) can be improved; in fact we prove the following
supp(Q  C {£ e  n + | x i x 2  < a},
modulo a set of zero measure, where a  is a positive constant independent of c. Therefore 
the only possibility, for Theorem 2(i) not to be true, is tha t supp(£c) runs off to infinity 
by squeezing between the curve X1 X2  = a  and $11+. This will be ruled out in the last 
step of the proof.
7.4 Preliminary results
We begin with a discussion about the Green’s functions G+, G and G\\ in particular 
we write each as the difference of the singular and the harmonic parts. This is then 
followed by some estimates concerning the harmonic functions. We then move on to 
discussing properties of K.  The common scenario is to show tha t K  : LP{U) —► Lp* (U) 
is compact and strictly positive so tha t Burton’s theory can be applied to the variational 
problem Pc To prove strict positivity we first derive some asymptotic estimates.
The next topic will be the existence of rj. This is done using the same ideas as in 
Chapter 3. The rest of this section is devoted to a series of lemmas which will be used 
in the proof of Theorems 1 and 2.
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7 .4 .1  T h e  G r e e n ’s fu n ctio n s
The existence of G is proved exactly as in [Chapter 3, section 3.3.1]. By applying the 
Maximum Principle we obtain
Gi(x ,y )  < G(x,y)  < G+{x,y),  (7.6)
where each inequality is valid in the positive domain. Let us now recall tha t
G(x,y)  =  - U g  j - i - j - * ( « , „ )
G+(x,y)  =
Gi(x ,y)  = ^  * y| - h i ( x t y),
where h, h+ and hi are harmonic functions, say for fixed y, in their respective domains. 
More specifically we have
1 k  — 2/1
h+(x >y) = 771 lo§27r \ x - y \ \ x - y \
, ,  v , , \ , i , \ y \ \ x - W \ \ v \ \ * - y *hi{x,y)  = h+(x,y)  +  —  log
2?r \y\\x -  y*\\y\\x -  y^ \’
From (7.6) we obtain the following
h+(x,y)  < h{x,y)  < hi{x ,y) ,  (7.7)
where the inequalities are understood to hold in the positive domains. Next we set
h = h — h+ and hi = hi — h+. Then from (7.7) we infer 0 < h < hi.  Let us now point
out tha t_______________________________ __
t , , 1 , |y||*-!f| , l , _ Iffll* — wll
hi(x ,y )  = — logT-rj n  +  S_ l o g m  =Si-2 i r  \ y \ \ x - y * \  2?r | y | | z - y * |
Therefore if we set Pi := |y |2|x -  y^ _|2 and p 2  := \y\2\x -  y^|2, then Pi = P2  -  4x 2 y2,
hence \ogPi/p 2 < 0. This implies
n s- l / ^  1 , \y\\x ~ y * \  1 1 { ,  , 4 x 2y2 ^0 < hi(x ,y)  < —  log —  -7 =  —  log I 1 +  r -P>i------- 17727r \ y \ \ x -y * \  47T \  \y\2\x -  y*|2)
<•  ^22/2  / y  o \
-  7 r ( | x | | 2 / |  -  l ) 2 ’ 1 ' j
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provided i , j / 6  11+ \  B \ .  Similarly, we obtain
0 < h ( x , y )  <  - - - - y  - , (7.9)
provided x, y E 11+ \  JBi.
7 .4 .2  P r o p e r tie s  o f  th e  o p era to r  A'
Let £ E Lp(f2) have compact support. Then K (  is defined at every point x E R 2. This 
follows immediately from the fact tha t for x E R 2
| AC ( x) | < A | C | ( x ) <  A+|C|(x).
Our first lemma can be proved using the same method applied to [Chapter 3, Lemma 
3],
L em m a 1 Let q E [l,oo) and let U be an open, bounded subset of ft. Then K  : 
LP{U) —► L q(U) is compact. Moreover, if  £ E Lp(ft) vanishes outside U, then
( i ) —A K £  = ( , a.e. in ft
(ii) KC, =  0, on dft
(in) KC, E that is, for every open and bounded set 0  C  ft with O C ft we
have K (  e W 2 'p{0).
The next lemma is used to prove strict positivity of A .
L em m a 2 Let £ E Lp(ft) have compact support. Then A£(x) = 0 ( |x |-1 ), VA£(x) = 
0 ( |x |-2 ), as |x| —> oo.
P ro o f  Let us recall that
\KC{x)\ < A+lfK*),
for every x E R 2. Since A+|£|(x) =  0 ( |x |-1 ) as  |x| —► oo, see Chapter 4, we deduce 
tha t A'£(x) =  0 ( |x |-1 ) as |x| —*■ oo. Hence if A  > 0, then there exists Mi  > 0 such 
tha t for |x| > M\  we have |A £(x)| < 4 |x |-1 . Now let us consider a special extension 
of A'£, denoted (A £)e, which is defined by
IAC(x) x £ ft~"A((x) x e f t -
— A£(x) x E f t~ ,
where f t f t ~  denote the reflection of ft  about the lines x\  = 0, X2 =  0, respectively. 
Let us note tha t (K ( ) e is harmonic in ft U ft~ U f t -  \  Bm2i f°r some M 2  > 0. Now
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consider x such tha t |x| > M  := max{2,2M i, 2M2}, then by Harnack’s inequality 
[28,Theorem 2.10, p23] we obtain
|V(JT0 e(*)l < n  sup |(JfC)e(z)| < 8>l|x|_2.
1*1 z£B\x\/2(x)
Hence we are done.^
The next lemma can be proved using the same method as in [Chapter 4, Lemma 4] 
along with Lemma 2.
L em m a 3 Let q and U be as in Lemma 1 . Then K  : LP(U) —> L q(U) is strictly 
positive, that is, for every non-trivial £ £ LP(Q), vanishing outside U,
f  C K O  0.
Ja
Clearly all of the properties of K  encapsulated in Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 are inherited 
by K c, c > 0. In particular if U is an open, bounded subset of ftCi£, where £ satisfies 
(7.3), then K c : LP(U) —► Lp*(U) is compact and strictly positive, hence Burton’s 
theory can be applied to deduce tha t Pc£ has a solution.
7 .4 .3  E x is te n c e  o f  p
In this section we prove
L em m a 4 There exists rj £ C 2 (Q) fl C 1(fi) which satisfies
Arj =  0 in Q 
r) =  0 on dQ,
Tj =  X \ X 2  +  0 ( | x | - 2 ) ,  CIS | # |  —► OO
V T) = (x2, £i) +  0 ( |x |-3 ), as |x| —* oo.
P ro o f  Define Qn := Q fl Bn for n £ N. Let rjn denote the classical solution of the 
following boundary value problem
At]n =  0 in Qn
* jjn — 0 on dQn fl dQ,
Tjn = X1 X2  on d£ln \  dQ.
Therefore rjn £ C 2 (£ln) H C(Sln), by [28, Chapter 2, Theorem 2.14]. Now by an appli­
cation of the Maximum Principle we deduce, for every x £ Qn
0 < T]n(x) < XiX2, Vn+l{x) < TJn(x).
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Whence for every x £ £1 the following limit exists
rj(x) :=  lim rjn (x) . (7.10)
B y [2 2 , Theorem  8, p l 51] , 77 is harm onic in Q, and for every com pact subset o f Q th e
We first prove tha t 77 £  C ( f2) . Let us consider x q  £ d Q  and n £ N such tha t x q  £  d Q , n . 
Since
0 <  tj(x ) <  r}n(x), 
for every x £ Qn , and t} (xq) =  0 , it follows tha t
-  V(^o)\ < \Vn{x) -  TJn{x0)|,
for every x £ fin . This, in turn, implies tha t 77 is continuous at xo, since r]n is continuous 
at X q .
To show tha t indeed 77 £ we fix Tio E N. Observe tha t T2 := \  d B no is
a relatively open subset of d Q n o . Moreover, since d Q  £  C 2, r 2 is a regular manifold 
of class W 2’°°, see [17, vol 1, pl46]. Thus we can apply [17, Proposition 1(2), pl46] to 
deduce 77 £ C'1(Qno fl fi2). Since no is arbitrary we obtain the desired result.
Finally we establish the asymptotic estimates. First observe tha t x\Xi  — x ix 2/ |x |4 
is harmonic in the punctured plane, R 2 \  (0 , 0), being the difference of two harmonic 
functions. Now by applying the Maximum Principle we obtain
convergence in (7 .10) is uniform . W e now proceed to  show  boundary regularity o f  77.
X\X2 -  —r r  <  r]n (x) <  XiX2, x  £  Q n 
\%\
X1 X2
for every n  £  N, thanks to  our assum ption D  C B \ .  Therefore
(7 .11)
Now  define 77* as follow s
77(2;) x £ Q
r)*(x) := < — r](x) x £ f2_
—77(x) x £ Q~.
H ence
^ ' ¥ ( \  _x xx 2 <  77 ( x )  <  X i X 2 -  - T - p - ,
X i X 2
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for all x £ Q U Therefore if u := r f  — x \ x 2, then
0 < Iti(ar) 1 < x £ £1 .
F l
This implies rj(x) = x \ x 2  +  0 ( |x |-2 ) as |x| —► oo. Now consider x such tha t \x\/2 > 1. 
Then by Harnack’s inequality we have
4 4 16|V u(s)| < -r— sup \u{z)\ < sup t—h— < 7-J3,
I I z^ B \ x\/2 (x) z£dB\xy 2(x) \X \\Z \ lXl
since for z £ dB\xy 2 (x) we have |x| — |z| < |x — z | =  |x |/2 , hence 1/ | 2:|2 < 4 / |x |2. So 
we are done.O
7 .4 .4  P r o p e r tie s  o f  T u rk in g to n -tra n sfo rm a tio n s
Let c > 0 and define C as in (7.1). In this section we prove 
Lem m a 5 C \ T  ^  T c is a bijection. Moreover, if  (  £ T , then
(•) iic(oiip =  ci/f>* n a
(ii) jsupp(C(C))I =  c_1 |supp(C)l-
P ro o f  Let us first prove tha t the mapping C : T  —► T c is well defined. Consider (  £ T  
and define
ACM := |{a; £ fi| C(z) > s}|, 5 > 0.
A^ (-) is called the distribution function of (  (see Remark 1 below). Next we define 
T  : R 2 —► K 2 by T x  = cx!2 x. Let us now fix 5 > 0 and calculate
Ac(C)(5) =  / X r-1oC-1([*/c,oo)) =  / XC-l([s/c,oo)) 0 T.
Here x e  is the characteristic function of E  and the exponent ” — 1” stands for the 
”pre-image” . Using the change of variable formula [30] we obtain
AC(C)(5) =  C_1 j r Xc-M[-/c,oo)) =  C_1 \ ( s / c)- (7.12)
Since £ is a rearrangement of Co we have Ac(s/c) =  X^Q(s/c). Hence Ac^j(s) =  
c - ' X ^ s / c ) .  From (7.12) we deduce c_1ACo(s/c) =  Ac(Co)(s), hence Ac(C)(s) =  Ac(Co)(s). 
Therefore C(Q £ T c.
Proof of the bijectivity of C is trivial; the inverse of C is, for £ £ Tc,
c _1( 0 M  = c_1 C(c_1/2z),
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for every x £ Q,. (i) is derived by straightforward calculations. Let us prove (ii). We 
clearly have
|supp(C(C)) | =  \{x £ f i c | C(c1/2z )  > 0} | =  [  X c - i ( ( o , o o ) )  o T -
J n c
Again by changing variables we obtain
/  X c - 1 ( ( 0 , o o ) ) ° r  =  c _ 1  /  X < - i ( ( o , o o ) )  =  c_1|supp(C)|-
JQC JQc
Hence we are done.<C>
R e m a r k  1 Sometimes in the literature the distribution function is defined with strict 
inequality; in this case the function turns out to be right continuous whereas in our 
situation it is left continuous.
R e m a r k  2 Let us point out tha t according to Lemma 5 it is readily verified tha t 
if (  £ E c, then C _ 1 (C) £ for A =  1/c.
7 .4 .5  T h e  R o u th  fu n ctio n
In our analysis we make use of the so called ” Routh function ” which is defined by 
H ( x ) =  Hi(x)  +  H 2 (x), x £ n + , where
* i(x) = i log2 S ?
H 2 (x) = x \ x 2.
Observe tha t for z £ dn+  we have \\mx^.z H(x)  = oo. Elementary calculations prove 
th a t H  has a unique global minimum at xq =  (l/(2\/27r), (l/(2>/27r)). Occasionally 
the first and the second co-ordinates of xq are denoted by Xo,i and xQi2.
For more information on Routh function the reader is referred to the classic mono­
graph [35].
7 .4 .6  S o m e m ore a u x ilia ry  lem m a s
This section is devoted to some crucial lemmas which will be used to prove Theorems 
1 and 2.
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L em m a 6 Let c and £ be positive constants satisfying (7.1). Let £ £c,o* then
(7.13)
where C\ is a positive constant, provided c is sufficiently large.
» - 1 c1/ 2
*■=«*> 108 I T - c *'
P ro o f  Let denote the Schwarz-symmetrisation of ( C£ with respect to Xq (see section 
6.3.5). By Lemma 5(ii) we have supp(Q^) =  f?a/ ci/2(xo), hence, for sufficiently large c, 
we can ensure supp(Q^) C • Thus ^(Cc.^) > ^(C *^)- We now proceed to estimate 
* c(Cc) from below. From the definition of ’Fc we have
=  \  [  C,< K X U  -  [  V. c,<
/ /
J n c J n
- jJn,
log
\47r cl !2\x — y\ 2 
Vc(x) Cc^(x)dx = I l -  1 2 -
-  L h f r 1/*'(c ' x , c  • y) ) C^{x)C^(y)dxdy
We now estimate I\  as follows
* k ^ h
~ Jn Jn ( \ h (c l / 2 x ’ c l /2 y ) ”  » ^ ) )  £ A x ) £ A y ) dxdy
- # i ( c 1/2x0), (7.14)
where we have used HC^IIi =  1* Now we show the integral in (7.14), denoted by J\,  is 
o(l) as c —► oo. First note tha t for x, y £ supp(C*^) we have
i/ i( c 1/2x ,c 1/2y) -  tf i(c 1/2x0) < ^ i ( c 1/2x ,c1/2y)
+
Now by applying (7.8) we deduce
^ ( c 1/ 2^ 1/2*,) -  Hx(c1 I2 xq) < cx2 y22 7 r ( c | x | | y |  -  l ) 2
+ h +(cl l2x , c ^ 2y) -  jH ’i ( c 1 / 2 x 0 )
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for sufficiently large c. Next observe that
as c —>• oo; also
C X  2V2





i / i 0(c1/2x ,c 1/2y) -  5 i ( c 1/2z0)
0,
1 2 \x — y\x0 ilx 0 ' 2
—  log
47t I* -  y | |* - y | |* 0|
as c —► 00, where
1 \x — y\
h o ( x , y )  = — \og
2tt I* -  y||a? -  y | ' 
Therefore J\ = o(l) as c —► 00, whence
/1 >  ^ l o g ^  -  H i ( c1/2x 0) -  o ( l ) ,
as c —» 00. ,
Now we estimate I 2,
I 2 =  r}c(x)  Q ^ ( x ) d x  
J fic
=  /  (Vc(x) -  *0,1*0,2) C,£ (*)<** +  # 2 (* o )-
J n c
Note tha t from (7.11) we infer
* 1 * 2  . .
* 1 * 2  or - 77 <  ?7c(*) <  * 1* 2 , x  e  i l c .c ' l x r
Hence
sup \ r ] c { x )  -  x 0 y i x 0 ) 2 \ <
o?,yesupp(C*{)
sup (2|arix2 -  *o ,i*o ,2 | +  l / ( c 2|a:|2)) -»■ 0,
07,ye supp(c*( )
as c —► 00. Therefore




as c —> oo. Now from (7.15) and (7.16) we deduce
>M C,{) >  ^  log ^  -  f f i ( c 1/2x 0) -  H 2(xo) +  0 (1),
as c —► oo, or
* c(C ,5) >  ~  log ^  -  H ( x 0) +  0 (1),
as c —> oo. This clearly verifies (7.13).0
According to the last paragraph in section (6.3.2), if c and £ satisfy (7.3), then Pc^  
has a solution. Whence, by Burton’s theory, see [Chapter 4, section 4.3.2], if £C)f G Ec ^, 
then there exists an increasing function (j>c^  such that
(ct  = 4>c,i o {Kc(c,z -  rjc) a.e. in Qc^ .
From this it follows
s u p p f c . e )  =  { x  e  f t c,d  K c( c, d x ) ~  *7c(z) >  7 c , J ,  (7.17)
for some constant 7C)£, modulo a set of measure zero. Note tha t the inequality in (7.17) 
can be changed to strict inequality, since the level sets of K c£c£ — r)c (sets on which 
K cC,c,i ~ is constant) on supp(£C)^ ) have measure zero, by [28, Chapter 7, Lemma 
7.7], In the next lemma we derive a lower bound for when c and £ are sufficiently 
large.
L em m a 7 There exists C\ > 0 and £i > 0 such that if  c > c\ and £ > £i, then
1 c1/ 2
7c,{ > ^ l o g - ^ -  +  C2(*), (7.18)
where C2 (k) is a constant depending on k, the constant depending on the cone deter­
mining the cone property of  .
P ro o f  Let and £J be positive constants such tha t if c > c[ and £ > £ [ [ ,  satisfy
(7.3), then B  := ^  ^et 7 > 0 be such tha t B  C n + (7 ) := {a; G
n+  I X1 X2 < 7 }. We claim that by merely enlarging c we can ensure 7C)£ > —7 . To seek 
a contradiction suppose 7C)£ < —7 ; then for x G B  we have
K c( c,e(x) -  rjc(x) > —rjc(x) > - x ^ x 2  > - 7  > 7^ ,
since K c(c,t is non-negative and r)c < X\X2 ■ Therefore B  C supp(£Ci^ ), modulo a set 
of measure zero. Hence |P | < |supp(£C)^ )|, tha t is, 1/8 < tta2 /c, so c < 87ra2. To
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derive a contradiction it suffices to make c greater than 87ra2. Henceforth we assume 
c > max{cj, 87ra2}. Therefore we obtain
supp(Cc,t) e fiCl*l K cCc,dx ) ~ Vc{x) > - 7 }, (7 .19 )
modulo a set of measure zero. Let us now define the ” adjusted ” energy functional
F( C)  :=  f  ( K c C - r i c -  7 c,€ ) C,
J  nc
for measurable functions (  on fic. Observe that
F ( U ) < \ [  « + C = , £ -  5 ( 7 0 - 1 ) ,
where 70 := —7 and u := K c(c£ — rjc — +  70 — 1. It is clear tha t there exists
M  > £ such tha t u+ E Hq(QCim)- N ow by applying the ” half Green formula ” , see 
[29, formula (1.5.1), p24], and Lemma l(ii), applied to K C(C£ we find
l|Vu+ | | ^  < ||V u+ ||2 n =  f
’ JnCiM
= f  V u + • Vu =  -  j  u+ Cc,e- 
Hence we can apply Holder’s inequality to obtain
l |V u + | |2,n c,f ^  Il“ + ll2 ,n e,£ I I C c ,d k n c,£ , ( 7 .2 0 )
where we have used Lemma 5(i). From the continuous embedding
W '1’1 (ftc ,£ )  -  L 2 ( f i e,£ ) ,
see [1, pl05], we deduce
||w+ ||2, ^  < k ||tt+ ||i,ifnCi{,
where k is the constant depending on the cone determining the cone property of 
let us point out tha t the cone is independent of c and £, hence, in turn, k is independent 
of c and £. Next we observe
llu+lli,i,nCl{ < l|u+ l|2,nc,< +  2||V u+||ltnCi{.
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Note th a t supp(w+) and supp(Vw+) are both contained in supp(w); and since supp(u) 
is essentially contained in supp(^C)^ ) we deduce tha t supp(,u+) and supp(Vw+) are 
essentially contained in supp(^C)^ ). This implies
|it+l'lll,nc,« =  ll“ + lll,SUpp(fc,4) <  |sU pp(Cc,f)|1/2 |l«+ l|2,!2e,( =  ^  ||i i+ ||2,!2ei(, 
where we have used Holder’s inequality and Lemma 5(ii). Similarly we obtain
l | V n + | | 1 , n c (  <  &  | | v « + | | 2 , ^ f .
Therefore we derive
I l * + | | 2 f l ^  <  k ( 0  l l u + 1 1 2 , ^ ,  +  0  | | V u + | | 2 ,n e ,( )  .
This, in turn, implies
(  ky/ ira\  + 2 ky/ira +
^  cl/2  J  — ci/2  W ^ U
Let c" be a positive number such tha t c > c'{ implies (1 — ky/iva/c1!2) > 1/2, then for 
c > m ax jc ijc '/,87ra2} we obtain
i|W + ||2,!v{ < 2- 0  ||Vji+ ||2,nc{. (7.21)
From (7.20) and (7.21) we deduce
l | V « + | | 2 , n Ci{ <  4 / V ™ l | C o | | 2  | | V w + | | 2)n Ci€,
hence
||V u+ ||2,ne,( <4fc\/?a|Ko||2- (7.22)
Therefore by applying Holder’s inequality, (7.21) and (7.22) we obtain
[  U+ U  <  c1/ 2||Co||2 | | w + | | 2 , n Ci€ <  4 f c \ / ^ a I I C o | | 2  | | V u + | | 2)n c>4 
<  ( 4 f c v / 7 r a | | C o | | 2 ) 2  = :  P(k).
From this we infer
f ( U ) <  \ c m - n + i )  = - . m -
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Therefore we derive
* c ( C c ,e )  =  n C c * )  ~  2 ^ c 2 ^ c ’^  — c 2^ c,^ ‘ ( 7 . 2 3 )
ci£
By Lemma 6 there exists c"' > 0 such tha t for c > c1" we have \Iic(Cc,£) > 1 /  (47t) log c1/ 2/(2a) —
Ci. Hence if c > max{cj,c'/,c'/',87ra2}, then by (7.23) we have
Since ^(Cc^) < /?(&) we finally obtain
1 c1/ 2
This readily implies (7.18), for ci := m ax{cj,c",c"', 87ra2} and £i := ££.0
7.5 Proofs o f the theorems
P ro o f  o f  T h eo re m  1 Let ci and £i be as in Lemma 7. Let C2 be a positive constant 
such tha t for c >  c2,
1 c 1/ 2
^ l o g — - C , ( k ) > l .  (7.24)
Let us consider c > c0 =  max{l, ci, C2}, £ > £1 and £c^  G £ c,£ ^  0, by [Chapter 5, 
Lemma 5]. From (7.17), (7.24) and Lemma 7 we obtain
supp(Cc^) C supp(Kc(C£ -  77c), (7.25)
modulo a set of measure zero. Let us observe tha t for x £ Q,c we have
K & d z )  =
Moreover, since /fC -1 (£C)^ )(c1/ 2a;) < /f’+C~1(£C)^ )(c1/ 2x) we infer
K c C cA x )  <  K + C - ' ( Cc.s)(cl /2 x ) ,  
for x £ f2c- Also, if x G is such tha t |a;| > 1, then by applying (7.11) we obtain
Vc(x)  > ^ X i X 2,
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hence, for x £ Q c such that |x| > 1, we derive
K c( c,i{x) -  rjc(x) =  KC~l {C,c,d(cl l 2 x) -  rjc(x)
<  K+C - 1  (Cc,^){c1 / 2 x) -  1 / 2 x i x 2.
By [Chapter 5, Lemma 7] we have
i f +C- 1 (Cc^)(c1/2x) -  1/231X2 < 0,
provided |x| > Ac1/2, where A is some universal positive constant. Let us now define 
R(c) := m ax{l,£i, Ac1/ 2}. Then
supp(Cc.-e) C Br{c). (7.26)
Fixing c, clearly, (7.26) holds for every £ > £i. Hence Cc,R(c) £ ^c- This concludes the 
existence part of the theorem.
We now proceed to derive (7.4). Henceforth we assume c is a fixed number such 
tha t c > Co. Consider ( c £ E c. Hence := C- 1(Cc) £ Sa, where A =  1/c. It is clear 
th a t supp(£\) C B c 1/2 modulo a set of zero measure. Applying Lemma 7 and (7.24) 
we find
tfcCcM -  rjc{x) > 1,
for almost every x £ supp(Cc), or equivalently
A T '^C cX c1/ 2^ ) -  i 77(c1/2x) > 1,
for almost every x £ supp(£c), whence A'Ca(z) — ^v{x ) > 1, for almost every x £ 
supp(Ca)- Let us now observe tha t limsup|a.|_ 0O(/iTCA( )^ -  ^v{x )) < 0- Hence there 
exists M3 > c 1/ 2 E ( c ) such that K ( \ ( x )  — A^fx)) < 1/2, provided |x| > M3. Since 
is a global maximiser of W\ relative to T  we deduce that, in particular, maximises 
4*a relative to functions in T  which vanish outside £Im3 := Bm 3 H Q.. Therefore, by 
Burton’s theory, there exists an increasing function 4> such tha t
Ca =  <t>o ( K ( x ~  A77),
for almost every x £ £Im3- We modify 4 > by <f>\ which is defined as follows
Therefore we derive
Ca =  4>x o (KCA -  At7),
for almost every Since Ca =  — A/iTCa> for almost everywhere x £ we deduce
(7.4). Note tha t Ao := l/co-O
To prove Theorem 2 we need the following lemma, the proof of which relies on 
P ro p o s itio n  Suppose Q > 1 and c > 4a2. Let v £ Lp(n+) be a non-negative function 
vanishing outside a set of measure ira2  and define uc(x) =  C(u)(x). For x £ II+ define 
B(x) := B Qa/cl/2 (x) and
i (x )  := v M d y ’
7 { x )  : =  v M d y •
Then there exist constants N 2 , iV3, N[,  iV^  and such that
/fx l < 1  (Ni  + logX2M M U X2 -  °  f t  27\
~ 1 0 <  x 2  < a,
and
i ( x ) c l  W  +  x i ^ a ,7 2 8 ,
I JVJ||t>||p, 0 < x , < a. 1 ' 1
P ro o f  see [4].<0>
L em m a 8 (support lemma) Let Co be as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then there exist 
c > Co and d > 0 such that if c >  c, then
diam(supp(Cc)) < d , (7.29)
for all Cc e S c-
P ro o f  Let c := max{co,4a2}. Henceforth c > c is fixed. Let us consider (c £ E c (by 
Theorem 1, £c exists). Let us recall tha t
1 c 1 / 2
K c(c(x) ~ lc(x)  > —  l°g —  -  C2(Ar), 
for almost every x £ supp(Cc)- Since K c£c(x) < K +£c(x), for almost every x £ Qc, we
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obtain
7]c(x) -  C 2 {k) < K+(c(x) -  log °
2 ir 2  a
1 f  2 a\x — y\\x — y\ v
=  5- /  log l7' ' -I <c(y)dy,** Jnc c1/2k  -  -  y\
for almost every x £ supp(£c). Let us define S  := {2: £ n + | m in{xi,x2} > a} and for 
x £ n+  define
1 f  2 a\x — y\\x — y\ .
J  *  : =  5 -  / .  l o g  ,  ' ,, %  Cc( y ) dy ,
JB(x)  c1' 2]! -  y \ \ x  -  y\
where Q > 1. Observe that for x, y £ n+  we have |x — l/ |/|x  — y\ < 1 and |x — y\/\x — y\ <
1. Hence, on the one hand, for x £ n + \ S  we can apply (7.27) and (7.28) to obtain
J(x)  < m ax{/(x), 7(x)} < iVg'HCollp, (7.30)
where N "  max{7V3, iVg}; and on the other hand, for x £ S  we obtain
J(x)  < I(x)  < (JVi +  N 2 1 log x2|) HCollp. (7.31)
Therefore for almost every x £ supp(Cc) we have
1h ( x ) - C 2(k) < f  l o g f - W —
Jnc\B(x) ' F  — Si/
f (iVx +  AT2| loga:2|)j|C„||p, « 6 S
1 iv"||Co||p, i e n t \5.
Since supp(£c) is essentially contained in where 72(c) := max{l, £1, Ac1/2} is as
in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain
T ~  f  l o s ( 4 ^ f — ~ \ )  ^ ( y ) d y <  ^ T l o g ^ ^  /  . Cc(z/)<fy, (7.33)
27r7ne\5(r) — 2/1 /  27r <3 Jnc\B(x)
for every x £ n + . Therefore by (7.33) and rearranging the terms in (7.32) we infer 
tha t for almost every x £ supp(£c) we have
1 1 Q—  log /  . (c(y)dy
J Q c \ B ( x )2 tt 4 7 2 ( c )  n \ ( )
<  (  N S \ \ C o \ \ p  +  c 2 ( k ) - T , e ( x ) ,  x e n  + \ s
\  (iVi +  ^ 2|lo g x 2|)||)||Co||p +  C'2(fc) -1 ? c (* ) , * £ -S'.
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From this we deduce the existence of a positive constant v  such tha t
Q f
!°g TdTTT /  . Cc(v)dy < v.
4 i H c ) J n c\B(x)
Let us now set Q := 4R(c)e2u, then from (7.34) we obtain
f  . C c ( y ) d y  < 1/2,
JQ c\B(x)
for almost every x £ supp(Cc). We now claim that
diam(supp(£c)) < 8aR(c)e2u /  c1!2.
To seek a contradiction suppose this is not true, tha t is, diam(supp(£c)) > 8aR(c)e2 u/c 1/ 2. 
In this case, there exist x\  and x<i in den(supp(£c)) such tha t \ x i~ X 2 \ > 8aR{c)e2u /  c1/2. 
Hence B 8 aR{c)e2 v/ci/2(zi) D B8aR{c)e2, /ci/2(x2) =  0. Thus, by (7.35), we obtain
1 < f  L {y )dy+  f  ( c(y )dy<  l ,
8aJ?(c)«2,//c1/2 (Xi ) SaJH^e^/c1/2
which is a contradiction. Finally, since R(c) := m ax{l, £i, Ac1/2}, (7.29) follows. In 
fact, we can take d :=  8ae2l/( 1 +  +  A).^>
P ro o f  o f  T h eo re m  2 The proof consists of three assertions.
Assertion 1  There exist C2 > c, R > 0 such tha t if c > and £c 6 E c, then
supp(Cc) C L(2d) U ( n +  n B r ), (7.36)
modulo a set of measure zero. Here
L(2d) := {a; £ n + | m in{£i,£2} < 2d}.
Proof of Assertion 1 To seek a contradiction, assume the assertion is false. Hence there 
exist sequences and {x j}<j t 1 such tha t
(a) c < Cj —> oo, as j  —► oo.
(b) (Cj £ E c>, for all j .
(c) Xj =  {xjti ,X jt2 ) € den(supp(£Cj)), for all j , and \xj\ —*■ oo, as j  —> oo.
For simplicity, when appropriate, we replace ”cj” by ”j" ,  e.g. we write 'Pj for \PCj, 




Cj. W ithout loss of generality we may assume that supp(£j) C f°r aU j •
Fixing j  for now, we observe tha t from Lemma 8, supp(£j) is essentially contained in 
n + \L ( d ) .  Therefore
~ f  /  (  \ h (cl/ 2x' c) /2y'> ~ 7 Z*°&~T/2 + r l j(z)  j  Q( x) ( j ( y ) dxdyJQj JQj y Cj J
~ f  f  ( \ h (c) / 2 x ^ ) / 2 y) -  +  ) Cj(x )Cj(y)dxdy, (7.37)
where we have applied an n-dimensional generalisation [7] of an inequality of F. Riesz
on rearrangements to the logarithmic parts. Since h > h+ we infer
h ( c y \ c } /2y) -  ^ p lo g ^ T j +  %(*)
ci
. i  i \x ~ y \  i , i . x i x 2
>  i - l o g - n r .  = T ~ l o S  “777 +  x i x * ~
4?r c ^ 2|x -  y\ \x -  y\ 4?r c f  cj M 4
s^rlog^ S b ] +^ 112’ ( 7 - 3 8 )
for all x,  y  €  den(supp(C j)). A lso, note th a t for x , y  E supp(C j) C -E i/^^/^fao) we 
have
^ h ( c ) / 2 x , c ) / 2 y )  - L l o g - ^  +  V i ( x )
C3
<  i A ( c J / J * , c V 2y )  +  i f t + ( c } / 2 ® , c j / 2 » )  -  +  * 1*2
< I h i c f x ^ c f y )  +  - l o g  |x yJ +  « !« ,
-  2 x ( c 3- | i | | » I  -  l ) 2 +  4 ^ lo g  |*  -  y \ \ x  -  y \  +  X l X : i  ~  K l '  ( 7 ’3 9 )
where K \  is a  positive constant, provided j  is sufficiently large. Let us assum e th a t  
Xjf2 —> 00, as j  —> 00 (the case where x j ti  -+ 00 can be treated  sim ilarly); m oreover
we m ay assum e th a t for alm ost every x  E supp(£j) we have #2 <  x j,2- Therefore, by
(7.38), for x , y e  d en (su p p ((j))  we find
i % ) /2i , c l /2» ) - - ^ i o g ^ j  +  %(*) > +
j
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-  i log^ +^fe_d)
-+ oo, (7.40)
as j  —> oo. Hence from (7.39), (7.40) and (7.37) we deduce
* « ( G o ) - ^ o ( c ;0) > o ,
for some jo sufficiently large. This contradicts the maximality of £J0. Hence the asser­
tion is proved.
Assertion 2 There exists fi(k) > 0 such that if c > c2  and (c E E c, then
supp(Cc) C {x E n+| x i x 2  < v{k)},  (7.41)
modulo a set of measure zero.
Proof of Assertion 2 Let us fix c > c2  and consider £c £ £ c. From Assertion 1 it follows 
tha t there exists r  > a such tha t supp(£c) is essentially contained in K + x (0, r)  or 
(0 ,r)  x R+. Let us first suppose tha t supp(£c) is essentially contained in R + x (0 ,r) . 
Then for almost every x E supp(£c), such tha t xi > r ,  we have (see 7.17 and 7.18)
K+Cc{x) -  7\X\x 2  > K c(c{x) -  r/c(x) > —— log ----- C 2 {k).
I  I'K la
Therefore we obtain
1 , C1/ 2
* log1 7
2 a\x -  y\\x -  y\
X\X2  < 2K+(c( x )  log— |-2C2(fc)7r la
1 f  —  —  .
=  - J nj ° e A * - y \ \ * 4 \ Q{y)dy  +  2C2ik)- {7A2)
The integral in (7.42) is dominated by log c $ \x - \ j  £c(y)dy. Now we write 
Applying (7.27), with Q = 1, we find rj > 0 such that
( 7 ’ 4 3 )
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We also have _
[  log 4 ^ 7 — ^7 (c(v)dy <  log(4r). (7.44)
Jn<\BalcU2(x) c1/2l* - y|
Hence from (7.43) and (7.44) we conclude tha t for almost every x E supp(£c) we have
x i % 2  < i(j7  +  log(ar)) +  2C2 (k).7r
The case where supp(£c) is essentially contained in (0 ,r)  x R + can be treated 
similarly (in the proof we make use of (7.27)). Therefore we derive the desired result.
Assertion 3 There exist C3 > C2, R  > 0 such tha t if c > C3 and ( c E £ c, then
supp(Cc) C B r ,
modulo a set of measure zero.
Proof of Assertion 3 To seek a contradiction, suppose the assertion is false. Then by 
Assertion 2, there exist sequences { C j} ^  and such tha t the following
hold
(a') C2 < Cj —► 00, as j  —► 00.
(b1) (j E T,j such th a t supp(Cj) is essentially contained in R + X (0,1 / j ) ,  for all j ; the
case where supp(Cj) is essentially contained in (0,1 / j )  X R + can be treated similarly, 
(c') Xj E den(supp(Cj)), for every j ,  and \xj\ —► 00 as j  -* 00.
Notice tha t we have again adopted the convention of replacing ”cj” by ”j ” , when 
appropriate.
We claim tha t diam(supp(Cj)) —► 0, as j  —> 00. To prove the claim we fix j .  Then 
for almost every x E supp(^j) we have
1 /2
i l o g  C- l ~ - C 2 (k) < K & ( x ) - r , j { x )  
< ^ W < ^ / fi)i o g j ^ } 0 ( y ) d y ,
since rjj is positive and KjQ(x)  < K +Q(x) for almost every x E fij. Therefore,
- c 2 (k) < T  [  log — ?L Q{y)dy.
2 *  J o ,  cV 2|x -  y|
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Let Q >  1 and set B( x)  := B Qa^ i / 2 (x).  Then
~ c 2 (k) log iffi  ^ Q(y)dy +  [  . log 1°]^  ^ <j(y)dy.
2?r J B( x)  c- \x — y | 2?r J U j \ B ( x )  Cj |x — y |
Applying (7.27) we find that
i f .  log2?r 7 b ( i )  c V 2 |a r  -  y |
Also we have
2~ /  - 1o§"7727— ^7 0(y)rfy < ^ log — f  .
2?r Jn j \ B( x )  Cj  \x - y I 2?r V  JQj \B(x)
where we have used the fact that for x, y G supp(£j),
I* -  3/1 < I* -  y\  +  \y -  y\  < diam(supp(Cj)) +  2y2
< diam(supp(Cj)) +  2 /j , (7.45)
and tha t diam(supp(£j)) +  2/ j  < d  +  2. Therefore, we obtain
- C 2(fc) < log f  Q ( y ) d y ,
2?r V  J i l j \ B ( x )
hence by rearranging we derive
log 9^ X 9  ^ f  - C j ( y ) d y  < 2tt(C2(A;) + K 2 )  <  V ,  2(d +  I) Jn^Bix)
for some u > 0. Let us now set Q := 2 (d +  2)e2" to obtain
/  . C i(y )d y < ^ , (7.46)
J Q j \ B { x )  1
for almost every x E supp(£j). From (7.46), applying the same argument as in Lemma 
8, we find
,. ( ( X u  4a(d +  2)e2"
diam(supp(Cj)) < --------^ ----- •
ci
Letting j  —► oo we obtain the desired result.
Let (j denote the Schwarz-symmetrisation of (j  with respect to xo. To derive a 
contradiction it suffices to show ^ ( ^ J  — ^ ( C j i )  > 0, for some j \ .  However, this
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is easily proved using the same method employed in Assersion 1; the key step being a 
result similar to (7.40) which is explained here. For x, y 6 den(supp(£j)) we have
(7.47)
now by using (7.45) we obtain
(7.48)
as j  —*■ oo. This completes the proof of the assersion, hence the theorem.0
P ro o f  o f  T h e o re m  3 Let us first point out tha t by Theorem 2, sequences like {£ 
do exist; indeed, if we consider sequences {c jJJ lj, {Cj}j^i satisfying (i) and (ii), then, 
by Theorem 2, {xj}JLx is bounded, hence it contains a convergent subsequence. By 
Theorem 2 we can assume, without loss of generality, xj  —► x  as j  —> oo. We then need 
to show x =  xq.
By maximality of (j we have
We now fix 0 < € < l / ( 2 y / 2 w ) .  Then there exists jo(e)  E N such tha t if j  >  jo(e) ,  then
(7.49)
where (J denotes the Schwarz-symmetrisation of ( j with respect to xq. From (7.49) 
and an application of Riesz’s inequality we obtain
l°g ~TE +  Cj(x)Cj(y)dxdy




supp(C j) C B e( x0).  For j  >  j 0 (e) and x,  y  E B c(x0) we have
1 - - 1/2 1/2 . 1 - 1 
V  x ->ciJ ’ J
< ^ l ( C ; /2X,c‘/2y )+  -L
- f t ( c /  i , /  ! / )  -  J ^ l o g ^  -  f f i ( * o )
2x0,1x0,2k  -  y|





+  —2 7 r ( c j | x | | i / |  —  l ) 2  4 7 t
log
log
*  -  y | | *  -  y | | * o l  
2xo,iXo,2|x -  y\
cj ( x O,l +  € )(x 0,2 +  €) , J _  
27r (c jO o | -  e) 2 -  l ) 2 4 tt
- 0 ,
I® -  y lk  -  ylkol
2x 0)iXo,2|x — y\
log
I* -  y\\x -  y\\x o\
as j  —► 00. T h is im plies
/  /  ( 5 ft(ci /2;c’ ci /2j/) ~~ S 108^ )  H i i x o ) ,  (7 .51 )
as j  -+ 00.  A lso , from  (7 .11), we have
\r}j{x) -  H 2{xq)\ <  \ x i x 2 -  x o, ix o,21 + 21 12 ’c- \xr
j ' '
for x  E B e(xo)j  hence
sup \r]j(x) -  H 0 (x)\  - *  0 ,
x £ B e( x  0 )
(7 .52 )
as j  00.  From (7 .5 1 ) and (7 .52) we deduce th a t T j ( Q )  —*■ H { x 0), as j  —► 00.
W e now claim  th a t
li(C j)  -+ H ( x ) ,  as j  —> 00. (7 .5 3 )
N o te  th a t by proving (7 .53) we will have com pleted  th e proof o f th e theorem ; indeed, 
if (7 .53 ) is true, then  from (7 .50) we infer H ( x )  <  H ( x 0), hence x =  x q . To prove 
th e claim  we first show  th at x ^ 0 II+ . Seeking a contradiction  we suppose x  E dn_|_. 
S ettin g  x := ( x i , x 2),  we m ay assum e th a t x 2 =  0 . F ix  c >  0; then  there ex ists  j ( e )  E N  
such th a t if j  >  j  (e ) , then
\x — x\ < \ x  — x j | +  | xj  — x\ <  d iam (su p p (£ j)) +  e, (7 .54 )
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for almost every x E supp((j). Now, similarly to (7.47) and (7.48) we derive
log ± - 2  +  * ( , )  >
^  1 1 1 > —  log —
47T diam(supp(Cj)) +  2y2  ’
for x , y E den(supp(Cj)) and j  > j(e). If j  > j(e) and y E supp(Cj), we can apply 
(7.54) to derive
V2 < \ y -  x \ <  diam(supp(Cj)) +  e.
Therefore if j  > j(e) and x, y E den(supp(£j)), then
i f c ( c f  x ,  cfy)  -  T  log  - j L  +  w ( a )  >  _ L  lo g  3 d ia m (sU p p (^ ))  +  2( '
This in conjunction with the fact tha t diam (supp(^)) —► 0, as j  —► oo, implies
Hm supT^O) >
hence lim su p j. ,^  Tj((j) =  oo, since c > 0 was arbitrary. However, this contradicts
(7.50), since Tj(Q) is bounded from above for all sufficiently large j , see (7.39). Hence, 
x £ dU+.
Let e := dist(£, # n +), the distance from x to $ n + . As shown above £ > 0. Observe 
th a t there exists j{£) E N such tha t if j  > j(e),  then supp(Cj) is essentially contained 
in B £/ 2 (x). We now define the real valued function D on Q, X Q C M4 as
D(x,y)  := D (xu x 2 , y i , y 2) = h+(x,y).
Note tha t V D  is bounded on B£/ 2 (x) X B£/ 2 (x), that is, there exists a positive constant, 
say A 3, such that ||V jD||00iB</2(£)xBc/2(£) < K 3. Now, for j  > j(e ) and x, y E B £/ 2 (x) 
we can apply Mean Value Inequality to deduce
ift(c}/2a:,c]/2!/) -  i - I o g ^  -  H ^ x )
Cj
< ^h i (c ) , 2 x ,c ) , 2 y) +  - ^ |D(x,y )  -  D(x,x )\
< (c)l 2 x ,c ) , 2 y) +  - ^ K 3 \(x,y) -  (M ) |r*
=  o(l) + - ^ K 3 \(x,y) -  (x ,x) \Ri, (7.55)
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as j  —» oo, uniformly in x and y , where | • |K4 denotes the usual Euclidean norm in R 4.
Note tha t for j  > j(e)  and x, y G B e/ 2 (x) we have
\(x,y) ~ 0 M )|r*  < 4(diam(supp(Cj)) +  \£j -  *|)
=  o(l),  (7.56)
as j  —► oo. Whence by (7.55) and (7.56) we obtain
| h(c)l 2 x ,c )/ 2 y) - 1 - i o g - L -  Ih ( x )  = o (l),
C3
as j  —► oo, uniformly in a;, y £ B £/ 2 (x). This, in turn, shows tha t
/  /  ( 5 /*(ci /2®’ci /2y) “  ^ log^ 2 ) ( j ( x )( j(y)dxdy H i(®)»
^ y  Cj J
as j  —► oo. To complete the proof it remains to show tha t
77j(x) -  t f0(£) =  o(l), (7.57)
as j  —> oo, uniformly in z £ Be/ 2 (x). So let us fix x £ B £/ 2 (x) and suppose j  > f e ) -
Then
-  S 0 ( x ) \  <  \ X XX 2 -  X XX 2 \ +  - j r — .
Setting := (£ j,i,£ j,2) and x := (£ i , x2), it is readily verified that
\x ix 2 — x i x 2\ < |a;2|diam(supp(Cj)) +  Ix^ildiamfsuppfCj))
+  \xj,ix j i 2  -  x i x 2\ -> 0, 
uniformly in x. From this (7.57) clearly follows, hence
/  r1j{x )Cj(^)dx -> H 0 (x),
Jsij
as j  —»• oo. So we are done.O
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7.6 Solutions of P ( A) as weak solutions o f Euler equations
Let U and P  denote the velocity field and the pressure of an ideal fluid of unit density 
in Q. Then U and P  satisfy the Euler equations
( U - V ) U  = - V P  in ft (7.58)
V  U =  0 in ft (7.59)
U • n =  0 o n ^ .  (7.60)
In [44] a weak formulation of (6.1)-(6.3) is derived in terms of the vorticity function oj
and the stream funtion ip, namely
f  u[iP,4>] = 0, (7.61)
Ju
for all (p E C£°(ft), where [-,*] stands for the Jacobian. Writing (7.61) in the context
of our work in the present chapter we obtain
# (C ,0 ) :=  f  C [ K t - \ r ) , (p ]  =  0, (7.62)
Jn
for all <p E ( ^ ( Q ) .  Equation (7.62) is called the weak vorticity-formulation of the 
Euler equations. We now present a heuristic argument for believing H((,<p) =  0, for 
all (p E Co°(fi): Since C has compact support there exists fijv such tha t supp(£) C £In - 
Hence it suffices to show
H{C,<P) = 0, (7.63)
for all (p E <7o°(f2;v). We fix <p E Cq*(£Ln ) and denote by £t (x ) the unique solution of 
the Hamiltonian system
satisfying the initial condition ,z(0) =  x E It is a standard result tha t the mapping 
x ~ t  € [—T,T],  T  small, defines a one-parameter family of measure preserving 
diffeomorphisms of fijv, see for example [36]. Now following [44] we obtain
4>(C o f - 1) =  *(C) +  t f  c [ K iA ]  + o(t),
as t —► 0. Futhermore, observe that
lim =  Vr)(x) - V L(p{x) = [r],<p}{x).
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Hence by applying the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem we obtain
^ ( c ° ^ r 1) =  s ( 0  +  * f  ch,</>]+o(t),
as t —► 0. Therefore
« A (C o C 1) =  ®A(0 +  t /  <[K(-Xv,4>] + o(t),
J  Clpj
as t -» 0, since [K£,<!>] -  X[rj,<f>] = [K( -  Xr),4>]. Therefore, if k(/) := \Pa(C 0 we 
have proved
k ' ( 0 )  =  h ( C 4 > ) .
Since (  6  £(A) and (  o £t-1 £ T , k has a global maximiser at 0, in [—T, T], whence 
k/(0) =  0 and we obtain (7.63) as desired.
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A ppendix
Let p > 2 and D  be a bounded open subset of R 2 with Lipschitz boundary
dD.  Let T  : LP(D) —»• Hq(D) be the map such tha t for (  G LP(D), T (
denotes the unique minimiser of
fW:4 /D|VM|2-X<
relative to u G H q(D). Then
T ( ( x ) = f  G(x >y) C(y)dy, a.e. in D, (  G LP{D),
J D
where G denotes the Green’s function for - A  on D with homogeneous 
Dirichlet boundary conditions.
P ro o f  Let us first consider 0 < (  G LP(D) and define
r  iT\ J n « C(x) ^ nu w  - 1 f(a)i f ( l )  <  n>
for n G N. It is a standard result tha t T  : LP(D) —► Hq(D)  is a bounded 
linear operator. Therefore, since —► £ in LP(D), as n oo, we deduce 
T ( n ^  T (  in H 1 (D ), as n —► oo. Since H 1 (D) is continuously embedded 
into L2(D) we infer that T ( n —»■ in L2(D) as n oo. This, in turn,
implies existence of a subsequence, say { T ( nj}<j i . 1 such tha t
T (n j(x ) -  T ( ( i ) ,
for almost every x G D, as j  —»• oo. An application of [17, Chapter 2, 
Proposition 24] implies
T ( nj( x )=  /  G (z,y) (nj(y)dy, a.e. in D,
J D
for every j .  Since ( nj (a;) —► C(:c)> f°r every x G D,  as j  —► oo we can apply 
the Monotone Convergence Theorem to derive
f  G(x,y)  Cn3 { y ) d y [  G{x,y )({y )dy ,
J D  J D
for every x G D, as j  —► oo. Therefore
I W * ) -  f  G(x, y)  C(v)dy,
J  D
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for almost every x G -D, as j  —> oo. Hence we conclude
T ( ( x ) =  f  G(x,y)  ((y)dy,
JD
for almost every x G D.
For arbitrary £ G LP(D), we write £ =  £+ — £“ . Since T  is linear we 
have T£ =  T£+ — T£“ . Now using the above argument for each £+ and 
we obtain
TC(*) =  f  G(x,y)  ( +( y ) d y -  [  G(x, y) C  { y ) d y
J D  J D
=  f  G (x ,y ) ( (+(y) -  C~(y))dy= f  G(x,  y) ((y)dy,
J D  J D
for almost every x G D. Hence we are done.O
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